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Mohamed Issak (left), a Somalian Immigrant, packs frozen chicken entrees at Barber Foods In Portland.

Coming to Portland, America
Portland's African population copes with ignorance and uncertainty in a strange land
• By Claire Holman
• Photos /Jy Tonee Harbert
On the television in their small Parkside apart-

ment, Somalia is not far away from natives Subeydo
Mohamed Ibrahim and her husband Mohamed
Osman lssak. Sophia Loren moves across the screen
caressing Somali refugees at a camp in Kenya.
Mohamed calls to Subeydo to come quickly - it is
the refugee camp where they stayed for a year and a
half. They seem excited, but later fall silent when
asked about home. Subeydo said she doesn't know if
her family is alive or dead.
When the couple arrived in Portland, their first
impressions were not of what w"s here, but of what
was missing. Their mental image of an American city
had come from'Hollywood movies and the mass
media, and it didn't look much like Portland. There
were no skyscrapers or sweeping boulevards here.
Something else was missing, too - other people
of color. "Every step we take there'sjust white
people," Subeydo said. ''They are from everywhere
of Europe, and we are just from Africa. So when we

missed our black color, we were surprised, and felt
we are staying someplace else different, with
different people we do not know ....
"We feel lonely and homesick. Very lonely."
Subeydo and Mohamed aren't completely alone.
There is one other Somali family in Portland, and
there are other Africans; almost a quarter of the
blacks in the Portland area are recent refugees and
immigrants from Africa. Most have arrived in the
last three years. David Agan, director of Portland's
Refugee Resettlement Program (a division of Catholic Charities/Maine), said the agency has resettled
more than 160 Africans since 1988, and expects to
welcome roughly the same number over the next
three to four years. Agan estimates Portland's total
African population is at least 200.
Yet even with this recent increase, new arrivals
are still alone in a sea of whiteness; the 1990 Census
reported only 993 blacks in Greater Portland, less
than 1 percent of the region's total population.

Even to lump all of Portland's "Africans" together
in one category is deceptive. Africa is a huge continent of numerous cultures and languages; there is a
complex history of alliances and rivalries among its
different nations. More than a dozen of those nations
are represented in Portland, spanning the continent
from Ethiopia on the hom of Africa to South Africa
at the continent's tip. Some refugees come from areas
where years of war and social upheaval have
permitted them only a few years of schooling. Others
were bred in an elite intelligentsia.
But they all face the challenges of adapting to a
new language, foods and culture, as well as another
obstacle most immigrants from Europe never faced:
color-based racism. Some of Portland's African
newcomers have begun to forge a cohesive immigrant community in the hopes that together they can
wrestle with these challenges, breaking down their
ignorance - and ours.
Continued on page 8
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Hi Fi ExcliANGE
l

Foreside Mall, U.s. Route One, Falmouth, ME
207·781-2326

Aragon...
Audible
Illusions...
Audioquest...
Audio
Research ... Bryston ... Compact Discs ... Creek ... CWO .. .
Jamo... Lexicon .. .
Denon... Dynavector... Grado ..
Magneplaner... Magnum Dynalab... Mark Levenson .. .
Mission ... NAD ... NEAR ... PSB ... Revolver ... Rotel... SME .. .
Sota... Sumiko... Sumo... Stax... Symdex... Thorens .. .
VPI. .. AND MUCH MORE!
o

Setting a new standard for
price-performance value ...

BIG
SOUND!
SMALL
BOX!
SMALLER PRICE!
UNDER $200
THE PAIR!

"Their sound dramatically belies their
modest price and size. Go hear them
now and quit complaining about how
much everything costs!"
-Jack English, Stereophile (April 1992)

Here at Katahdin we all hold the holidays as a spedal time
to realize what is important to us and what we are
thankful for. We would like to share you what we all want
for Christmas:

.. .
..

Ken would like an electric razor.
Doodle is just itching for a pink Harley.

•

" ..

.

julie wants perfect hair.
Linda wants it all - NOW!
jerry would like one night alone with the Judds!
Bill wants a date.
Gloria same as above.
Tracywants a pair of purple platform shoes.
Roxanne wants her sanity.
john wants more tools and lumber.
A nnie anything anyone wants to give her.
Gretchen wants the Dairy Queen to stay open all winter.
Camille wants nothing to do with this foolishness .
Dan wants his dog to stop waking him up at 5:30am.
And Meredith, well, all she wants is peace on Earth and
happiness for all.

Happy holidays!

"

"

.

,

•
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Leola Black Marshall: MNobody's born with hate, with preJudice. A child Is Innocent. You learn It from your parents."

,

774-1740 • SPRING AND mGH STREET
MON-TIiURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM

A conversation with

It was different, it was back in the '50s. You had a
lot of prejudice back in those days. I had a lot of
problems with the
police, the liquor
commission, the
neighborhood,
everyone. We had kids who'd never seen black
people in here.
They came because I had all kinds of black records
they'd never heard. Little Richard, Sam Cooke. The
white records, like the Beatles, kids weren't playing
'em, so I just took those out.

talk

••

Leola Black Marshall

What was the Wigwam like?

WE OFFER THE LARGEST SELECTION IN N.E.

<:

From all of us at Katahdin -

. Native Mississippian Leola Marshall has operated
a Southern-style restaurant out of the same Veranda
Street building in Portland almost continuously since
1956. Originally called the Wigwam, it's now known
as Marshall's Southern Restaurant.

TABLE &CHAIR SETS· CAR BEDS, DOll. CARRIAGES, ROCKING CHAIRS
• BABY SLEDS. ROCKING HORSES· EASELS· TOY CHESTS "-

'"

How did you end up In Maine?

What about catfish?

I didn't come directly here', I traveled around for a
while. When I came here I had a baby, [and) my
sister had a baby. There were six of us. We only had
$S after we paid the rent; we ate a whole-week on the
$5 - you could do it then, eating beans. We had to
pawn a watch to get the next $5.
Then I got a job, and for six months I bought
everybody's rent and everybody's food. It was hard
to get a job up here, harder than in Mississi ppi.
People'd look at you like you were crazy_

Yeah, sometimes I get 'em at Shop 'N Save. But
they're farm-raised, not like we used to catch 'em out
of the bayous. They feed in the mud, and it's the
mud that makes 'em taste good.

What kinds of foods do you serve?

Fried chicken, fish, black-eyed peas, collard
greens, sweet potato pie, peach cobbler. Pot pie.
Chitlin - pig intestine. That's good. I mean, I like it.
Some people can't get past the smell, though.

Do Mainers eat differently from Southerners?

Oh yeah. The way I eat chicken - if I'm gonna eat
chicken, I definitely don't want to use a knife. I use
my hands. I remember when I was a child eating at a
minister's house trying to be real proper,cutting
chicken with a knife, trying to pick peas up with a
fork. 1 was starving to death!
When we got home, Momma says you don't use
no knife to cut chicken meat. From then on I didn't
do that no more.
By Paul Kilrr, plwto !Ty Tonee Harbert

l( .
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talk
newsreal
Al Diamon
Coming to Portland
editorial
letters
on the waterfront
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Chicket'i'dinner

newsreal

under five bucks
A quarter chicken-slow roasted over an open flamewith homemade mashed potatoes, fresh vegetables &
roll or cornbread: with leg & thigh $4.09, or breast $4.59 1II.l.l.::u.I:.l:.I,:;~:.:I.:I.I.Io:I~1I
FllTest Ave ., PunbnJ (Ex it 6B, 1·195), next JOt)f to R,lff's

UNITED COLORS
OFBENETTON

Domestic Views
A photographic study of
some of the properties owned
by the Colonial Dames of
America.
Published by the American
Institute of Architect's Press.
And elegant gift at $60.00.
(That's Portland's Tate
House on the cover.)

~

Available at

HARBOU.OOJ(S

563 Forest Ave.
Portland, ME 04101
207·773·6601
Open Sunday 12-4 'til Christmas

Christmas and Chanukah
gifts to make you feel
good! Gift certificates.

Season's Greetings
Save 20 - 40% on
All 1st Quality Selections
Before Christmas!

Lower Falls Landing
Rte. 88, Yarmouth, ME

Open Daily· 56 Main Street· Freeport, Maine • 865·6369

846-6303

CHRISTMAS TIME
~
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364 MAINE MALL ROAD, SOUTH PORTLAND, ME 207n74·0303
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A review of the top news stories
affecting Greater Portland
December 9 through 15.

The NRA blasted the Portland Housing Authority. TheNRA
(National Rifle Association) claimed that a 17-year-old authority ruleprohibiting tenants from possessing guns is discriminatory and unconstitutional.
So the nation's largest gun-group has filed suit in Cumberland County
Superior Court against the authority on behalf ~f two unnamed ~enants.
Peter Howe, executive director of the housmg authonty, said he had
almost forgotten that the rule existed. "I can't ever remember it being the
focus of a dispute, nor has the housing authority used this provision to
attempt to evict someone in my memory," Howe said.
The gun-possession rule was added to the authori ty' s lease agreements ~n
1975 at the request of tenant organizations. ''We were having problems In
several of our developments where tenants were threatening other tenants
with firearms," Howe explained. The rule apparently drifted along without
controversy, even after 1987, when Maine voters toughened the firearms
protection language of the state's constitu.tion.
.
..
,
NRA spokesman William McIntyre said the authonty's restriction VIOlates that constitutional protection and forces low-income Portland residents
to choose between housing and the right to own a gun.
The NRA may have to file more lawsuits in Maine if it wants to eliminate
all public housing gun controls. South Portland's lease agreements also
prohibit tenants from possessing guns. The South Portland rule was
adopted in 1976, and, as in Portland, it has never created an
eviction controversy, according to South Portland housing
director Raphael DePrez.
The tenants who prompted the lawsuit have declined
to make their names public for fear of being evicted. The
couple has lived on authority property for a decade,
according to an NRA attorney.
Howe said he's "not inclined to spend money defending" the authority's gun ban. But he said he will
seek feedback from the authority's tenant organizations before taking a stand.

The waterfront debate remains fluid, as the City Coundl nears a Dec. 21
meeting at which it is slated to vote on zoning amendments. Coundlor
Cheryl Leeman also has a zoning proposal in the works, which is less
restrictive than Pringle's plan. Both Pringle and Poole predicted that the Ci ty
Coundl won't vote on Dec. 21 because Coundlor Tom Allen won't return
from a two-week stint in Washington until that day, and won't have had a
chance to evaluate the latest proposals.
A funding shortage may cast the lightship adrift. The
historic Lightship #112 Nantucket will sail away from Portland Dec. 26 in the
wake of a study which said the area didn't have the money to support it. A
museum in New York City has offered to buy the ship.
''We did quite a bit of work to keep it in Maine, but the funding was just
not there," said Doug Hubley, a spokesman for Lightship Nantucket, Inc.
(LNI), the non-profit group that's owned the vessel since 1990. LNI needs a
$1.5 million endowment to keep the ship in Portland, Hubley added.
The lightship served as a floating lighthouse to ports along the East Coast
from 1936 to 1975. This year 10,000 people visited the ship while it toured
ports from Bangor to Nantucket. LNI expects to sign a formal agreement wi th
the Intrepid Museum in Manhattan "within the next week or so," said
Hubley.

_----..J-;r---

Doctors won't report the names
of AIDS patients if the state's AIDS
Advisory Committee has its way. The committee voted Dec. 7 against a plan requiring
doctors to report the names of their HNinfected patients to state health officials.
Committee members said reporting names
would scare people away from seeking
medical treatment.
Maine doctors are now reqUired to tell the
state's Health Bureau that they have an HIVinfected patient, but the reports do not include
the patient's name. Some 2,500 Maine residents
are believed to be HN -infected, and bureau officials claim tighter reporting rules are needed to
protect public health. Lani Graham, director of the
bureau's disease control office, said she wants to meet
with her staff before deciding what to do next. The bureau
can drafta tighter rule even without the committee's blessing.
Long Island elected town officials at its first town meeting
on Dec. 12. Islanders, who voted on Nov. 3 to secede from Portland, elected
three lobstermen and secessionists- Bob Brayley, Don MacVane and Scott
Wood - to serve as selectmen. Secession leader Mark Gr~ne was elected
town moderator. Greene didn't seek to become a selectman because he
shuttles between his teaching job and home in Massachusetts and the island .
"I wanted the selectmen to be people who are on the island all the time,"
he said. Secession opponent Joe McDonough ran for selectman but narrowly
lost. Nancy Jordan, Michael Kilgore and Pamela Parker were elected to the
school committee of Maine's newest town, which officially separates from
Portland on July 1, 1993.
City Councilor Anne Pringle was on target when she said her
bid to craft a compromise on waterfront zoning was like "shuttling betw~n
the Arabs and Israelis." The Waterfront Alliance, which represents manne
business interests, ini tiall y rejected Pringle's proposa I. Allia nce leaders changed
their minds, however, and met with Pringle for four hours on Dec. 14 to modify
her plan. Alliance co-chairman Charlie Poole said "if the language is crafted
.
..
appropriately, hopefully we'll have something that will fly ."
City Councilor Peter O'Donnell ~id that the aJliance reversed. ItS position
on Pringle's plan because it didn't want "a close vote" on zomng amendments. But City Manager Bob Ganley said he didn't want the dty to adopt
zoning that was the result of "political negotiations." ~a~:ey ~i~ . he's
reminded the City Coundl that the current waterfront zonmg was initiated
by dtizens and there better be citizen support to uninitiate it."

3
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7
8
12
12
13

Freeport faces a choice between books and
bucks. Thetown'sB.H. Bartol Library maybe squeezed
out of its current location by developments on either side
of the building. Portland developer Joseph Boulos wants
to put a retail complex on one side of the library and a new
restaurant is being planned on the other side. Library
trustees and town officials are considering new sites
for the library, including a space next to the Town
Hall, just over a block away from its current Main
Street location.
Townspeople already face traffic and parking
problems when trying to use the library, which
sits in Freeport's shopping district, according to
Town Planner Jack Cohen. ''We have to ask
whether the presence of the library is important in that location or whether patrons
could be better served if it were moved,"
she said.

Art students will occupy the
Porteous bulldlngin downtown Portland, if the tentative sale of the building to
the Maine College of Art goes through. Trust:
ees of the college - which changed its name
from the Portland School of Art on Oct. 9 unanimously approved the deal on Dec. 14.
It's contingent, however, on the college receiving all the city permits it needs.
College President Roger Gilmore said the
Porteous family sold the building for less
than the $850,000 they had been asking. The
college aims to make $1.5 to $3 million in ,
renovations to the building, according to
board of trustees Chairman Patrick Murph y.
The move is part of the college's plan to
expand its student body by 50 percent by the year
2,000, Murphy added. The college currently uses buildings all over the
city, and wants to consolidate its operations into the Porteous building,
Gilmore explained. He also said that other arts groups such as the Portland
Ballet and Children's TheaterofMainemightwantto move into the building.
The purchase was hailed by Downtown Improvement District President
Spencer Jones as a ''hig step" in the evolution of downtown Portland as an
arts and cultural center.
Some folks are reeling over a video revaluation program in
South Portland. The Concerned Taxpayers Assodation took out a full-page
ad in the Dec. 9 edition of the American Journal urging citizens not to aJlow
the city to Videotape their houses as partofits currenttax revalution. The dty
aims to use the video images to help set new tax assessments.
The ad said the city had spent $200,000 to videotape the homes. It also criticized
the city for invading people's privacy and warned that the dty will soon want to
"move the video cameras from the outside to the inside of your home."
Deputy Assessor Craig Shel ton said the cost of videotaping properties was
included in the $210,000 revaluation contract. He also said the city had no
intention of going inside people's homes. "By law, anyone can refuse an
interior inspection and we honor that. We've never had any intention of
taking video imaging inside a home," Shelton said.
Reported /Jy Bob Young, Allan Dowd and Frank Spurr;
illustrated /Jy John Bowdren .
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PERFECT MEN'S GIFTS
Cotton Pinpoint Shirts
allM besl
price around

People
for Kids
for High School
for Adults
Group Singing
Speech
Improv
Chekhov

compare al $50
F1U~E

Gifl Wrappillg

- /~p~~::a::---

A. H. BEN 0 I T & C O.
Available in White, Blue or Ecru
188 Middle St. In the Old R:lrt

CHRIS(}"'MAS EVE
SERVICE

6pm

CLASSES BEGIN JAN. 11

Center For Performance Studies

774·2776

•

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue
Portland. ME 04103
12071 772-8277
Rev. Ken Turley' SeNice: lOam Sunday
Magical Music' Childcare provided

Will the Civic Center go
to the highest bidder?
Cumberland County Civic Center
might be run by a private company if
county officials follow through on the
recommendation of a committee that
studied privatizing the Civic Center.
The committee submitted its halfinch thick report to county commissioners on Dec. 14. The report encouraged Civic Center trustees to request
proposals from private companies
interested in managing the Civic
Center.
The report also urged trustees to
find out how private companies would
expand the Civic Center. The committee found that one of the Civic Center's
major obstacles to attracting major acts
is its seating capacity of 6,200.
However, the report fell short of
endorsing privatization of the Civic
Center. The seven committee members
were split on the idea and the report
included

Ii t4 i1t1 i£l I ~~;s
1

for and
against privatization. Nevertheless,
committee members decided that
commissioners should explore the
possibility. "I suppose there's no harm
in running it up the flagpole and
seeing who salutes," said committee
co-chair Trudy McNulty.
One person who's not saluting is
committee member Brian Dudley, who
also serves as one of nine Civic Center
trustees. "Nowhere in the report does
it say contract management is better.
But until we test the waters we'll never

put this issue to bed," Dudley said.
The drive to privatize the Civic
Center was spawned by the center's
budget deficits of the last two years,
which totaled $418,000. The committee
noted that since opening in 1977, the
Civic Center has retained profits of
$370,000 and contributed $952,000 of
its earnings to improvements in the
building.
Dudley said the study found three
key reasons to privatize a facility like
the Civic Center: if politics interfered
with efficient management, if the
facility was overstaffed or if private
management could guarantee better
booking. "None of those situations
exist at the Civic Center," Dudley said .
Dudley also predicted that no .
private company could run the Civic
Center better than its current managers
under the conditions sought by the
committee. The committee said that
companies bidding to run the Civic
Center should guarantee that they will
not incur future debt, that they will
book more shows and that they will
still host local civic events such as high
school graduation ceremonies.
County commissioners, who created
the committee in March, had hoped to
act on the report before their terms
expired Jan 1. But it's unlikely they'll
have enough time, said Commissioner
Dick Hewes. New Commissioners Lyle
Cramer and Esther Clenott both said
they opposed privatizing the civic
center during their election campaigns.

Focus shifts to two
new train station sites

HAPPy NEW YEAR'S SPECIALS:
CHICKEN GRAND MARNIER or
FILET MIGNON with brandy mushroom sauce or
BAKED SEAFOOD STUFFED SHRIMP.
All of these Specials come with
your choice of Chocolate Chip, Mocha Mousse or
English Toffee Cheesecake. $14 95

Portland's search for a train station
has shifted from the city's two sites to
alternative sites near Union Station
Plaza, where the ci~s old station was
located.
Owners of Union Station Plaza and
the adjacent First Atlantic Building
have offered to lease parts of their
properties to the city for a train station.
"The city is focusing on those lease
proposals right now," said Portland's
Economic Development Director
Virginia Hildreth.
It appears both sites will be less
expensive and better for train service
than the city's sites. "I'm confident
both will work," said Mike Murray,
the state's director of rail transportation services. "We're going to solicit
comments from our consultant and
Amtrak. They may have some insight
as to which site might be best."
The Union Station Plaza owners
have offered to lease an 8,oo0-squarefoot space at the end of the plaza,
currently occupied by a pOol hall. The
First Atlantic Building owners have
offered the city up to 10,000 square feet
at the rear of its building. Both owners
have offered adjacent areas for parking. First Atlantic Corp. Vice President
Dan Hourihan said his site offers more
parking - up to 500 spaces - which
gives it an edge over the Union Station
Plaza site. The city and state would
like to see an intermodal transporta-

tion center - wi th room for buses,
taxis and shuttle vans - included in a
Portland train station.
Hildreth said the costs of both sites
won't be known until the city tells
owners just what it wants in the way of
parking and station design.
"These properties are very intriguing," said City Manager Bob Ganley.
"We're looking for some immediate
solutions to get train service going,
otherwise I have a feeling we're going
to get bogged down in the massive
project of what a permanent train
statiDn should look like."
Passenger rail advocates are pleased
with both sites because they're on the
main line - the advocates' main
demand for a station site. About 20
advocates of a main line site spoke at a
public hearing on Dec. 9. No one spoke
on behalf of the Commercial Street site
proposed by the city, which sits off the
main line.
Consultant Alan Caron, who was
backing the Commercial Street site,
said he aimed to join forces with
TrainRiders Northeast to put together
a group that will try to create commu- .
nity and business support for building
the best possible station in Portland.
Hildreth said she hopes the City
Council will select a site by Jan. 20.

Bob Young

&other

mistakes

• By Al Diamon

Sand in the vaseline
Portland's legislative delegation is off
to a bad start. Members are feuding
among themselves, and their influence
at the Statehouse, never overwhelming
in the best of times, is waning.
The 116th Maine Legislature convened on Dec. 2, and Portland's
delegation wasted no time in getting
into a spat. According to a couple of
observers, the group's initial organizational meeting served as a battleground
for state Reps. Fred Richardson and
Annette Hoglund. Hoglund, the
outgOing chairwoman, wanted Rep.
Anne Rand to succeed her. Richardson
wanted the job himself.
Since delegation chair is a job with no
power or prestige, and lots of tedious
responSibilities, it's difficult to believe
anyone but a dweeb would even accept
it, let alone campaign for it. But if Rand
and Richardson were both intent on
adding some drudgery to their lives,
nobody was going to talk them out of it.
Instead, state Sens. Joe Brannigan and
Jerry Conley attempted to work out a
compromise. The chair's two-year term
would be split, with Rand serving the
first half and Richardson the second.
Both candidates initially accepted
that idea, but Rand later backed out,
apparently at the urging of Hoglund.
Hoglund was sore at Richardson for
past slights, including his lack of
support for her leadership bid in
October. Hoglund lost the race for
House majority whip by four votes,
which was about how many members
of Richardson's wing of the Portland
delegation refused to vote for her. There
was also a clash over the bill allowing
Long Island to secede from Portland.
She sponsored it. He led the ,opposition.
Nobody kissed and made up when it
was over.
Richardson added fuel to the fire in a
Nov. 24 letter to the delegation, in which
he didn't mention Hoglund by name,
but managed to criticize her anyway. He
wrote, "We need to be better organized,
have more efficient, focused and, to the
extent possible, shorter meetings."
The Dec. 2 meeting couldn't be
described as efficient or short, but it was
focused. 'There was a lot of tension,"
according to one participant. Hoglund
didn't help the situation by announcing
she'd been "an excellent chair," and
didn't understand the lack of support
from her colleagues. Richardson and
Rand ·then offered what were described
as "very pointed remarks" about their
differences in style.
One freshman legislator managed to
slip out of the meeting claiming a
sudden and severe headache. Several
veterans said they wished they'd
thought of that first, and predicted the
frosh would go far in politics.
When the venom-laden votes were
counted, Richardson had won. He
dismissed the disagreement with
Hoglund and Rand as "personality
crap." He said the Portland delegation
had "had weaknesses in the past," but
was now "very strong."
Richardson's contention that the

delegation has improved is based on the
arrival of three new faces. Stephen Rowe
knocked off veteran Rep. Harriet
Ketover in the Democratic primary,
while Eliza Townsend was doing the
same to Rep. Christopher Gurney.
Michael Brennan replaced Rep. Peter
Manning, who quit.
Richardson failed to endear himself
to Hoglund when he violated the
supreme law of the League of Entrenched Incumbents by openly
supporting Townsend's and Rowe's
insurrections. But that support allowed
Richardson to add all three rookies to
his revolutionary cell, which already
included liberal Democratic veterans
Herb Adams and Jim Oliver. That gave
Richardson more than enough votes to
seize the job.
Richardson's top priority is to build
coalitions with other urban and suburban legislators to fight cuts in education
funding, general assistance and other
efforts to shift state costs onto the local
property tax. 'The state has contributed," he said, "to Portland being an
inner city."
Hoglund claims to bear no ill will
toward Richardson. "His philosophy
and my philosophy don't meet," she
said, "but I don't have a problem with
Fred. Fred has a problem with me."
Hoglund thinks Richardson's successful
efforts to defeat Ketover and Gurney
have led him to see himself as a "czar or
powerhouse." But if Richardson has an y
real power, it's limited to the Portland
delegation. Hoglund said her narrow
loss in the whip race showed that in the
whole Democratic caucus, "I hold a lot
of weight."
Regardless of Hoglund's avoirdupoiS, the continuing tension has
overshadowed what may be a significant decline in the delegation's
influence. For instance, last session Sen.
Brannigan co-chaired the powerful
Appropriations Committee, but he's
refused Senate President Dennis
Dutremble's request to continue.
Instead, Brannigan wants to be in charge
of the less stressful Transportation
Committee.
Brannigan was widely respected in
the Legislature until he announced in
July he planned to run for Senate
president. Some senators believed that
announcement was premature, and
contributed to the defeat of then-Senate
President Charles Pray in the November
election. lingering resentment over that
political misstep, and Brannigan's
transfer to a less important committee,
will likely render him less effective in
protecting Portland's interests.
It may also leave Portland without its
traditional seat on Appropriations. Only
Sen. Conley has the combination of
experience, stature and political smarts
needed to win a place on the committee
that will have a major say in how the
state budget is cut. But Conley would
rather chair the Judiciary Committee,
where he can contemplate issues such as
abortion and gay rights.
It'll probably make for a nice change
from the agenda at Portland delegation
meetings. caw
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students), Moore Middle School or Portland High School. In
the program they are taught English as a second language
alongside other young people new to American culture.
Marie A yub, a six-year-old refugee from Uganda who
attends the program at Reiche School, said it has been easy
to make friends. "There was different colors, but still, they
played with me every time," she said.

A strange world of work

Subeydo Ibrahim and her husband Mohamed Issak take their baby Iman for a walk In their Parkslde neighborhood.

..

COMING TO PORTLAND
Continued from front page

The U.S. State Department
admits relatively few
Africans, only about 7,000
this year. By contrast,
50,000 people will be
admitted from the countries
that make up the former
Soviet Union and 50,000
will be admitted from
Southeast Asia.

Most Africans in the Portland area arrived as refugees.
That means they did not choose Portland, but wound up
here as the end resul t of moving through a series of bureaucratic procedures that starts with a foreign policy decision
and ends with a sponsoring agency. Refugee Resettlement
director Agan said that the U.S. State Department admits
relatively few Africans, only about 7,000 this year. (By
contrast, 50,000 people will be admitted from the countries
that make up the former Soviet Union and 50,000 will be
admitted from Southeast Asia.)
For refugees, the first step is to physically escape their
countries (see Zeru Tesfai's story," page 10). The next, and
very important, step is to be officially recognized as a
refugee by contacting the United Nations (if a refugee ends
up in a camp, he or she contacts the U.N. through the
camp's administration). Once recognized as refugees, they
can try to gain entry to a specific country by contacting that
country's embassy.
But there is no guarantee that these requests will be
accepted. The process can take years, very often at least one
or two, and some refugees never make it out of the camps.
When refugees finally arrive in Portland, they are met by
field workers from Maine's Refugee Resettlement Program
(RRP). For lodging, they are taken to Transit House (an
apartment donated to the program), a motel if Transit
House is full, or a sponsor's house if the refugees have a
sponsor (though most do not). After staying in one of these
residences for one week, they receive an apartment furnished with donated furniture. RRP staff register the
refugees with state and federal agencies; enroll adults in
English classes and children in schools; help the adults find
jobs; assist in bringing other family members to America;
and teach the refugees about available services,laws and the
climate.
Despite this aid, there are big adjustments for refugees.
Ahamat Omran, who was a judge in Chad, said one of the
hardest is being expected to be happy.
"Ninety percent of the times I met people for the first
time ... the first sentence they would say next is that 'You
should be glad that you are here,'" lte recalled. "Now, this is

very painful for somebody who has been pushed away from
their country, away from their family, away from everything that they ever owned ... the only things that a person
lives to have. And yet you are forced to give up all this and
people suppose that you should be happy. It's very painful.
And refugees go through that every day in their everyday
life."
Learning unfamiliar customs like how to get a driver's
license, and shopping in a supermarket that doesn't sell
familiar foods, are parts of this new life. Somalis Subeydo
Ibrahim and Mohamed Issak said they miss the camel milk
and freshly killed meat they were used to in Somalia. People
in the United States don't eat much fresh food, they said.
They must also dress for a climate they have never
experienced. When Subeydo and Mohamed arrived in
Portland last April, their first evening out was a night at the
movies. "When we fini shed the movie, it was very, very
cold, you know," remembered Mohamed, "and I told
myself, 'Why did I come here?' because it's too cold . I was
surprised."
Another surprise has been adjusting to a land that does
not move to the rhythm of the Muslim prayer schedule.
Subeydo said that in Somalia, she could tell the ~me by the
call to prayer, which rang out five times a day like clockwork. Mohamed voiced frustration that the little mosque on
Congress Street - the only one in the city - has no section
for women. So Subeydo cannot go there to pray.
Not all Africans are Muslims. Orthodox Christians from
Ethiopia and Eritrea attend the Greek Orthodox Church on
Pleasant Street; some Protestant Africans attend the African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church on Munjoy Hill. Still
other Africans are practicing Catholics. Chantal Kabwe, a
refugee from Zaire studying accounting and economics at
USM, attends a Catholic church on Sherman Street.
"It's quite the same," she commented, "but it's really
boring compared to Africa, because we have good music ....
I go anyway, because I believe in God."
Children have adjustments of their own to make. Most
African children living in Portland participate in the
Multilingual Program at the Reiche School (for elementary

But the biggest challenge facing African refugees is
finandal survival. Although refugees do receive initial
assistance from the U.S. government, it runs out after about
seven months <though some may also qualify for food
stamps or other public assistance). Then they must find
work. Unlike refugees, immigrants don't get any grace
period, so they must jump into the world of work even
more quickly. Some Africans are raising families, and some
are struggling to reunite with family members who were left
behind. All these demands place a tremendous strain on
those refugees already strapped for resources.
The RRP's job developers help refugees find and keep
local jobs, but even with this assistance most former African
refugees work in entry-level jobs. At Barber Foods, which
produces frozen chicken entrees, 39 Africans work as
regular employees and several others work at the plant
through temporary agendes. Most perform production line
work, spending entire shifts handling cold, raw chicken.
Those lucky enough to be hired at Barber Foods are paid $7$8 an hour, and are also given benefits.
But even entry-level jobs can be hard to find . Askalu
Ezra, a refugee from Eritrea, searched for months to find her
present job scooping the roe out of sea urchins - a creature
she'd never seen before coming to Maine. It is a lonely job
for her; she doesn't speak much Engli~h, and the other
employees are mostly Cambodians who prefer to speak to
each other in their own language. So Ezra usually goes
through the day without talking to anyone.
Like many Africans in Portland, she and her husband
send money back home every month. Her husband, Zern
Tesfai, also collects money from the 13 other Eritreans in
Portland and sends it back to their homeland - which
recently triumphed in a 30-year civil war with Ethiopia to help orphans and injured veterans.
They're not alone. And for many other African families,
the cost of supporting family members back home is
staggering. Hailegeorgis Nigussie, a refugee from Ethiopia,
sends up to $500 a month to that country to help support his
wife's young siblings, who were left without support when
an older brother died. Though he and his wife both work
full-time at Barber Foods, they still struggle to make ends
meet. He said his family back in Africa thinks they must be
well off, since they are working in America, but Nigussie
dismisses this misconception. He gestured around the room
of his lower Pearl Street apartment: "Look at this," he said,
"it's no good."
Not all Africans are in such tight circumstances, however.
And some have found better jobs. Ahamat Omran works for
the state's Workers' Compensation
Commission helping injured workers
secure payment from insurance companies <although budget cuts wiped out his
job, and soon he'll need a new one).
Some Africans are entrepreneurs who
own businesses here: Nigerian Oscar
Mokeme owns African Imports in the
Old Port and the Living Tree Culture
Club on Danforth Street. A block up the
street, Uganda native David Sebunya _
owns Vespucd's Pizza with his brother
Moses.

illusions with reality, so you realize discrimination goes

on."
Moses said some Africans who held prestigious poSitions
in their own countries expect to be treated as well as they
had been at home when they arrive in Portland ..But in some
people's view, he said, "you are another nigger, plain and
simple."
For instance, Moses charged that racism was responsible
for several encounters with police who, he said, harassed
him. In one inddent in Saco, he said a police officer asked
him to write the alphabet and the numbers one through 10.
Sebunya labeled that behavior "arrogant." But it is the South
Portland Police who really angered him. Sebunya said he
was unjustly stopped and arrested for an alleged speeding
violation. South Portland dropped the case, but Moses has
not - he is considering filing a laws!lit against the dty,
seeking major damages because it refused to "condemn the
behavior" of its police force.
In an overfilled back office, Portland Police Lt. Mark
Dion, head of the department's Hate Crimes Unit, scrolled
through computer files with names like "hate." He pulled
up one showing a pie graph of bias crime inddents. According to the graph, only one radst crime against Africans has
been reported to the department this year.
But Dion said that number is probably not a very accurate reflection of reality, because many Africans - and
other refugees - would never report a bi"s inddent. This
may be because they do not know the bigotry they face
might be illegal, or because the oppressive, life-threatening
conditions back home may have created a deep distrust of
police and other public officials.
The one inddent that was reported to Portland police
involved an Ethiopian family that received anonymous
letters threatening to have them deported. (For a refugee,
the prospect of being returned home is very much like a
death threat, so the terror value of the letters was high.) The
"bulk of hate crimes are ... often committed by people in
close proximity" to the victims, said Dion. So police went
door-to-door in the family's apartment building informing
residents they were conducting a dvil rights investigation.
After that, the letters stopped.
But Africans here still live with radsm, and it requires
most of them to view themselves in a completely newand unwelcome - way.
'The very idea that you are different because you look
different, that was a new element to me," said Ahamat
Omran. "I wasn't aware of my color when I was in Africa."
He believes denial of radsm exists among Africans here,
especially among newer arrivals; the exceptions are South
Africans, who are survivors of a profoundly racist system.
Language difficulties and a lack of familiarity with the
cultural norms cause this denial, he said. "In order for a
person to know if they are being discriminated against or
not, they need to know ... what is normal and not normal in
this sodety," he pointed out.

Uving with racism
Moses Sebunya, who's been here only
five years (his brothers been here 26),
has just completed his criminal justice
degree at Southern Maine Technical
College (SMTC) and plans to work
toward a master's degree at the University of Southern Maine.
Outside the classroom, he has learned
some hard lessons about radsm in
Maine. At first it wasn't obvious, he said,
because he arrived with "no preconceived notions of radsm and
discrimination .... You come here, you go
through a period of denial.. .. Then
eventually you start to reconcile the

Mohamed Issak and Subeydo Ibrahim pose with

Continued on page 11

"In order for a person
to know If they are
being discriminated
against or not, they
need to know ... what
Is normal and not
normal In this
society."
Ahamat Omran
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Immlvants from more than a dozen
African countries now make their home
In Portland. These countries are listed
below; can you match the numbers on
the map with the countries?
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Zeru Tesfai's story
Like most 18-year-olds, Zeru Tesfai
lived in his parents' home. Their home
was in Adikeyh, a small city in Eritrea,
the country that forms the northern
part of the hom of Africa. But unlike
most 18-year-olds, Tesfai was surrounded by a civil war that was
already several decades old. One day a
troupe of soldiers from Ethiopia, the
country Eritrea was fighting, knocked
on his parents' door.
Five years later, Tesfai stepped off a
plane in Portland. When he recounts
what happened to him, Tesfai is very
matter of fact. "It happened to everyone in the country," he said. But Tesfai
happened to live to tell his tale.
The soldiers wanted to know if he
had anything to do with the Eritrean
People's Liberation Front (EPLF).
Tesfai said he didn't, and denied
having any contact with the group.
The soldiers took him prisoner
anyway.
Tesfai spent 42 days in prison,
which he said seemed like 42 years.
The soles of his feet were beaten, and
his head was held under water. "Of
course, I thought I was going to die,"
he recalled.
The soldiers failed to extract any
information from Zeru Tesfai, but not
because he didn't have any. In a civil
war, it is hard to remain neutral, and
Tesfai said his decision to get involved

with the EPLF was an obvious one.
"When you see something wrong
in your nation," he said, "it will push
you to do something." He said he'd
seen pregnant women with their
bellies slashed open, and young
children trying to feed from their dead
mothers' breasts. "If you see that, it
will push you to get involved in
politiCi."
Tesfai is reluctant to discuss his
activities with the group, but whatever he did brought the soldiers back
looking for him. He happened to be
out of town visiting relatives in his
mother's village - but his luck wasn't
shared with his father, whom soldiers
arrested when they couldn't find
Tesfai at home.
The family quickly sent word to
him not to come home. That was more
than seven years ago and he has not
returned since. "Then I was scared,"
he said. "I didn't know what was
happening to my father." His father
was eventually released, but by that
time Tesfai had left the country .
In fact, Tesfai left for Sudan the
very next day, traveling for seven or
eight days on foot. He left by himself,
with only the clothes on his back and
no food. But he said he wasn't afraid.
"I know the forest, and I know a
soldier cannot go to the places I
traveled," he said. Tesfai slept under

trees, and was able to buy a little
bread and tea from merchants who
were trading with Sudan. He wasn't ,
alone, either. The destruction of war
had put many people on the run. "A
lot of people moved from their cities
and towns to the forest," he said. "It
was like our villages."
Crossing the border into Sudan
was easy. "Even if there are some
patrols, they understand what is
happening. If they know you are from
Eritrea, they let you go," he explained.
In Sudan, Tesfai looked up other
refugees and managed to find work
in Khartoum, the country's capital
city. He was later granted official
status as a refugee by a representative
of the United Nations High Commission on Refugees. When he heard that
the United States was accepting
political refugees from Eritrea, he
decided to apply. In the process,
Tesfai met his future wife, Askalu
Ezra, who was also in exile from
Eritrea.
"My aspiration was for more
education, and also the economic
situation in Sudan was worsening,"
said Tesfai. "I came here for peace,
education and more freedom."
Did he find them? "Not as much as
I expected, but I got them in some
amount."

Figuring out how white people usually treat each other,
and whether the treatment they receive is any different, can
be especially difficult for newcomers. Rehema A yub, a 20year-old Ugandan native, said getting used to school- she
is a student in SMTC's Hotel, Motel and Restaurant Management Program - wasn't easy.
'1 was just there alone, and people were staring at me,"
she said. '1 didn~t like that." She still doesn't like iti when
she walks by, people stop talking and stare at her until she's
out of sight, she said. So she pretends that nothing is
happening. Rehema said she hasn't heard racist comments
at school, but still finds the constant staring - which her
father attributes to mere curiosity - unfriendly.
But some parents of African school children do feel
prejudice is a problem. Helen Johnson, a South African
refugee, has three children who began attending the Reiche
School last year. '''There are some things that really bothered
me," she said. '''They came home one day and asked,
'Mummy, what's a 'jungle bunny'?"
Amina Ayub, a freshman at USM 's Gorham campus,
said racism hasn't been a problem, but ignorance has, She is
tired of being asked if she ever saw a television before she
came to the United States, if she used to wear "real" clothes
in Africa, or if she was starving when she lived there. Amina
blames the American news media for fOCUSing on rural
areas and crises like famines in Africa. Her sister Lima, a .
freshman at Portland High School, wishes Americans
understood that in Africa, "We have the same things that
you do."

Building a support group
In their struggle to improve race relations, members of
Portland's African population need support. A few have
forged links with the area's African-American population.
Two groups have also started working to create their own
support organization.
Africans and African-Americans alike agree with Ahamat
Omran that they are "in the same trench" with regard to
prejudice.
"As long as you're black, you're an African," said Ahsani
Rahim, an African-American who belongs to the National
Assocation for the Advancement of Colored People's
(NAACP) Portland chapter. Chapter president Janet
Johnson said her organization wants to help Africans
"because the transition of coming from one locale to this
locale is enough for them to go through without having to
go through .. . racism." But she said only abouf':;ix local
Africans have joined the NAACP so far.
One reason for the slow enrollment may be that many
Africans feel African-Americans don't understand them.
"Many Afro-Americans know very little
about Africa," said Ahamat Omran.
"Some people still think Africa is a
country, they don't even know it is a
continent." The reason, he said, is that
"the mass-media brainwashing or denial
of information" in the United States
affects both blacks and whites here.
Chantal Kabwe put it more bluntly.
'''They [African Americans] are
Americans, that's it," she said. "We have
nothing in common." As for their
understanding of who she is, Chantal
feels "they are the same as you whites."
South African Helen Johnson is
disappointed "because [African-Americans] are the people that we thought at
least we could identify with - because
they are black - and now we can't."
Not all Africans said they've had
disappointing experiences with AfricanAmericans, however. Mohamed Issak
played on the Somali national basketball
team before he fled into exile in Kenya.
Since his arrival last spring, he's taken up
playing basketball on the court behind
Reiche School, where he's met several
African-Americans.
'''They are nice guys," he said, who
have helped him cope with life here. "We

don't have any problems with black Americans. Because we
are the same color, we're brothers."
Brotherhood or not, Africans face unique problems
African-Americans don't - dealing with immigration and
trying to keep abreast of events at home, for example. While
a new organization might be a good way to deal with these
problems, Africans said their differences have kept them
apart.
But that has begun to change recently.
Local Africans from five countries have met several times
to figure out how they could form a support organization.
Earl McCann, who's been involved in the movement and
hosts a radio program of African music on WMPG-FM
("Africa Today," from 1-3 p.m. Sundays), said that Portlandarea Africans "want to be actively involved in solving our
own issues."
The emerging organization, which still has no name or
formal structure, would have two main functions. It would
help Africans cope with common problems and also teach
non-Africans more about the realities of Africa.
"We want it to be a mirror of Africa. Our organization
should reflect a positive and developed Africa," said
McCann. "It should be a very organized and powerful
movement of the entire African community here in this
state. It is something that we need. It should be like an
ambassador of Africa in America."
Many of Portland's Africans hope one day to return to
Africa. But for some, this may be an impossible dream. Most
plan to stay in the city because it is small, quiet and manageable. Ahamat Omran left once and moved to Washington,
D.C., so he could be closer to sources of current information
about his country. But he came back. Living with bars on his
windows and the constant fear of crime, he said, brought
back the fears that had driven him into exile.
Omran said if Africans in America are given a fair
chance, there is a lot they can contribute to this country. For
example, he said they can provide a better understanding of
the African continent. Toward that end, the new organization could provide one teaching source.
This New Year's Eve, some local Africans will be selling
traditional foods at the New Year's Portland bash.
"A bundle of belongings is not all that a refugee brings to
this land," said Omran. "Einstein was one. [Refugees] might
not be scientists, but they have the same valuable human
experience and heritage that would definitely contribute to
the development of Portland as a community." caw

Claire Holman is a print and radio journalist and a third-generation
Lewiston High School graduate.

Isaak feeds his son while watching the news from Somalia,

"As long as you're black,
you're an African."
Ahsani Rahim

"They [African
Americans] are
Americans, that's It.
We have nothing In
common."
Chantal Kabwe
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Keep the Civic Center civic
From Alice Cooper to AI Hirt, from South Portland High School hockey to Disney on

Ice. from "Oh Calcutta!" to high school graduations, the Cumberland County Civic
Center has performed a delicate balancing act. It has given Greater Portland both
entertainment and public access to a 6,200- seat facility. And until recently, no one
would have suggested that the Civic Center ought to be run much differently than it
has been in its IS-year history.
But last March, county commissioners reacting to complaints from some taxpayers
created a special committee to study privatizing the Civic Center. On Dec. 14 that
committee submitted a report recommending the county field offers from private
companies interested in managing the Civic Center.
The drive to privatize the Civic Center derives from one reason and one reason only:
It ran up $200,(XX) deficits in each of the last two years. Without those deficits, even
Wayne Johnson, the committee's leading advocate of privatization, concedes his
committee wouldn't have come into existence.
Now privatization will be explored further by county officials. And with beleaguered and stingy taxpayers looking for relief, it seems likely they'll push to privatize
the Civic Center.
But as that momentum builds, we need to consider the committee's study closely, as
welI as some important questions it raises. Among them: What is the purpose of the
Civic Center? What are its shortcomings? How wilI private management improve it?
And how might it hurt the Civic Center and the Greater Portland community?

'i
In making his case for privatization, Johnson cites "seismic global changes" that
"toppled the Berlin Wall" as signs that corporate capitalism is on the march around the
world, and should also march into the management offices at the Civic Center.
But at the same time, he admits the Civic Center "appears to be well run and does
not suffer from excessive staff or political appointees. It has not let its plant and
equipment deteriorate. It has tried to accommodate many different public interests from
youth hockey to community concerts."
Nevertheless, he argues that the "public interest" calls for a harder look at the bottom
line, and creates a dilemma between public access and profitability. Were it not for the
Civic Center's deficits in the last two years, however, there would be no dilemma. And
the source of those deficits is not mismanagement at the Civic Center, but a recession
resulting in fewer people with entertainment dollars to spend.
More important, Johnson's argument discounts the drawbacks of privatizing the
Civic Center. Private companies chase profits. Some might argue that this pursuit of
profits makes for efficiency. But the Civic Center is already efficiently run and it isn't
overstaffed.
So where where will the profits come from? Perhaps from revenues, lik the $950,000
that the Civic Center has plowed back into capital improvements because it didn't have

City Council zoning out
This letter is to address our Ci ty
Council's latest jump into the operation of businesses that they could not
run themselves on their best day.
I am referring to the moratorium
and proposed zoning of restaurants
and taverns in the city of Portland.
This is how it evolved. A nonexistent problem was created in the Old
Port through irresponSible statements
by City Council and the Police
Department about an increase in
rowdiness in the area. The City
Council, despite facts showing
otherwise, decided they would swoop
down and solve these nonexistent
problems by putting a moratorium on
new licenses.
When they could not get around to
deciding what to do they extended the
moratorium, at the expense of people
who put up their own personal money
to open a business, employ people
and broaden the tax base in the city.
Now their response is zoning. You
would have to read this to believe it.
After 17 years in this business, I don't
know anyone who could open a
successful restaurant and still meet
these standards. The fact is, I don't
know anyone in business that could

meet these irresponsible standards.
So why does this happen? Who
knows? I'm still trying to figure out
tax revolts, movements to impeach the
City Council, islands seceding from
the city, the waterfront moratorium,
the demise of Congress Street and
various other actions by the city that
have
brought
on
more
taxes, more restrictions, higher fees,
more parking restrictions, etc., etc.
I guess the answer -lies in getting a
City Council that is business oriented
and more responsible to the needs of
the city, rather than one that is only
responSible to one another.

letters

~~

R. Steve Harris
Falmouth

Shooting down
hunting critics
A recent seething screed against
hunting reminds me that one man's
fish is another's poison, and that rabid
critics can be found of any occupation
whatsoever, be it skiing (thrill seekers
indulging themselves with huge costs

to satisfy profit-hungry directors? Or from booking more profitable acts, like rock
concerts, at the expense of community events? That's where private sector motives
come into conflict with the Civic Center's mission.
And that's really the crux of this debate. The Civic Center has always tried to provide
public access and culturally enriching activities that didn't generate maximum profits
- and actuaIly cost money. If the Civic Center's mission were to maximize profits, its
managers could do it. Say the word, tum them loose, and they'll book more concerts
and keep the building dark the rest of the time.
Never mind privatization's spottyhistory-that
1.
I I
privateers have been guilty of cu tting comers and
underpaying employees, and that they've wheedled
their way into contracts with irresistible bids and then jacked up their prices once they
got in the door. The debate should focus on the merits of public versus private ownership, and how the possible financial benefits of private ownership will likely come at
the expense of the social and cultural benefits of public ownership.
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The Civic Center - and the Casco Bay bioregion - actually stand to gain by the
committee's report and its request for bids from private companies. If viewed in the
proper spirit, the questions raised by the report could lead Civic Center trustees to
sharpen new ideas, such as consolidating the Civic Center's services and management
with other venues like City Hall Auditorium and the Expo.
Trustees should also consider expanding the Civic Center's phYSical structure and
seating capacity. The committee found that the Civic Center's chief impediment to
drawing more touring acts is its limited seating capacity.
Trustees ought to encourage Civic Center management to experiment with different
entertainment mixes and promotional arrangements - which they've been doing to
some extent since the Mariners left.
Finally, anyone concerned with the fate of the Civic Center ought to support a local
meals and lodging tax, from which other civic arenas across the country benefit. The
Civic Center doesn't receive any such funds. Yet it has generated million of dollars for
area hotels and restaurants. For example, busloads of country music fans recently
stayed at the Holiday Inn by the Bay on the night of a Garth Brooks concert.
The Legislature needs to pass a law that would allow such a local option tax to be
approved by voters. And that's where trustees, county commissioners and citizens
ought to be fOCUSing their efforts - not on turning the Civic Center over to private
profiteers.
We at CBW urge the county commissioners and Civic Center trustees to resist the
quick fix promise of privatization, and to remember that the mission of the Civic Center
is about more than the bottom line.
(BY)

in gas, electricity and woodlands) or
knitting (did that animal give you that
wool?) or just larding-up on the divan
(veggie snacks only, please).
However, the 25 percent of Mainers
who are hunters use the outdoors for
only 8 percent of the year. Compare
this with snowmobilers and ATVers ,
who harass our eardrums in the great
outdoors all year long, and kill more
folks by far. We need more informed
tolerance; pick your fun, but hold
your tongue.
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P.K. Holmes
Portland

Forsaken for a Walmart
Remember your local Main Street
store? It may have been a bakery or a
TV store with a fami! y man selling
and repairing TVs. His daughter went
to school with your daughter - active
in church. His neighbor was the
barber and you could stop by for a
coffee and some local gossip.
Then came the malI and the super
stores. We have forsaken our neighbors and their families and businesses
for a convenient place to park! A
haircut at Walmart - you got ·to be

kidding. Waiting at the sight and
sound counter for your number to be
called. A mail order telephone.
You've got to be kidding!
It's no wonder we don't make
anything in America. We're too lazy
to find a parking space. If something
breaks we buy a new one. It would be
too ecologically responsible to repair
and recycle but again we are too lazy
and impatient.
"I can't find anyone to repair my
toaster." That's right, the TV repair
man had to close his shop and he is
now working at the 10callandfilI
shoveling broken toasters into the
landfill. And his neighbor? He works
for the Japanese unloading toasters
coming to Walmart.

~~

David Gross
Portland

Age of aquarium
Keep fish in tanks and on boats
In 1987 Portlanders voted by a 2·to·1 margin to ban nonmarine uses from the city's waterfront. On Dec. 21, the City
Council will vote on zoning amendments to relax the ban. And as
councilors wrestle with the fine points of the proposed amendments - such as whether to alluw an aquarium as a "conditional
use" or restaurants that occupy 4j)00 square feet - they're
heJlring one frequent lament from key players in the waterfront
debate: that the city lacks a vision for the waterfront. Without a
vision, these activists argue, the waterfront seems destined to
piecemeal development and endless wrangling between staunch
working waterfront advocates and free market proponents.
But Portland's waterfront debate includes more than waterfront activists . For instance, Adair O'Reilly, national sales
manager for Holiday Inn by the Bay, is an outspoken advocate for
building an aquarium in Portland. O'Reilly has been meeting
with waterfront activists and trying to gain their support for the
project.
Beluw, CBW presents an interview with 0' Reilly, the final
installment of a three-week series on Portland's waterfront.

Explain your interest in the waterfront.
On the personal side, I've been in Portland since 1981 and
the waterfront has been a critical resource for this area. It's
part of our economy ... and part of my personal enjoyment
of Portland is the ability to walk down Commercial Street
and see a real waterfront.
I'm also national sales manager here at Holiday Inn by the
Bay, and basically my job is to solicit and bring convention
groups to Portland. I'm competing against other major cities
like San Francisco, New
York and Los Angeles.
From my perspective,
people want to come to
Portland because we have
a waterfront and it's a
working waterfront. Tourists want to see the real stuff. They
don't want Disneyland anymore. They want to see fishing
boats, lobster boats, container ships coming in, ships in a
drydock. These are fascinating to tourists.
It's actually part of a whole tourist movement. The
buzzword is "eco-tourism." And it's actually the fastest
growing segment of the tourism industry. 'Eco-tourism' can
mean anything from people who go to wilderness lodges to
people who come to a city to have a lobster bake on nearby
islands, or see fishing boats. It's a real hot thing in travel right
now. So the waterfront is very critical to us, the way it is.

on the
waterfront

What should the waterfront look like in five years?
People tend to think that because you're in the tourism
industry you want development on the waterfront, that you
want boutiques and fancy restaurants. This hotel doesn't
want that right on the waterfront and I don't want it.
Because that's not what draws people.
I don't know if I have a vision for each zone of the
waterfront. But I would like to preserve and build upon the
existing industries we have on the working waterfrontthe fishing, berthing, cargo facilities, etcetera.
I also think an aquarium is really critical right now. And
this is where we start running into problems. If you build an
aquarium, a lot of people assume you will immediately
have all the development - retail, restaurants and convention centers - which has happened in other cities. But that's
not what I envision for an aquarium in Portland.

Where would you site the aquarium?
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your
letters. Please limit your thoughts
to 300 wonJs, include a daytime
phone number and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
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I don't have a preferred site. I'd like to see it on the
waterfront, but I think you must first have a siting study.
Personally, I don't think it should go in the central waterfront zone. That's a very key zone to marine-related
industries. So the next thing is to study the other zones and
some place off the waterfront and then to look at all the
figures. To me an aquarium is water dependent because it
has intake valves. True, you could build an aquarium off the
water and truck water in, but it would be expensive.
If there's going to be any complex around it, it should be a
marine center for research and education .. . I've heard that
Bigelow Labs is willing to relocate in Portland and they would
prefer to hook up with an aquarium.
The aquarium that I see and that I think the Gulf of Maine
people see is more of an educational facility and that's why it
would fit in nicely with a research facility in a marine center.
It's environmental education and that is the wave right now.

Will a waterfront aquarium help revitalize
Portland's downtown?
If a lot of people come and spend money you're going to
see a spillover effect up to Congress Street .... I think it

would revitalize development throughout Portland . But I
would not want to see it bring any of that associated
development to the waterfront if it was sited there.

How do you keep an aquarium from spawning
shops and restaurants that might displace
marine tenants on the waterfront?
Basically you don't allow them. This has been the
confusion out there. I've been talking to waterfront activists,
talking to others opposed to an aquarium .. . and there's a
misunderstanding that we're talking about an aquarium.
slash-convention center. Bob Ganley even said it in your
interview with him. I don' t know where that's coming from.
They are two totally different things.
A convention center should never go on the waterfront.
It's a ridiculous place to put one.

Join Us Christmas Day
For Good Times and Great Food!
Friday's will be open Christmas Day
4:30 pm . 11:30 pm

Enjoy a complimentary
appetizer on us!
Please present ad to foodserver.
EVERYONE LOOKS FORWARDTO

FRIDAY'S

-

So how do we prohibit that associated
development?
It would have to be with waterfront zoning .. .. It's been
done before. I have an article about an air and space museum in Hampton, Va., where the city's plans preserve the
region's fishing fleet and processing plants just yards from
its new air and space center. Why can't we create that kind
of model? Just because you build an aquarium doesn't mean
you have to put a boutique next to it.

Are you saying that retail and restaurants
should be prohibited on the waterfront?

25 Pearle St. in the Old Port
775-4236

Free Parking for Friday's guests
Friday's Gift Certificates
make a great Christmas Gift
Gift Certificates
available in any denomination.
10 Tal Friday'. Ine. 1992. Gift Certificates include
tax but exclude gratuity. Alcohol not included where
prohibited by law. Appetizer offer good one per person,
Not available with any other offer.

Well, I do believe that property owners need relief for
their upper floors. But obviously the zoning amendments
that the planning board has right now are much too flexible ... I'm not so sure that retail and restaurants are
appropriate in the central zone. I would say no, it should be
more offices.

How do we develop a comprehensive waterfront vision?
There has to be much more public discussion of these
projects being batted around, and I feel there's been a lack of
leadership in facilitating this. If there's misinformation out
there it's being created because people are talking about
these subjects behind closed doors somewhere.
My own experience is that a lot of people aren't involved
in public policy in Portland. It's the same old players talking
about their visions. But maybe they should involve waterfront people and neighborhood people and labor
representatives and the business community on a daily basis.

Who are those same old players?
Now you can get a

The old boy network. The same people in the power
structure who said five years ago that the referendum would
never pass. I don't want to name names. But I see a gap there.

free ride home from

How do we build a broader coalition?

both BUS lJt BUY and

I think the city manager should start talking about these
plans out there .. . The chamber of commerce should involve
other players in the community, like neighborhood people.
When I got involved with the aquarium, I decided I'd just
talk to everybody and I think it's worked. People like Karen
Sanford and Jim Oliver have agreed to sit down and listen
to me, and I've got the feeling that there is a willingness to
compromise.
But I don't think it's very helpful when the city manager
says, "I don't see any public support for an aquarium out
there." How does he know? Has he initiated any public
discussion on it? Before we got a baseball team coming to
Portland I didn' t see any public swell of support for baseball
floating around the community. He decided this was a
project that should be undertaken and gathered support.
So we should say, let's look at an aquarium and talk to
people and find out if there's support out there.

Bob Young

.PARK lJt SHOP

businesses with a
METRO transfer.

~mETRO
774·0351
Thank you for using
METRO.
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silver screen
stage
10-day calendar
clubs
concerts
Loose Caboose

FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
FUN, AWESOME

20% Discount on an framing until Dec. 15th with this ad

17
18

20
22
22
23

Kids, ages 9 - High School
Beginning - Advanced
Center For Performance Studies
Beginning the week of Jan. 11
774-2776

A REFRESHING HAIR CARE EXPERIENCE

-

~matrix

Systeme Boilage® from Matrix Essentials. The right ingredien~. Aromascience®.
A natural, eco'responsible approach to beauty. Stop in today.

HAJRo~CHANGEI
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: HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

... and Jacia/ salon

OPEN SUNDAYS
1()'4
8 EXCHANGE ST PORTLAND 775-25558:30-7 M-F .8:30-5 SAT

OPEN: December 24, 7am to lam;
December
to lam.

n"'F.rll.

December 24, Ilam to Midnight:
December 25. 6pm to lam.

~skis
"Where the Real People Meet."
In response to the gripe article in Portland Press Herald
"There's no place to go where you can get a good home
cooked meal & cocktail when your work day ends at 7am."
Well, there is such a place - RUSKI'S! The Closest Thing to
Cheers in Portland! Yes, we even have a Carla & Norm,
sorry, no Sam yet...

Good Times Just Happen."
"Known for Its
appeHzlng
lunches
5: dinners."
-The Business Review

"There are 101$ of Rosles,
and we have ours."
"A great place to eat, drink,
and relax.-The Old Fort Reporter

"Rosie's dishes out

some fantastic fare.-

"***
for food ***
1/2 for servlce.-Fortfand Press Herald

"The 'Dart Mecca of Portland: with plaques and trophies to prove so."
"Great place to relax with dinner and drinks."
-Face Magazine

Breakfast Items: Create your own Omelet,

Hangover Sped aI,
Chipped Beef on Toast, Country Sausage & Gravy,
Pancakes, French Toast, Ruski Muffin, FiIl-Me-Up Please,
Eggs Benedict, Belgian Waffles.

The "Best" Breakfast in Town.'

Tune in to "The '1 940's Radio Hour"

Lunch & Dinner Items: Patty's

Homecooked Spedals,
Rosie's Pasta Spedals, Soup, Chowder, S Alarm Meat Chili,
Nachos, Burritos, Appetizers, Pizzas, Calzones, 1/2 lb.
Burgers, Sandwiches (IS to pick from), Chicken & Steak
Dinners, All you can eat Fish Fry- Every Friday.

Buffalo Mako Strips.Deep Fried Mushrooms.ltalian Breaded Chicken
Fingers. Beer Batter Onions Rings. Buffalo Wings. Mozzaralla Slicks.
Hormons Clam Cakes

Daily Homemade Lunch and Dinner Specials Starting at $3.95.

Full Menu Available All KitclJen Hours
Also Full Menu Available for Take-Out!
-KITCHEN HOURSMonday - Thursday: 7AM-llPM
Friday & Saturday 7AM-Midnight. Sunday: Noon-llPM
Happy Hour: Monday - Friday 4-7
.,
Well Drinks $1.75 • Dally Beer Specials $1.45

212 Danforth st. Portland, ME • 774-7604

Daily Soup & Chowdah Specials.S Alarm All Meat Chili. House Salads.
Salad Combo Platters. Chef Salad

Lunch .
&

20 Sandwiches to choose from. Rosie's Famous Catzones. Design Your
Own Pizza. l/21b. Burgers.Chicken & Steak Dinners. Fried Shrimp.
'.LI/.tiner Jumbo Shrimp 2 for S1.00. Nachos. Burrito Dinners.

(7\. /;::"

FINALLY. a neighborhood tavern with the activity of the Otd Port.
Free Popcorn. Happy Hour Monday-Friday 4 to 7pm
Dally Beer Specials. Friday a Saturday - Late Nlte Menu

330 Fore Street e Old Port

e

772·5656

The Originals broadcast watts of song & laughs
• By John Philbrick
There were 17 of us in the 8-by-10-foot waiting room the
night of Saturday, Dec. 12 -16 people who knew each other
well and me. The fringe of the storm was still dropping snow
at a good clip, and I didn't think that many more people
would show up at the old grange hall in Bar Mills that
evening.
After all, The Originals aren't a famous acting troupe, Bar

Mills isn't a cultural hub and the road hadn't been plowed
yet. But as I sat in the unassuming meeting hall of the old
Saco River Grange #488, a steady ~tream of theater goers
continued to file in, talking eXcitedly among themselves and
waving to friends. By the time the house lights dimmed, the
size of the audience had risen dramatically and I was still the
only stranger in the room.
Continued on page 18
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portland photographics
Full Service Photographic Lab
IN HARPER WE TRUST

Please fill In below.
Name_ _ _ _ __

Company' _ _ _ __
Addr.ss _ _ _ __
Phone • _ _ _ __

· Exhibition and Portfolio Printing
· Tradeshow Printing and Mounting
· Cibachrome and Ektacolor
· Slide Processing (E6) and Slide Duplication
Call for a catalog:

207·774-6210

The Muppel Chrl.t...... C.rol The Muppets do
Dickens. SUpposedly, this rendition of 'A Christmas
Carol" Is faithful to the original - except for the
singing frogs and pigs. See Kermit as Bob Cratchit,
Miss Piggy as Mrs. Cratchlt and Michael Caine as
Scrooge. Paul Williams penned the original songs.
Mlstr... A has-been director and a wannabe writer
peddle the writer's script to a trio of potentlallnves·
tors, all of whom demand plum parts for their gir.
friends. Ironically the script Is about an artist who
would choose death before dishonor. Stars Robert
De Niro, Danny Aiello, Robert WUhl, Martin Landau,
Ell Wallach and Chrlstc;>pher Walken.

AllMIdln The animated tale of a poor teenage boywho
wins the love of the sultan's beautiful daughter with
the help of a genie (the voice of Robin Williams).
Features six new songs from the late Howard Ashman,
Academy Award-winning composer of 'Beauty and
the Beast.'

portland photographics

Bodyglard Whitney Houston, In a daring casting
move, stars as a black popular Singer whose life Is
being threatened by a crazed fan. Not to worry, she
hires an ex·secret service agent (Kevin Kostner) to
ensure her physical wel.belng. They fall In love. Bad
movie, nice clothes.
IIrIIm ,10k ..... Dr""ul. A vampire (Gary Oldman)
joumeys from Transy"anla to London, drawn by an
Innocent )'<lung woman (Winona Ryder) who Is the
spitting Image of the love he lost four centuries
earlier. The fate of mankind - not to mention that of
Winona - Is In the hands of one man, Van Helslng
(Anthony Hopkins), a vampire slayer. But can he
serve up the stakes In time? Also stars Keanu
Reeves. Directed by Francis Ford Coppola.

The ClIIMIynwn A hook-handed killer disembowels
and plucks apart several people In a Chicago housing
project. A university student (VIrginia Madsen) believes the killer Is a black man - not Sammy Davis
Jr. - who was martyred a century ea~ler for a
forbidden love.

AMERICANA NEW YEAR'S EVE
PARTY ASSORTMENTS
FOR 10 PEOPLE

The CryllC Game A blaCk British soldier (Forest
Whitaker) Is kidnapped by the IRA but manages to

$
6.50

befriend one of his captors. The captor becomes
obsessed with the soldier, and later, the soldier's
wife. Directed by Nell Jordan ('Mona Lisa'). Also
stars Miranda Richardson.

Yes! We carry a full line of rentals for all your
parties...chairs, tables, coffee urns, champgne
fountains and much more ...

The DlatllCulshed Gentlenwn Eddie Murphy plays a
small·tlme g~fter who manages to scam his way Into
Congress. Once In Washington, he becomes the
quintessential politician - taking advantage of all
the perks, playing both sides of every Issue - until
he meets the lobbyist of his dreams (Sheryl Lee
Ralph).

A Few Good Men When two Mannes are court·
martlaled for murdering a fellow oorpsman, the
govemment enlists a slick Harvard lawyer known for
his plea bargaining. He, In tum, Is bullied Into trying
to discover the truth by another officer (Deml Moore),
who suspects a oover·up. Jack Nicholson gives an
Incandescent performance as a sincere but hopelessly oorrupted oolonel. Rob Reiner directs.

Also a full variety of party items for your
everyday parties.
633 Warren Ave. Portland ' 774-2261
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Donate And Save!

Public Cable
.
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Offer available in Public c..bfe's year round ruidenUal selVlce area only. as defined by
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Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland

424 PAYNE RD. SCARBOROUGH' 207 883-4173

NEW NAME, STILL THE SAME

The Gift
That Lasts
Forever

12:20, 2: 50, 5:15, 7:40, 10
Bram Stoker's Dracula (R)

1:10,4, 7:10, 9:50
PuroCountry Country singer George Stra~ makes his
acting debut as Dusty Chandler, a country and
western superstar who quits the big time to return to
the simple life. He meets a female rodeo rider, whom
he hopes will join him as he cruises down the slow
lane and Into the sunset
A River Run. Through It Robert Redford directs this
adaptation of Norman Maclean's autobiographical
novella about how he and his younger brother were
taught the art of life through fly fishing by their
Presbyterian mlnls;erfather. Set In Missoula, Mo .. ln
the flrst quarter of this century, ·River· Is an absorbIng parable about accepting life's rare moments of
grace in the face of Its Inexplicability. Brad Pitt plays
the headstrong little brother, Tom Skeritt plays the
fastidiously restrained father, and Emily LIo~ makes
the most of her somewhat undeveloped role as
Norman's love Interest
School TI.. A talented high·school quarterback, who
just happens to be jewish, wins an athletic scholar·
ship to an elite prep school In New England. Ant.
Semltlsm tums out to be the social norm at the
school, and what seemed like his big break tums Into
a swggle to gain acceptance. Brendan Fraser (the
Neanderthal from 'Encino Man') again plays the kid
who doesn't quite fit In.

Aladdin (G)

12:30, 2:40. 4:45, 6:50, 9
Home Alone 2: Lost In New York (PG)
12,2:30. 5, 7:30, 9:50
The Bodyguard (R)

1, 3:45, 7:15. 10

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
879-1511
Dates effective Dec 18-24
Final shows on Dec 24 only
A River Runs Through It (PG)

12:45, 3:30, 6:45, 9:20
The Muppet Christmas Carol (G)

1:45.4,7:15,9:10

PORTRAITS

A Few Good Men (R)

12. 12:30. 3:15, 3:45, 6:30, 7, 9:30.
10
Malcolm X (PG-13)
12:15. 4:30, 8:30

from life or photo
Likeness guaranteed
Charcoal • Pastel • Oil

The Distinguished Gentleman (R)

1. 4:15. 7:30. 9:40
Forever Young (PG)

1:30, 5, 7:50, 10:10

Kate Merrick 774-3284

The Crying Game (NR)

1:15,4:45,7:40,9:50

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600

Sn..kers A group of security experts are hired to
break Into 'Impenetrable' places to test security
systems. They are led by Martin Bishop (Robert
Redford), a fugitive from the '60s. When a govem·
mentagencydlscovers Bishop's true Identity. he and
his ·sneakers' are blackmailed Into participating in
a covert operation. Directed by Phil Alden Robinson
('Field of Dreams').
Toy" A toy manufactur-lng tycoon dies and leaves his
business to his military-minded brother (Michael
Gambon), who wants to retool the factory to manu·
facture weapons. This does not sit well with the
deceased'sson (Robin Williams), whogallantlyf'l!hts
to save the cherished toy factory from his demented
uncle's clutches, so that there can be peace, har·
monyand • squeezab Ie fun for eve,),:>ne" In the world
once more. Directed by Barry Levinson. Also stars
Donald O'Connor, Joan Cusack and Robin Wright.

Matinees Sat & Sun
Mistress (R)
Dec 16-22
Wed·Tues 7, 9; Sat-Sun 1. 3
Wisecracks
Dec 23-29
Wed & Fri 7,9; Sat·Sun 1, 3, 7; MonTues 7

r
~
•

772·9751

1:40, 4:10. 6:30, 9
Sneakers (PG-i3)

1, 3:40, 6:40. 9:10
1:30,4:20,7.9:30

equal or lesser wlue
Mon. - Fri. with this Ad

of

•

Free Entertainment Fri,& Sat.
Nights

Temple and Middle streets, Portland

Dates effective Dec 18·24
No second shows Fri, Mon or Tues
No fourth show Thurs
Candyman (R)

Buy One Entree - Get One Free

NO COVER

Nickelodeon

EIE1
EIE1

~•

FUN AND GAMES
Darts. fuol Table, Friendly
Bartenders

•

~•

Pure Country (PG)

COZY ATMOSPHERE

1:30, 4:30, 7:20, 9:50
Mr. Saturday Night (R)

Donate 5 cans of food and SAVE $25!
CaU now for S4.95 installation.
775·3431 or 1·800·833·2253

~

General Cinemas

School Ties (PG-i3)

Donate to our annual canned food drive and we'II provide
you with great home entertainment. For just 4.95 and 5
cans of food you can have Public Cable instaIIed in your
home. Again this holiday season, Public Cable is teaming
up with The Salvation Army and The Preble Street
Resource Center to distribute canned food to those who
need it. Public Cable brings your family a full line-up of the
highest quality programming available! Public Cable's quality
service is always backed by our 30 Day Money Back
Guarantee. CaU now and save $25.00!

- -

RECEIVER

1:35, 4:15. 7.9:40

WI.ecrack. More than two dozen women from the
United States and Canada,lncludlngWhoopl Goldberg
and Phyllis Diller, crack wise In Gall Singer's docu·
mentary of the world of female stand-up comics.

Step Up To Great Home Entertainment This Holiday!

;,;;

TX901 AM FM

Leap of Faith (PG·13)

Home Alon. 2: Lost In New York Careless Kevin's at
Itagaln. This tlmehe loses hlsfamllyatan alrportand
ends up alone for the holidays In New York City, with
only his dad's credit cards to keep him warm. Bya
remarkable oolncldence he runs Into the two Inept
burglars he thWarted two Christmases ago. Stars
Macaulay Culkin, Joe Pescl, Daniel Stern and
Catherine O'Hara .
lJIlt of the Mohican. Based on James Fenimore
Cooper's classic novel about oolonlal America, In
which the French and English, each allied with Native
American tribes, waged a fierce and bloody battle for
the new continent. Amid the conflict, Hawkeye, a
frontiersman bom of English parents but raised by
Mohicans, rescues and falls desperately In love with
the daughter of a British offICer. Stars Daniel DayLewis and Madeleine Stowe. 'Miami Vice· creator
Michael Mann directed and co-wrote the script VI\I1d
and violent
lJIap 01 Flllth Steve Martin stars as ajaded, itinerant
tentshow evangelist who travels the Bible Belt stagIng fake miracles for large crowds. When one of his
·mlracles' turns out to be real, he's forced to
question his lack offalth. Also stars Deborah Winger.
Liam Neeson, Lolita Davidovich.
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774-1022
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ONKYO

Owing to scheduling changes after CBW
goes to press, movie goers are adVised
to confirm times with theatres.

Dates effective Dec 18-24
Toys (PG-13)

_ r YoulC Mel Gibson stars as a daredevil test
pilot who volunteers to be cryogenically preserved
after he loses his true love. Aftyyears later a couple
of kids dethaw him, setting him adrift In a strange

,

what's where

.~_Y~""i! ~.:::!l..~"::,I';~;- '::": ~~;: ~

1:10, 3:50. 7:10, 9:40
Last of the Mohicans (R)

1:20. 4, 6:50, 9;20
M.lcolm X Spike Lee directs this biographical drama
based on 'The Autobiography of Maloolm X.' Acad·
emy Award-winner Denzel Washington stars as the
controversial activist who began his adult life as a
Zoot·sulted hustler who ran numbers, smoked dope
and led a burglaty ring before beoom Ing the charismatic leader of the nation of Islam, famous for his
calls for ·necessary" violence and black separatism.
The movie's flrst Image - after the credits roll-IS
of Spike Lee; does that tell you something?
Mr. hturdIY Night In his directorial debut. Billy
Crystal stars as Buddy YoungJr., a 73-year-old man
looking back over his life and career as a stand-up
comic on the fringes of show business. The story
focuses on Buddy's relationship with his brother and
manager Stan, who has aided and abetted him In his
unsuccessful attempts to claw his way to the top.
Also stars David Paymer and Julie Warner.

•

~

HAPPY HOUR
4:00-7:00 Free Food, Reduced
Drink Prices

•

~

•

THE BRAMHALL PUB

•

rn

769 Congress St.
Portland, (Below The Roma)

W

~
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Art & Soul continued from page 17

The Old World bread recipes we use for
our crusts, the garden fresh 1ngredients
and the "tI'uly-out-of-the-ord1na.ry"
flavor oombtnations we offer have
made us the only place to go
when you want the .. ,

888 Forest Avenue
(Woodfords Corner), Portland
1l0nday·Thursday 11&m-9pm
J1rIday-8aturday lla.m·lOpm
Sunda,y noon-9pm

NO.1 PIZZA
IN NEW ENGLAND
- Choose from 16
combination pizzas
- Or build your own",
Choose from five HeartHealthy pizza crusts
• New York-Style
• Chicago Deep Dish
• Sourdough
• Six-Grain Rye
• Whole Wheat
- Try calzones, take 'n'
bakers, sandwiches,
slices and salads

You've NEVER had pizza THIS good.
EAT-IN • TAKE-OUT. TAKE 'N' BAKE

--------------------------

I
FOODEE'S would like to offer you:
I
$2.00 off any 16-inch or deep dish
I
I
~
I
OR $1. 00 off any
I
I
10 or 12-inch pizza or calzone
I
Not valid in combination with any other offer.
aI _________________________
_
Coupon
expires 12/31/92. Cash value 1/20¢
I

PIZZA

Call ahead for take-out! Telephone 207-774-4100; fax 207-874-4922

stage
"AlNlhl .nd the Night VI.It.... • The Freeport CommunltyPlayers presents Menottl's taleof a young boy
visited by three kings Jan 2-3 - Sat 8. Sun 3 pm at the Arst Parish Congregational Church, Main
Street, Freeport. TIx: $5, $3 seniors and kids. 865-

6041.
"The Boardwalk Melody Hour Murd ... • at The
Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre, Verrillo's Restaurant,
155 Riverside Drive, Portland . Shows every Saturday
at 8. For Info and reservations call 693-3063.

Left to right: Bill Cook (as Janitor Pops Bailey). Jim Ubby (Stage Manager Lou Cohn)
and Bill McDonough (Delivery Boy Wally Fergusson) prepare for· their weekly broadcast,

"THE 1940'S RADIO HOUR"
Continued from page 15
"The 1940's Radio Hour," a
for one of the show's sponsors was
humorous look at an old-time live
presented. These commercials
radio show, was skillfully presented,
provided some of the funniest
and provided a fun-filled evening of
moments in the play (Courtney Porter
music, nostalgia and song. Director
- as. Ginger Brooks, the sex -pot of the
Dana Packard and his superbly cast
group - gave a rendition of an
group transported the audience back
Eskimo Pie spot not soon to be
in time to the days when live shows
forgotten).
were the norm and last-second crises
But a musical cannot be made
had to be dealt with on the air.
without singing, and the cast was
The play opens on the set of wav's
remarkably strong in this regard.
Mutual Manhattan Variety Cavalcade,
Lowell Jeffers played Johnny Cantone,
a daily radio show. Pops Baily (Bill
the crooner with a drink in his hand
Cook) is busy cleaning up the set and
and a different place (Hollywood) on
taking bets on the studio phone. Enter
his mind. Gloria Guy was Geneva Lee
Stanley (Mike Chase), the bumbling
Brown, the sultry grande dame. Emily
technician with a perpetually full
Gerry and Bill Mitchell were Connie
mouth; Clif (Tom Vail), the harried
Miller and R], Gibson, two sweet
and often bewildered producer/
young kids with a song in their hearts
emcee; Wally (Bill McDonough), the
and eyes for each other. Tony Payson
delivery boy with stars in his eyes and
provided much of the comic relief as
Lou (Jim Libby), the overworked stage
Neal Tilden, the scheming wannabe
manager. With 30 minutes till show
featured vocalist. All these actors sang
time, things are just starting to go
beautifully and handled difficult
wrong. As the rest of
arrangements and
the cast make their
harmonies with aplomb,
appearances, time is
but Jennifer Porter
getting tighter and the
(musical director) shone
See"The 1940's Radio
situation worsens
a bit more brightly than
Hour· at 7:30 p,m" Dec,
steadily.
the rest. Wow, what a
17-19, at the Saco River
One of the most
voice! Every time she
Grang. Hall, Bar Mills, TIx:
enjoyable features of
approached
the
$S$7; call 929-5412,
this play was the
microphone to sing, a
music. Three- and four-part
hush fell over the audience. No one
harmonies dominated the renditions
wanted to miss a note.
of favorites such as "Jingle Bells,"
Another remarkable feature about
"Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy," "Blue
this play was how comfortable the
Moon" and "Chiquita Banana."
actors were with one another. The
Music Director Jennifer Porter had
Originals is a fluctuating group with
drilled her troops well, and the
no core corps, but Packard tends to
integration of live and taped music
work with the same actors on a
was so smooth it was hard to tell the
regular basis, The cast' s consequent
difference. Porter tickled the ivories
rapport was evident in this
during the live sequences, with
production.
Packard backing her up on drums,
Good solid technical support
The taped music was provideq by
rounded out the play. The lighting
Tommy Gallant, Jim Howe and Les
and sound design were simple and
Harris Jr.
effective. The intricate and
As the play progressed, the
wonderfully period set belied the
audience became more caught up in
shoestring budget of the group, and
the part it played in the production.
the volunteers running sound and
Live radio was produced in front of a
lights were nearly perfect.
live audience, and set designer Tom
This show - and group - are
Vail managed to duplicate that
worthy of a better house, higher ticket
feeling. Applause lights flashed on
prices and a bigger budget. But they
both sides of the stage and were
aren't here for glory, just for fun, and
enthusiastically obeyed. Two women
it shows.
sitting in front of me were in hysterics
Tune in to "The 1940's Radio Hour."
during the entire play. They obviously
It will knock your socks off. CBW
remembered the radio shows, and
would erupt whenever a commercial

sta e

MAKE A GREAT IMPRESSION
FTD

GOURMET
FOOD

BASKETS
BEAUTIFUL,
IlEALTIIY
POltvTSETTIAS

Color Your Life with Flowers From

67 BRENTWOOD ST.
PORTLAND, ME
775-3166

@THE FLORIST
INC.

Bay Club can offer you a
healthy lifestyle to last a lifetime.

"A Child'. Chrlstmal In Wal..• Vintage Repertory
Co. presents Dylan Thomas' memories of Christ·
mas ' past Dec 23 - Wed 8 pm - at cafe no, 20
Danforth St. Portland . TIx: $6. 712-8114.
"A CMlt,.,.. Carol· The Children's Theatre of Maine
presents Charles Dickens' ghostly holiday tale Dec
19-20 - Sat 10:30 am 8. 2 pm , Sun 18.4 pm - at
Waldron Auditorium, W~fleteSchool , Storer Street.
Portland. TIX: $6. 874-0371 .
"A Chrllt,.,.. Carol· Mad Horse Theatre Company
presents its annual 1940's radio version of th is
Christmas classic Dec 17-23- Thurs-Fri 7 pm ; Sat·
Sun 28.7 pm: Mon-Wed 7 8. 9 pm - at 955 Forest
Ave , Portland. Til" $10, $7 seniors and students with
ID. 797-3338.
"A Chrlltmas Carol· Contrast and compare . The
Schoolhouse Arts Center presents its version of
Charles Dickens' classic Dec 18-20 -Fr~Sat8 pm,
Sun 2 pm - at The Schoolhouse Arts Center, Route
114, Sebago Lake Village. Tix: $10, $6 seniors,
students 8. kids. 642-3743.

Stop by the Bay Club
and meet the people
that make this a special
place to workout and
discover why Bay Club
was selected as the ''Best
ofPortland" by Casco
Bay Weekly.

Special offer:
Try Bay Club for
6 weeks at $59.00
(Exp. 1130/93)

One City Center • 772-5444

"The Gift of the Magi· Krackeljack Theatre Co.
presents O. Henry's tale of Christmas giving Dec 18
- Fri 7 pm - at LuntSchool, 74 LuntRd, Falmouth.
TIx: $2.50, $1.50 kids. 781-7424.
"Holiday Memor...• Portland Stage Company presents a special holiday show based on Truman
Capote's 'The Thanksgiving Visitor' and 'A Christ·
mas Story' Dec 1-20 -Tues·Thurs 7 :30 pm : Frl 8
pm ; Sat 4 & 8 pm ; Sun 2 8. 7 pm - at Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave, Portland.
Tlx : $12·$20, 774-0465.
Holiday Studio Sh_ Casco Bay Movers Dance
StudiO showcases Its students and faculty In their
holiday studio show Dec 18 - Fri 7 pm - at 151 Sl
John St, Portland. TIx: $2 . 871-1013.
"1940. Radio Hour" The Originals present a holiday
musical Dec 17·19 - Thurs·Sat 7 :30 pm - at Saco
River Grange Hall, Salmon Falls, Bar Mills. TIX: $7. $5
students and seniors. 929-6472.
"Noir SUlpiclonl· at The Mystery cafe Dinner Theatre. Verrlllo·s Restaurant, 155 Riverside Drive, Port·
land . Shows <Nery Saturday at 8 . For Info and
reservations call 693-3063.
"The Nuteracker" The Portland Ballet Company per·
forms the holiday classic Dec 17 8. 19-20 - Thurs·
Fri 7 pm, Sat·Sun 1 & 7 pm - at Portland High
School Auditorium, 284 Cumberland Ave, Portland.
TIx: $16, $10 seniors, kids and students. Special
l00th anniversary performance Dec 18 at 6 pm
followed by a Victorian Christmas feast at the Port·
land Club. TIX: $50, $25 kids. 772-9671.

"The R...on lor the_on· Portland Lyric Theater
presents a holiday musical Dec 18-20 - Wed 7 :30
pm, Fr~Sat8 pm . Sun 2:30 pm -a1176 Sawyer St,
S. Portland . Tlx: $58. $10 and $2.50 for seniors.
799-4802.

"Sleuth· Port'Star productions serves up dinner
theater at The Baker's Table Restaurant, 434 Fore
St, Portland. Shows every Saturday at 7:30. TIx:
$27.95 (Includes dinner). 775-0303.
"The Velveteen Rabbit" The Young People' s Theater
presents Ma-gery Williams' tale of a velveteen rabbit
who leams what ~ means to be 'real" Dec 18-19Frl 7 pm. Sat 2 pm - at The Theater ProJect, 14
School St. Brunswick. TIX: $5. 729-8584.

auditions
CIltMdral ChamberSln'.... auditions singers for ~s
non-liturgical choir. Auditions are Jan 5, 12. 7 8. 14
at St. Luke's Cathedral, 143 State St, Portland . Call
77 2-5434 for appointment.
City Thellt., ASloclllt.. holds open auditions for
"811the Spirit,' Dec 17·18 at 7 pm. All cast members
will use standard British dialect. For more Info call
282'()849.

F,. . port Community Play... holds auditions for Its
spring production of "On Golden Pond" Jan 4-5 from
7-9 pm In the AP Room , Freeport High School, 30
Holbrook St, Freeport. 865-004l.
Im-rtochen Arb Ac_my auditions dance students
between the ages of 12-17 on Jan 13 at 6 pm at the
Portland Ballet School, 341 Cumberland Ave, Port·
land . Auditions consist of a ballet technique class
followed by pointe work. Students must bring pointe
shoes and two 5'x 7" photographs In first arabesque. Cost: $10 to register . (616) 276-7472.
Port'Star Productlonl holds auditions for Its Janu·
ary production of 'The Butcher. the Thief, and the
Buyer of Beef: Dec 17 at 6 pm at Oak S1. Theater,
92 Oak St, Portland , 774-5818.

10 Exchange Street, Portland
;-.0,
Art & Soul continued on page 22
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thursilay 17

friday 18

sunday 20

• You'd better do as you are told,
you'd better listen to your radio:
Tune in as The Originals - Saco
River'Grange Hall's resident
theatre team -present
"The 1940s Radio Hour," a
Christmas musical by Walt
Jones about a 1940s weekly
radio broadcast. You star as
the radio audience
looking behind the
scenes of a 1943
Christmas broad cast and bopping
along to vintage
1940s tunes.
See the show
tonight at 7:30 at
the Saco River
Grange Hall in Bar Mills. Tix are $7
for adults, $5 for students and seniors.
Reservations: 929-5412.
• Who gives a pluck? Pluck Theatre,
that's who. The local pop rock band
celebrates its fourth anniversary
tonight with a show at 8 at the Living
Tree Culture Club (46 Danforth St.,
P'?rtland). The band is with the
Portland-based Bad Hapits Music
label and has a cassette ou t called
"Fish or Cut Bait." 874-0022,

• Christmas gift angst? You've got
nothing on James and Della
Dillingham Young, a young mendicant couple who learn the meaning of
giving together. Krackerjack Theatre
Co., a Maine theatre that spends most
of its time touring nationally, presents
a dramatization of O'Henry's "The
Gift of the Maji" - a story that has its
hair-raising moments - tonight at 7 at
Falmouth's Lunt School, 74 Lunt
Road. Tix are $2.50 for adults, $1.50
for children - suitably cheap for
mendicant audiences. 781-7424.

• Get some sound salvation: Mad
Horse puts on "The 1940s Radio
Version of 'A Christmas Carol,'"
recreating a radio broadcast of Charles
Dickens' "A Christmas Carol."·But the
Mad Horse version has no static. And
it'll appeal to the whole family. Tix are
$10, $7 for seniors and kids. Call the
theatre (955 Forest Ave., Portland) for
reservations at 797-3338.

saturday 19
• Feel the Berne at one of Portland's
coolest clubs as alto saxophonistcomposer Tim Berne burns down the
house with bassist Ben Street, Human
Feel drummer Jim Black and trumpeter Dave Douglas of Boston's
Orange Then Blue big band. Sets start
at 9 at cafe no, 20 Danforth St.,
Portland. 772-8114.

well-organized foreign invader as that
a day's worth of oil burned for eight .
The story of Chanukah represents
the few against the many, the powerless against the powerful, those
without hope waiting for better days
to corne.
The small Chanukah candles,
burning in darkness, represent small
drops of light flickering against the
darkness of a winter night.

thursday 24

monday 21
• Be brave: Wake up and go to work.

The hand bone's connected to the .•• ? And out Saturday, Dec. 26

tuesday 22
• Catch some Ray - as Ray Cornils,
Portland's municipal organist, does
Christmas with tenor David Goulet,
the Parish Ringers and the
Kotzschmar Festival Brass tonight at
7:30 in Portland City Hall Auditorium,
30 Myrtle St., Portland. The concert
features traditional Christmas favorites along with music by Bach, Handel
and others. Admission's by
donation at
door. 774-3427.

wednesday 23

army out of the provinces and, eventually, out of the temple in their retaking
of Jerusalem.
The Jews immediately set to work
cleaning up the temple and rededicating it. But for its rededication, they
could find only one small vial of oil
that had not been desecrated by the
Assyrian troups. That one vessel of oil
managed to burn for eight days in the
temple menorah while they sent for
more oil.
The miracle of Chanukah is as much
that a small, powerless army defeated a

• The story of Chanukah (more than
meets the menorah): In 168 B.C.E.
(Before the Common Era), the Assyrian
Greeks under Antiochus invaded the
land of Israel in order to subjugate the
Jewish people and the land of Israel.
They intended to set up Antiochus as a
god in Jerusalem'S temple. But within a
very short period of time after the
invasion, the Jews from the countryside rose up in r ~bellion against
religious tyranny, driving the Assyrian

, If they had, there'd be more of them around today. Learn about this
religloussect's influential 200year existence from three Shakers and
others. Tune in to ·Shakers:
Hands to work, hearts to
God,· tonight at 8 on Maine
Public Television (WeBB
Channel ,10). The documentary is produced by Amy Bums and Ken
Burns, the filmmaker who brought you "The CMI War.·
This show holds special Significance for Mainers because this state
Is the horne of the last active Shaker Village in the world. Six sisters
and two brothers are still practicing and' attend three daily prayer
meetings, bIble studies, singing meetings and Sunday worsh ip.
"Jnteres~~ fa.ith seekers can join them at 10 a.m. for SUnday worShip, atttj;~ village on Route 26"on Sabbathday Lake/ New GlOucester
(25 milesh9rth cJf Portland). The Shaker Museum is open toJhe public ".
evefYd,?}' frOm 10 a.m...4:30 p.m., except Sunday. The vmage alsO
houses one of the best Shaker libraries anywhere (please try to make
appointments). Call 926-4597 for more earthshaking info.

Loaded sandwiches, salads,
fresh deli sandwiches &
intown Gyros

AT REPETES FREE
STREEr TAVERN
Serving from 11 till close
128 Free Street Portland
774-1114

Gift Certificates
for Pottery
or Pottery LessoDS!
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(jP'pQ":""RfL-AN-D-P-O-TTE-Ry-t)

118 Washington Ave. Portland, ME
772-4334

CHRISTMAS EVENTS
Thurs. 17th: X-Mas Party 0 Happy Hour
till closing 0 music by Don Campbell 9:00
Sat. 19th: Avisit from Santa 2:00 - 4:00

Frea Gill Wrapping
Sat. I SUn. 2:00 - 7:00
•
Christmas waak 6:00 - 10:0
Christmas Eva noon - 7:00

':

While you enjoy lunch, dinner
or lome Christmas cheer!

Submissions fof Entertainment
Weekly sections must be received
in writing on the Thursday priOf to
publication. Send your Calendar and
listings infonnation to Ellen liburt,
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congfe5S
5t., Portland, ME 04101.

A little place for big appetites.
hungry for delldous homemade
BREAKfAST &. LUNCH
Eggs Benedict· Belgian Waffles'
Homemade Corned Beef Hash
• Green Mountain Coffee
Sat 6 • . m.-Z p.m. Sun 8 a.m.-Z p.m.

772·8619

98 Portland Street ·Portl and • 773 - 2096

Call for prices on our Catering Menu

JEWEIRY

ANTHONY'S

Handcrafted
& Affordable

~~~
Kitche~ ,,.,.;

J....~'.;.;5'.;;1Idd" StrNI· Nat III Y/deopolt , 71#16.=61;.....-1

V"zz .

500 Congress St., Portland 774-1241
Monday-Saturday 10,1 5-6.tXJ Sunday 12-5

on the Mainstage

I

~

De<:. 18 from N.Y Oly

with AI Miller and Brad Terry
Saturday, Dec. 19 at 7pm

Brunswick

We will be closing our doors
Dec. 24th, and our inventory of
unique gifts and jewelry is
shrinking fast! So stop in NOW
for those last minute gifts at
UNBELIEVABLE prices!

·gift certificatesodeath bof chocolate.
.gift basketsohams & turkeys·

f~..r~r

Vln~ I\.ep. Co. Dylan Tho""",'
• " OJild .. O l l i _ I n WU...•

_Icome • cI_d monday"
20 clwaforth It.• m ,ll14

reoervatJOIIII

CranApple

Peach Raspbeny
Bluebeny
Apple

Pecan
Mocha Pecan
also:
Breads·
Rolls

JOY TO THE WORLD

.

. .....

"

........ ' . ..... . .

"

"

"

ONE MONUMENT WAY· PORTlAND
772-7299 • FAX 772-9662

Dinner Seroed Daily,
including Sundays
5 -lOpm
Also seroing
fabulous
Sunday Brunch
llam- 2pm
Located 1 mile north of Route 302
on Rt 85 in Raymond.
Reservations Accepted· 655-7841
Visa & Me Accepted

1(~~""", Tortes·

& 19 tbe Tim llerDe QuarteIL
_urtng baloin lien ser-c.

Dec. 23

HOLIDAY PIES

~ .~

M1ebaeiRay
and blo eoolnlc Kre_
featurtng drummer Bob CulloW
from The Fringe

A CHILD'S CHRISTMAS IN WALES
and Other Tales

~~ .

&cocfiJcd~

XMI-S HOURS, THURSDAY & FRIDAY EVENINGS TILL 8

rt-j

Dec. 17 from New Orlean.

calI729,8584

e[c3M~f C{~iLl'Il~

NEW, VINTAGE & CONSIGNED CLOTHING

. --=----,

• great food
great music
• great beer & wine

Vj

Saturday, Dec. 19 at 2pm

14 School Slteet

cXFie

TAKING ORDERS FOR

bof The Young People's Theatre
Friday, Dec. 18 at 7pm

Plan Your
Holiday Gathering
or New Year's Party at
The Olde House

0[& j-foI(SC

THE VELEVETEEN RABBIT

ll .. . : .~:

Sun is SettingatTao.

Season's
Shopping

• Lasagna $22.95 (serves S-12)
• Eggplant $19.95 (serves 12-15)
• Stuffed Shells $19.95 (12-15)

Breakfut M - F 6 • .m . to 11 =30 a.m .
Lunch M-F t 1,45 •. m . to 2 p .m .

For infor.mation and~. The Theatre Project

• Ho, ho, hoi Have a merry Christmas
with some funny girls. Spend a
testosterone-free evening with North
America's top female comics in
"Wisecracks," a documentary by Gail
Singer about the pressures on women
who do stand-up routines and how
they regard the world around them
(humorously, we hope). It's a laugh a
minute tonight at 7 or 9 at The Movies
on Exchange Street. 772-9600.

• Give them a break: Dance along to
the music of southern Maine's own
Boneheads at Raoul's Roadside
Attraction (865 Forest Ave., Portland)
tonight 9. Cover: $5. 773-6886.

336 Fore SI. .In the Old Port

reservations

friday 25

saturday 26

HOLIDAY TRAYS

We're Back!

• Don't get a bad wrap! Wrap up
your holiday gifts at the American
Cancer Society's Gift Wrap, from 9:30
a.m. to 9:30 p.m. today, in front of
Jordan Marsh at the Maine Mall, S.
S. Portland . 772-7102.

1
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Delicious • Homemade

Sol.tlce (acoustic & electric) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf
St. Portland. 773-0093.

clubs
thursday 17
a.

monday 21
Jim Jose (contemporary) Old Port Tavem.ll Moulton
St. Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mic with Randy MorMllto (b.y.o.) Raoul's
Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland . 773-

6886.
Open Mlc with K... Grtmsley (acoustic) Wharfs End.
52 Wharf St. portland. 773'()093.

MlchMl RIIY HI. Cosmic Ktewe Oazz) cafe no. 20
Danforth St. Portland . 772-8114.

tuesday 22

BI,," Night (blues) Chapples. 1192 Forest Ave.
Portland. 797-9155.

OsIris (hard rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown St. Portland.
772-7891.
Jorm. (folk blues) Granny Klllam's Industrial
Orinkhouse. 55 Market St. Portland. 761-2787.

State Street Traditional Juz Band (New O~eans
jazz) Cebele's Bistro. 57 Wharf St. Portland . 775-

Pluck.."..tre(rock) The LlvlngTreeCultureClub. 45
Danforth St. Portland. 874-0022.

DeeJay

Bicycle ThlevM (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market St.
portland. 774-5246.
Ted Stev.... (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11 Moulton St.
Portland. 774'()444.
J.D. The ~Ighb (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
~_ ""rIIOke with Rocket Ru.ty (karaoke) Spring
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St. S. Portland . 767-4627.

a.

Rooster FI.h Trto (rock) T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd St.
Portland. 773-8040.
DeeJIY Greg Power. (karaoke) Tipperary Pub.
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 775-6161.
Open Mlc with K... GrlmslllY (acoustiC) The Wrong
Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944.

MEXICAN FOOD
SINCE 1972
9 DANA STREET
OLD PORT
PORTLAND
772-0772
DINING HOURS:
• LUNCH Thurs-Fri 11 :30-2pm DINNE.R T-Th 5-9. Fri-Sat 5- I 0
• LOUNGE. Thurs-Fri I I :30am-4:00

Sat- 5-IO

friday 18
Portland Symphony Orchestra (Christmas magic)
7:30 pm. portland City Hall Auditorium . 30 Myrtle St..
Portland. Th: $g.27 . 773-8191 or 800-63g.2309.

saturday 19
Paramount Bra •• Quintet (holiday) 7 :30 pm. The
Center for the Arts at The Chocolate Church. 804
washington St. Bath. Free. 442-8627.

6257.

o.c.

(worldbeat/'60s & '70s rock) The
Living Tree Culture Clul>. 45 Danforth St. Portland.
874-0022.
Bicycle ThIeVe. (rock) Old Port Tavem . 11 Moulton
St. portland. 774-0444.
ZI,..o z.ngo Gene~c Jug Band (folk) Raoul 's Roadside Attraction. 865 ForestAve. Portland . 773-6886.
Open Mic with PeterGI_on (b.y.o. acoustic) Spring
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St. S. Portland . 767-4627.
The Fool. (Christmas rock) T-Blrds. 126 N. Boyd St.
Portland. 773-8040.
Jim Duffwy (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St.
portland. 773-0093.

Bath Municipal Band and Local Choral Groupe
(holiday) 1 pm. Pickard Theater. Bowdoin College.
Brunswick. Donation. 725-3375.
Band and Chorus (Christmas) 3 pm. Italian Heritage
Center. 40 Westland Ave. portland. TIx : $3. children
free. 772-2500.
Ma,1e p,...man Edward Reichert (contemporary
song cyc le) 2 pm. Corthell Concert Hall. USM/
Gorham . Tlx: $5. 780-5555 .
Portland Symp/loMY O,che.tra (Christmas magic) 2
& 7 :30 pm . portland City Hall Auditorium . 30 Myrtle
St. Portland . Tlx: $9-27 . 773-8191 or 800-63g.
2309.

friday 18

Beth Munlclpel Band and C•• tlebay (hOliday) 3 pm.
The Center for the Arts at the Chocolate Church . 804
Washington St. Bath . Free. 442-8627.

George Worthley (acoustic) Bramhall Pub. 769 Congress St. Portland. 773-9873.

Thur"lerb8y (rock Christmas party) The Llvlng Tree
Culture Club. 45 Danforth St. Portland. 874-00.22.

The nm Berne ""Irtet Oazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth St.

Bachel.".' Night (topless) Moose Alley. 46 Market
St. portland. 774-5246.
The Kind (rock) Raoul 's Roadside Attraction. 865
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.

tuesday 22

This I. It (mystery band) Granny KIlIam's Industrial
Drlnkhous~. 55 Market St. Portland. 761-2787 .
AlrbU. (dead cover band) The Living Tree Culture
Club. 45 Danforth St. portland. 874-0022.
Bicycle Thieves (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market St.
Portland. 774-5246.
Ted Stev.... (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11 Moulton St.
portland. 77 4.()444.
The B,oken Men and The Regula, Eln.teln. (rock)
Raoul's Roadside Attraction . 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
Neve, the lMS (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175 pickett
St. S. Portland . 767-4627.
UmeRockeb(modem rock) T-8lrds.126 N. Boyd St.
Portland. 773-8040.
Curt a.oette (acoustic) Tipperary Pub. Sheraton
Tara Hotel. S. Portland . 775-6161.
The Rare (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port
Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland _ 775-1944.

saturday 19
Dean Mlchllel (acoustiC) Bramhall Pub. 769 Congress St.. portland. 773-9873.
The Tim Berne Quartet Oazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth St.
Portland. 772-8114.
Red Ught RltYlle (rock) Chappies. 1192 Forest Ave.
Portland. 797-9155.
H.d Time (rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown St. Portland .
772-7891.
Shoknl Oazzy psychedeliC funk) Granny KIlIam's Industrial Orlnkhouse. 55 Market St. Portland . 7612787.
~ C _ (reggae Christmas party) The Living
Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth St. Portland. 874-

Skeleton C,.. (acoustic) Wharfs End . 52 Wharf St.
Portland. 773-0093.
Open Mlc NW!twlth The Cool Whlpe (b .y.o.jam) The
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave.
portland. 775-1944.

dancing
Qatta Dance, Inc •• locations to be announced. Smokeand chem-free dances with swing. latin & ballroom
music F~days from g.12 pm & SUndays from 3-6 pm .
$5. 773-3558.
The Llvlrc Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St. Portland . African. world beat. reggae and alternaUve
rock. Open Tues-Sun. 874-0022.
M8Ine BIIIIIOOIII. 614 Congress St. Portland. Every
Sat 9-mldnlght. Cost: $5. No reservations required.
773.()002.
The Moon, 425 Fore St. Portland. Open nightly. 8 pm
on .. . Naked Thlrstdays: no cover. drinks $1.25 &
drafts 25$; Frl-Sat until 3 am; Sun-Mono chem free.
Cover: $3. 772-1983.
Salut.., 20 Milk St. Portland. Open nightly until 1
am . No cover. 774-4200.
T-Bl ...... 126 N. Boyd St, portland. Sun: comedy
night; weekdays : special events; Frl & Sat rock &
roll . dance. 773-8040.
WherehOUM Dance Club. 29 Forest Ave. Portland.
Progressive music. F~ : chem free . all ages with
deejay; Sat women 's night from 9-1 with deejay Deb.
874-'9770.
Zootz. 31 Forest Ave. Portland. Wed: chem-free;
Thurs : cutting edge dance; Fri: live national acts; Sat
deejay till 2:30 am . live at The Cave ; SUn: request
night. 773-8187.

0022.
&-0 (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market St. portland. 774-

Kotzochma, Memorial organ Concert (holiday) 7 :30
pm. Portland City Hall Auditorium . 30 Myrtle St.
Portland. Donation. 774-3427.

wednesday 23
H.oId S _ , (Christmas/organ) 12:15 pm . St.
Luke's Cathedral. 143 State St. Portland. Donation.
772-5434.

upcomIng
Schooner Fa .... 1/2/93 (folk) 7:30 pm. The Center
for the Arts at the Chocolate Church. 804 Washington St. Bath. Tlx: $12. $10 seniors & students. 4428627 .

art

•

openIngs
portland Chamber of COIIIIMrce 145 Middle St.
Portland. Opening reception Dec 18 from 5-7 for an
exhibltoffour Maine artists: Zoo Cain. Crow Cianciola.
Lisa Dombek and Lenny Hatch. Showing through Jan
8. Gallery hours: MDn-Frl 8-5. 772-2811. ext. 223.
Portland Photo Co-Op 54 7 A Congress St. Portland.
o.pening reception Dec 17 from 5-8 pm for 'Island
Sojoums: an exhibition of work by Portland photographer Jim Dugan. Showing through Jan 7 . Gallery
hours: Tues-Sat 10-6. 781-4578.

5246.
Ted St..,_ (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11 Moulton St.

around town

Portland. 774-0444.
The Recutar Elnst.tns and Hot Cher.,. PIe (rock)
Raoul ' s Roadside Attraction . 865 Forest Ave. Port-

Afrtcan Importa and New Engl.nd Arb 1 Union St.
portland. Original artwork & advice to collectors.
Hours: 10-9 Mon-Sat. 12-6 SUn. 772-9505.

land. 773-6886.
Neve, thelMS (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett
St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
Port City All Stllra (rock) T-Blrds. 126 N. Boyd St.
Portland. 773-8040.
Chrl. O. Qulnt.t (big band) Tipperary Pub. Sheraton
Tara Hotel. S . portland. 775-6161.

Alberts'. Cale 21 Pleasant St. Portland. Various
works by Maine College of Art students showing
through Jan 1 . Hours: Sun-Sat 6 :30 am-2 pm . 5-11
pm . 774-0016.
AREA Gallery Campus Canter. USM/Portland. Paintings and drawings by Camille Cole. Showing through
Dec 18. Gallery hours: Mon-F~ 7·10. Sat-Sun 10- 7 .

The Rare (rock) ' The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port
Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944.

780-4718.
The Art Gellery at Six DeerIng Street 6 Deering St.
Portland. 'The Christmas Show.' the paintings of Bill
Barton. Sylvia Murdoch and Monlque sakellarlos.
Showing through Dec 19. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 115 the first two weeks of the month ; thereafter by
chance or appointment. 772-9605.
a.,.. Wort.. 15 Temple St. portland. 'The Pool
Series." selected photographs from a limited edit ion . hand-colored portfoliO by Donna Lee Rollins .
Showing through Jan 15. Hours: Sun-Sat 7-5 . 87g.

sunday 20
Acoustic NIIIIt (acoustic) Chappies 1192 Forest
Ave. Portland. 797-9155.
SkeI«on C,ew (rock) The Living Tree Culture Club.
45 Danforth St. Portland. 874-0022.

BIcycle Thieves (rock) Old Port Tavern . 11 Moulton
St. Portland. 774-0444.

HeadlI_ ComedY NICht with steYe KlmblO\Ch
(comedy) T-Blrds. 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. 7738040.

concerts
thursday 17
Portland Symphony Orchestnl (Christmas magic)
7 :30 pm. Portland City Hall Auditorium. 30 Myrtle St.
Portland. Th: $g.27 . 773-8191 or 800-63g.2309.

Buy any footlong sub
and get your second

FREE*

Good only at 295 Forest Ave_, Shop 'N Save Plaza,
Portland, Me 04101 761-9558

a.

wednesday 23 monday 21

OPen Mlc with Daml... and G,an-x (rock) T-8lrds.
126 N. Boyd 51. portland. 773-8040.

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY

sunday 20

Open Mlc Night (b.y.o . acoustic) Geno·s. 13 Brown
St. portland. 772·7891.
Desperate Avlkadol (rock) Granny Klllam 's Industrial Orlnkhouse. 55 Market St. portland. 761-2787 .

Portland. 772-8114.
Red Ught Revue (rock) Chapples. 1192 Forest Ave.
Portland. 797-9155.
The Brood and Spys (garage rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown
St. Portland. 772-7891.

SUBWAV·S

Portland Symp/lony Orchest,a (Christmas magic) 2
& 7:30 pm . portland City Hall Auditorium. 30 Myrtle
St. portland. Tlx: $g.27 . 773-8191 or 8~g.
2309.

2425.
The Baxter Q.nary Maine College of Art. 619 Congress St. portland. 'Balancing Acts: Designs on Art. •
theworkofelghtAmerlcan graphic designers. Through
Dec 18. Gallery hours: Tues-SUn 11-4. Thurs 11-9.
775-5152.

Ras Jahn Bullock (left) with Loose Caboose: Mit's a positive vibration we try to
convey. In thBSe tlmBS musIc Is like, saving gracB."

Celebrating multicultural
unity with Loose Caboose

• Second sub must be of equal or lesser price.
Not good in combination wi any other offer.

The Living Tree throws a reggae Christmas party

Stock Up on Film
for the Holidays!

• By Patti Lanigan

in Kingston, Jamaica, with the
"Loose Caboose is a dance hall
encouragement of the late Bob Marley.
oriented band," said Ras Jahn Bullock,
"Our originals are what we like to
lead vocalist, keyboardist and
focus on, but we've had such a good
percussionist. 'We play music based
relationship with Bob Marley and his
on Jamaican grooves to keep people
,
son that we do some of their music"
dancing, and they usuall y move from
said Bullo.ck. Bullock's rich, powerful
start to finish_"
voice is reminiscent of Marley's voice.
Dance hall, the newest form of
In a lilting Jamaican
reggae, replaces the
accent Bullock sings
slow, hypnotic grooves
melodies that span the
of earlier forms with a
steady, up-tempo beat
Loose Caboose performs
lower and upper
suitable for dancing.
Saturday, Dec. 19, at a
registers of his voice,
Influenced to some
Christmas party at The
inviting listeners to
extent by hip-hop
LIving Tree Culture Club, 45
come together and
music, dance hall
Danforth St., Portland.
dance. On keyboards he
reggae has become very 874-0022.
adds melodic lines or
accents the upbeats of the music.
popular in Jamaican dance halls in the
Central to the band's dance hall pulse
last seven years_
are the melodically and rhythmically
Loose Caboose - which was
propelling bass lines played by Derek
formed in 1975 in western
Russell. Guitarist and founding
Massachusetts - has performed with
member Jonathan Dorr accents the
the Wailers, Shinehead, Yellowman,
music's upbeats, lending it a
Toots and the Maytals, UB40, King
traditional reggae sound. Noriyuki
Sunny Ade, Gil Scott-Hero.n and
Ikegami's approach to the drums
Bonnie Raitt, to name a few. The band
toured the East Coast as the opening
creates solid dance beats and plenty of
act for Jamaican dance hall star Lt.
rhythmiC and tonal variety.
Stitchie, and much of the United
Loose Caboose guarantees a full
night of authentic, uplifting reggae.
States as a back-up band for the
"It's a positive vibration we try to
Reggae Sunsplash U.S. Tour. Recently
convey:' said Bullock_"In these times
!MANT Music re-released the band's
music is like a saving grace." caw
first album, "Dealer's World," o.n CD
and cassette. It was recorded in ] 981

music

~ong...... Squ.re G.lle.,. 42 Exchange St. Portland .

Palnter's Pieces . • the paintings of Heidi Prior
Gerquest and holiday works by gallery artists. includIng Melita Brecher. Philip Barter. Margaret Gerding.
Henrylsaacs. John Muench. and Pau l Niemiec showIngthrough Jan 10.. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat10:30-5.
774-3369.
F,ee Street Studl08 City Center. Portland . Sculpture
by Karen Dow. paintings of Chris Mlr and paintings
and scu lpture by Lyn Mir. Through December. Gallery
hours: Mon-Sat 10-7. Sun 12-5. 774-1500.
F,oot Qully G.llery 411 Congress Sl. Portland. Work
of gallery artists. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 12-6. or by
appointment. 773-2555.
G....... hut Gallerl. . 146 Middle St. Portland. 'Portland Show.' new works by Nancy Brown. Thomas
Conno lly. Jane Dahmen . Alison Goodwin. Conn ie
Hayes. Sarah Knock and Glenn Renel !. Through
December. Galleryhours: Mon-Frl l0-5:30. Sat 10-5.
772-2693.

Jewele,·. Work 30 Exchange St. Portl and. New
works byTeresa Mowery. SaIIyWebb. Martha Sullivan.
Rachel Alvarez. Elizabeth Prior. Elizabeth Nowers.
Ju lie Fitzgerald and more . No set gallery hours.

Jewell Gallery345 Fore St. Portland . 'Coastal Maine
and the Caribbean: the paintings of Bill Jewell
Showing through December. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat
10-5. or by appointment. 773-3334 .
Lewl. Gellery Portland Public Library. 5 Monument
Square. Portland . 'Can Do: the work of artists who
work In or are Clients of Community SupportServlces.
a commun ity program serving people with disabilities . Showlngthrough Dec 31. Hours: Mon . Wed & Fri
g.6; Tues & Thurs 12-9 ; Sat g.5. 871-1758.

20%

All Frames &
Photo Albums
Hurry... Sale ends December 19th.

FREE
roll ofKonica film

pz.

'REE 2nd set of

Everyday with the Big Deal

BPS PHOTO

Nency Margoll. Gallery 367 Fore St. Portland .• Wearabie
by fiber artists Including Randall Darwall
and Cynthia Wlnlka showing through Dec 30. Gallery
hours : Mon-Sat 10-9. Sun 11-5 . 775-3822.

Art:

!"1eander Gallery 40 Pleasant St. Portland. 'Country
In Mind: The SPirit of Aboriginal Australia. ' showing
through Jan 31 . Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 12-6. or by
appointment. 871-1078.
The Photo GIlle.,. M.lne College of Art, 619 Congress St. Portland . The photos of Edward Curtls.
Showing through Dec 18. Gallery hours: Mon-Thurs
8 :30 am-9 :30 pm . Frl 8 :305. Sat-Sun 11-4. 7753052.

Art & Soul continued on page 24

Off.

30 City e m ter. PortlAl/d 772-7296
7 J U.S. Route J. Scarborough 883-7363
MOl/dAy - FridAy 7:30 - 6:00 Sarurday 9:00 - 1:00
One Hour Service Availabk
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At BACK BAY TOWER we turn
simple demands into simple pleasures
if.@1.;t::.::~:::
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More space
Parking
Recreation room
Secur(ty
Closet Space
Laundry facility
Backyard
Leisure time
• Less commuting
• View ci the cily

art

:1~HI~]l:::l:i
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spacious 1,2, & 3 bedroom apartments
Enclosed parking garage
Florida Room wilh indoor pool and saunas
State-of-the-Art Security
Walk-in closets
24-Hour laundry facility, plus hookups
Landscaped rooflop park
On-site mainlenance
In-lown in the heart of the cultural center
Panoramic views of Back Bay, Casco Bay and

Portland M .....m 01 Art Seven Congress Square.
Portland. Hours: Tues, Wed, FrI & Sat 1o.5, Thurs lo.
9, Sun 12·5. Admission: adults $3.50. senior cit,
zens and students with 10 $2.50, youth 6-18 $1,
children 5 and under are free. Museum admission Is
haff-prlce 1o.noon Saturday. 773-2787.

the

White Mountains

'Artllts You Love: Monet, Renolr.nd other MIl.
t ... Wor1<s by European masters of the past two
centuries from the Joan Whitney Payson Collection
and other private lenders.

Back Bay Tower offen 25 differenl floor plans Jrom which to choose. Some have private
terraces and balconies. AU this and more awaits you al Back Bay Tower, Portland's finest
in-town address. Open House Hours: Sunday ... 124, Tuesdays & Thursdays ... 1O-{), or
call Jor an appoinlmenl.

'An..1Au",,: The Early Y.... Seventy·seven rare
photographs. Including some of Adams' earliest
work at Yosemite. Showing through Feb 7 .
'The Scott M_ Black Collection A sampling from
Scott Black's 19th- and 2Oth-century paintings and
sculptures. Including works byChagall and Toulouse·
Lautrec.

(207) 772-7050 TDD# 1-800-545-1833 ext 191
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

• STAINED GLASS. CERAMICS. WREATHS. PLANT ROOTERS. POTPOURRI·

Portland Wine and Ch_ Co. 57 Exchange St.
Portland 011 paintings by AI Waterman and waterco,
o(s by Frieda Lundberg. Through Dec 31. Hours MonSat 1o.2. 772-4647.

FOUR SEASONS
•

CRAFTERS' OUTLET*

•

•

A Year-Round Craft Show

Featuring Maine
Made Crafts &
Products
One of Maines most unique
shopping experiences_
Gift Certificates also available.
•

Portland Photographlca 85 York St. Portland. 'A
Matter of Conscience: the photos of Michael A.
Koch. Maine Coalition fO( the Homeless receives a
portion of the proceeds from sales. Through Decem·
ber. Hours: Mon-FrI 8:3o.5:3O. 774-6210.

•
•

HOURS:
M,T,W 10-8
TIl. F. S 10-9
SUN 12-5

Exit 8 - Bradlees Shopping Plaza, Westbrook • 854-0949
Open 7 days a week
*space still available

• CANDY. JAMS. I<NICI< I<NACI<S • BASI<ETS • PROFESSIONAL PHOTOS

•
•
•
•

RAM
ISLAND
DANCE

MUMum 01 Art, Olin Art_ C.nter Bates College.
Lewiston. ·New Prints/Old Prints," contempora-y
prints primarily frorn the Landfall Press In Chicago
and old master prints from the permanent
coliectlon.Through Dec 18. Hours: Tues·Sat 1o.5,
Sun 1-5. 786-6158.
O'Farrell Gallery 58 Maine St. Brunswick. Group
show featuring gallery artists Margerulte Robichaux,
Nell Welliver, Eileen Gillespie and Elana Jahn, showIng through Dec 23. Gallery hours: Tues·Sat 1o.5.
729-8228.
SelNtacodegen Artlats Gallery Route 24. Great Is·
land. Wor1<sby 21 Maine artists. Gallery hours: Tues·
Sun 1o.5. 833-5717.
Thomal Me.-181 Ubrary 6 Scott Dyer Road, Cape
Elizabeth. 011 paintings and watercolO(s by Mamie
Souza showing through Jan 2 . Hours: Mon. Wed. FrJ.
Sat 9-5; Tues & Thurs 9-9. 799-1720.
Union 01 Mal. . Vllual Artllt., Inc. 19 Mason St.
Brunswick. 'Small Wor1<s,· sculpture and two- and
three-dImensional art work by union members showIng through Jan 13. Gallery hours: Mon·FrI 1-5. Sat
12·4. 737-4749.
York Inltltut. Mu.... m 371 Main St, Saco. 'From
Town to City: Saco In 1867,"photos, artifacts and
documents depicting changes In Saco life. On view
through the year. Hours: Tues, Wed & Fri 1-4; Thurs
1·8; Sat 1-4. 283-3861 .

OUf Special
Delicious

GIFT
CERTlflCm
$10 Dinner for Two

other
Art Cla_ Carlo Pittare offers private art lessons
and lite drawing c lasses at his studio In Bowdoinham

every Thurs from 7:3o.9:3O 666-8453.
Book Arts The winners of the Stephen Harvard Prize

includes pasta with
sauce, bread & butter
and beverage

competition will be displayed at the Portland Room,
Portland Public Ubrary, 5 MonumentSquare. through
New Yea(s Day. 773-4200.

The Seamen'1 Club 1 Exchange St, Portland. 'Down
East Aalr: A Holiday Art Show, • the wor1< of Annette
Lavallee and HeatherK. Baker. Through Feb 14. 7727311.
The SpirItsd 0 0 _ 142 St. John St. Portland.
'Photographic Fascination: A DebUt Presentation of
Black and White Photographs by Art Students of
Charles B. Melcher.· showing through Dec 20. 'Mixed
Media," works by students of Alayne Reed shows
Dec 2O-Jan 31. Hours: Moll-FrI1o.6, Sat lo.5. 7732919.

C..lltlve Arts Program Portland Recreation offers
classes In drawing and painting for senlO( adults
Tues and Frl from 9:30 am-12:3O pm at Northfield
Green Community Room. 147 Allen Ave, Portland.
874-8793.
Maine Society 01 Doll ArtIlts Is accepting applications for membership. The society Is open to doll
artists In any medium Including soft sculpture, clay,
porcelain, SOUlPI' or Cemlt. For Information and
application, send SASE to PO Box 124, Scarborough,
0407o.124.

The Stein o.lI.ry 20 Milk St, Portland. "Blown Glass

Portland Chamber 01 Commerce Is looking tor Maine
artists to share their work. 772·2811, ext. 223.

Show, 'a show of blown glass from all overthe United
States through Jan 15. Gallery Hours: Moll-Sat 11·6,
Sun 11-5. 772-9072.

Think of Fresh Market Pasta
for all your Holiday gatherings:
Business • Family • Friends
We have an endless variety of hot and cold
1-_-4 hars d'oeuvres and entrees to choose from.
Call or stop by to make arrangements with
L':~-- the chef. One week's notice is appreciated. _::::.......
New Holiday Hours 11 :OO-Bpm daily Sun 12-Spm

or
A Fresh Market Gift Certificate
In any amount
~-------I

,','

FRESH

I

I
I

$3 Meal!!

Th. Trov. 0011.., 112 High St. Portland. 'Images
and Objects, • the work of 20 artists. On view through
Dec 24. Gallery hours: Thurs 5-8. Frl-Sun 12-5.
Holiday hours (Dec 21-24) 12-5 pm. 772·1961.

• Clndy Baumgartner Photos on view through December In Moulton Union, Lancaster lounge. Hours:
Mon·Thurs 7 am·12:3O am, Fr,Sat 7 am·2 am. Sun
7 am·11 pm .

Ages 2-4 - Parent-Child Movement (8-week sessions)
Age. 4-6 - PreBaUet & Creative Movement
20-week term fees start at $145. Installment plan
available.

CLASSES FOR ADULTS
Winter term starts January 11.
• MODERN DANCE for all levels
• INTERMEDIATE BALLET
$ 7/ class; prepayment discounts available on
8- and 1 O-class sessions.
All classes held at Ram Island Dance studios at
2 SA Forest Avenue, Portland.
for complete
.cheelule.
anel rate ••

*!

L _____________________
Expires 117193

~

ave

• Th. North Ameltcon Indian The photos of Edward

SEASON'S ~~ I
GREETINGS! ~q I
I
Come dtne with us in our I
I
upstairs restaurant
I.
qfter4prnandaccept:
I
Vanety &
our gift of a
I
Restaurant
Maine State Lottery Ticket
I
I
expo 12/31/92 • Call 772.3304 I
I
Open seven days a week
I
I
• Breakfast anytime· Eat in or take out
I
327 Main Street Cash Corner South Portl d I
I
'
' . one an

S. Curtis. On view through Decemberlnthe Hawthorne-

'The Aora 01 Main. The drawings of Kate Furbish On
view through December In the Hawthorne·longfellow
library. Hours: Moll-Sat B:30 am·12 am, Sun 10 am·
12 am.

io

Cry 01 the Loon Art Gall.., Route 302. S. Casco.
'Affordable art: Inexpensive paintings and sculptures. Through December. Gallery hours: dally 9 :3o.
6. 655-5060.
Curtll Memorial Library 23 Pleasant St. Brunswick.
-Columbus and the New World Order,' Maine artists
exploring the Columbus theme. Through Jan 3. Hours:
Mon·Wed 9 :30-8, Thurs·Frl 9 :3Q.6, Sat 9 :3o.5. 7255242.

Ktlltlna'i 160 Centre St. Bath. 'Works on Paper,"
drawings. prints and watercolors of Dahlov Ipcar.
Through Jan 2 . Hours: Mon 8-9 pm, Tues-Fri 8 am·9
pm. Sat 9 am-9 pm, Sun 9 am-2 pm. 442·8577.

• New Wortda: North Atlantic S......' " In the Era 01
Dlac ....., Rare world maps and nautical charts, early
navigation Instruments, Illustrations of fine art and
archaeological material bring together the Old and
the New Worlds In the Age of Discovery and beyond.
On view through the year.
'Born from Coalttn, This exhibit Includes water·
color paintings. drawings. sketches and oils by John
Faunce Leavitt. focusing on his made-from-memory
renditions of the last generation of coasting schoonersthat pl1ed thecoastofNew England until the late
1930s. On view through the year.

10% OFF Mohair Sweater Kits

I
I

One Skein of Yam, Jumbo Needles and
$35.95 makes one fantastic sweater1
_,

I

sense
La"",... Tablea Students and community memo
bersare Invited to participate In Informal sessions to
Improve their French. German. Portuguese, Russian
and Spanish skills . 780-4390.
T.lltale 51.". The Maine Center on Deafness offers
the following lo.week sign language classes : Amer,
can Sign language I, Wed from 5:30-7:30 pm;
American Sign Language II, Wed from 8-10 pm. Both
classes are held at the Breakwater School Auditorium. 856 Brighton Ave. Portland. 761-2533 to regIster.

Art & Soul continued on page 26
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To Make Christmas Shopping

!"~ & A/Tordabl£

I

I

:
a"p I
I

g.

:?'I. - 1..) Everytlung on Sale 30-70% Off! r
I i.l;~
) Lego, Playmobil. Geosafari ;~~2
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I KNITlJNG· SPINNING· WEAVING· SUPPLIES • INSTRUCTION I
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Handmade and
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I
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$1 00 OFF
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Send Your Sails Away For A Litde R & R
S 2,50 Lb, WASH, CHECK,

MINOR

REPAIR & STORAGE (w"hcl"'=pon"p. 1)J31!92)

I tel (207) 828'()003
I fax (207) 828,0003
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I
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I
I

- CALL FOR CLASS DATES -

I
I

Icon Contemporary Art 19 Mason St. Brunswick.
New paintings by Anne Gresinger showing through
Jan 15. Hours: Mon-Frll·5. 725-8157.

.The Maritime Folk Art 01 A. De Clerck Paintings by
Belgian artist portraying the coastal and deepwater
vessels that entered the ports of Antwerpand lIVerpool
In the last days of sail. On view through the year.

*

iKNITTlN'G.SPiNNING: WEAVING :SUPPLIES .INSTR~;;;

The Gallery at Widgeon CoveStudloe Route 123, S.
Harpswell . Wor1< of gallery artists. Through Decem·
ber. Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat 11-4. Sun 12-4. or by
appointment. 833-6081.

Maine Maritime MUMum Maritime History Bldg.
243 WaShington St. Bath. Gallery hours: daily 9:305. 443-1316.

.~;a.)

I

Longfellow library. Hours: MOil-Sat 8 :30 am-12 am .
Sun 10 am-12 am.

For the Youngest Dancers:

**** *

I-=-,:=;~~==...!:':l

I
I
I
I

1

'Tom Killion Color woodcuts of the Callfomla landscape. Showing through Jan 10 .

Winter/Spring 20-week term starts January 4
• MODERN DANCE for all levels
• BALLET & BALLET/INTER.ARTS for all levels
• plus TAP, CHARACTER DANCE & ADVANCED
WORKSHOP

1

~

_dotn ColI. . . Mu.... m 01 Art Walker Art Building.
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. The museum Is open to
the public free of charge . Hours: Tues-Sat 1o.5, Sun
2-5. 725-3275.

CLASSES FOR CHILDREN

for 1 Dinner

I

I
I
Relax after shopping
I
In the Old Port.
I
Hot Pasta & Beverage.
I
I 58 MARKET ST, OLD PORT 773-7148 I
I ____ !x!: !!!5!~ ____ I

Thw. Moe., CHlnetmaleers 415 Cumberland Ave.
Portland .• Heaven Iy Works.· a show of mixed media
angel Imagery shows through Jan 30. Hours: Mor!Sat 9-5. 774-3791.

r---------------------,
1* 2
*
* * 1

~-------- "

::,1{ FRESH

out Of town

...71; g eeolltme 10 slorldonctnf'/

call 773·2562

R.N. Cohen Gallery 547 Congress St. Portland.
Recent palntlngs and limited edition prints by R.N.
Cohen. Showing through Dec 23, Gallery hours: MonFrl1o.5:30, Sat·Sun 10-4. 772-0633,

25

Portla.n..d Sail
and RIGGING co.

BIItell
I~
•;

t

DRIVE THRU

..I

~
~

I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

:

Cut, perm & style
with Kell~ Meg & Yvonne
47 India Street, IntownPortland,

I

772-8690

I

FREE
SINGLE
C H EES E
~;~~~~~~tASE

PERM $35 reg, $55

:
:

Winter Special
Manicures
only $10
reg, $14

~

I
I

~
.

TOP
COATS

I
FULL SERVICE NAIL SALON I

Fullset $32

pedi~~::

:

874.0929

:
I
$20
. I ~l(~tFoMAEST'lAlW£'
d 1_·
I
$30
1PLEASANTSlOLDPORT
799-6600 • Mon -Sat. 10-5
IN.....
ORRI s
AN TnlS COUpON
reg.
•
I CORNER AREA
EXPiRES 12124192
I
. _____
Gretchen
or Rachael
eXpires
___
_ _ _w/coupn
___
- _3130/93
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1 (1'~',.-1

1

5030ceanStreet,So.Portland ~'
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•

I

I
I
I
I
1
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Art & Soul continued from page 24

IN HARPER WE TIl.UST

wellness

Please fill in below:

Name41
Company _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ __

Phone .' _ _ _ __

Adult Sc ..... 111I Clinic on the last Wed of ewry
month, for blood pressure and testing for sugar,
anemia and cholesterol, from 11:30 am·1 pm at the
Peoples United MethoCllstChurch, 310 Broadway, .S.
Portland. Fee for services. 767·3326.

_

Aikido Is a martial art used to Increase flexibility,
stamina and promote a sense of welHlEllng. Adu~
classes: Monand Wed, 5:30-6:15 pm and 6:3o. 7:30
pm; Frl, 6:30- 7:30 pm; Sat, 2:30-3:30 pm and 3:454:45 pm. Children's classes: Sat, 1:15-2:15 pm.
Classes held at Portland Aikido, 25A Forest Ave,
Portland. 772·1524.

with
Casco Bay Weekly.
See page 25

ave

The Alexander T.....nlqu. addresses functional dlf·
f1cultles due to faulty hab~ of postu ... and movement. Free consu~lons each Frl from 10 am·2 pm
throughout Jan. Call 7~839 for appointment.
Authentic M"".......t Classes and workshops begin
In December to teach you to dance Into your spontaneity, creativity and wisdom althe Expressille Therapy
Center, 150 St John St, POItland. 871·8274.
Buclclhlot-OrlentM Meditation Group meets fNery
Sun from 1o.l1 am at 1040 Broadway, S. POItland.
Small donation. 8394897.
Chlroprectlc DIIC ....lo... Dr. Roger Nadeau presents chiropractic hea~ caredlscusslons Tues from
1·1:30 pm and Thurs from 8-8:30 pm atSaco Island ,
Suite 1214, Saco. Free. 284-7760.

~

:Jl :.Pane Of Elass
all hanging panels
through
December 24th

The Teen/youn, Adult Clinic Is a,Jliace to go II you
have a hea~ concem or medlcaf problem, need a
sports/school physical done, or have birth control
Issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21, fNery
Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine Medical Center, 22
Bramhall St, Portland. Walk·lns seen II they arrive by
7 pm. 871·2763.
VetlebIrlen SOcIety of Mlline meets the third Monday of every month at 6 pm at 35 Saunders SI,
POItland, for a potluck get together, vegetarian support group meeting and planning meeting. 7736132.
Wlthc,8ft/T.emworke Support team of motivated
people who want to make things happen. Through
giving support, Ideas, accurate steps and the faith In
one anothefs ability to succeed, we won't let you
quit. 773-6226.
Women'. Meditation WorlWlop Learn to listen to
your Inner voice. 781'()944.
Women Over 50 A support group facilitated by louise
Bennett will explore this v~1 time of life and those
that follow. 772·1910.

Saco • 283·4143

CPR .. FIrst Aid S. Portland Pool offers CPR and first ,
aid courses during December at 21 Nelson Road, S.
Portland. 767·7655.

I

:

Munloy B,,,,,,,h Ub,1II')' offers a public story hour for
children ages 3-5 each Wednesday at 10:30 am at
44 MooCIy SI, POItland. 772-4581.
MutIc for Kids Classes for kids aged 3-9 In basic
keyboard, expressive singing, note reading and a lot
more at the Starbird Music Shoppe, 500 Forest Ave,
Portland. 775·2733.
P.,_ Anonymous Volunteer Training Parents
Anonymous needs volunteers to facilitate parents
groups, provide child care and receive parent calis.
Free training at St Elizabeth's Center, Portland.
Registration deadline Nov 13. 871·7445.

with

Jeffrey
Kahane
Set.. Mar. 13

~
Fri., Feb . .s

l.,

s. t.. Mar. ~7

Li6ana

't

•

.I

.~~~

Ballet
THE ~nEAT
VAUDEVILLE
MA~IC saow

•

Sal.. Feb. XJ

?,~BIW-I{:' (.n.Rm~
"""'"

Pittsburgh

Mon.• 1=.!b 8

Thu .. A pc-. l

Iue .. }.n. 19

Mon... Jan . 25

Brian Bedford

Emerson
String Quartet

Garrick Ohlsson

'fHE
J'I\USIC J~\AN
Theatre

Thu .. Apr

Tue .. Feb. 23

~

c.-.......

~f W Y

<:5 ! ~

~~
Thu .. Feb. 18

SOLD OUT

%tlt5~I attb lintd ~~. ~.
Sa t... Feb. :V

SaI.. Jiln. 16

Thi s Holiday Season give the g ift of li ve per·
formance. Purchase a rcA g ift certificate for
everyo ne on y o ur li st. One si z e fits oil; g reat

for kid s, too . Call rcA or visit our booth
convenientl y located otthe Maine Mall nea r
the Fo od Court.

Write N_ The Chil dren 's Theatre of Maine Invites
children up to 18 years of age to enter ~s second
Annual Young Playwrights Contest Your original play
can be any length and about any topic. Entries must
be subm itted by March 1. The Children ' s Theatre of
Maine will proCluce the winning play In the spring.
874-0371.
Youth At..... USM lifeline offers two circuit weight
train ing card iovascular rltness programs designed
for boys and girls ages 13-17. An after school
session starts Jan 4 and Is held Mon , Wed & Frl from
3-4 pm. The second session starts Jan 5 and Is held
Tues & Thurs from 7·8 pm and Sat from 11 am·12
pm . Both sessions are at USM Campus Gym , 96
Falmouth SI. Cost: $67. 780-4170.

H.. 1I11I Support Group A safe environment for those
experlenclng personal traumas, addiction, grlef, loss
of gooCl hea~, and Who seek support w~ln a
context of mutual sharing. Tuesdays from 5:3o. 7:30
pm at BrIghton Medical Center, Surgical Conference
Room , 335 Brlghton Ave, Portland. 767·3262.

Iq

_
• • uttle Magic The Children' s Museum of
Maine is starting a monthly magic club for children
age 7 and older. The museum Is located at 746
StfNens Ave, Portland. 797·5483 for more info.

DAWN

PSHAW

Teen Open Gym Teens ages 13-18 play basketball,
whiffle ball, floor hockey and more Mons & Weds
from 7 :30-9 pm at Reiche Community Center, 166
Brackett SI, Portland. Cost: 50~ . 874-8873.

Hothe Yoga fOf Peopl. with AIDS is available every
Wed and Frl from 12:45-2 pm at 22 Monument
SCjuare, POItland . Cost: $1, for those Who can afford
it. 797·5684.

I

Int.met'l Student Excholnge ASSE International, a
non-prof~organlzati on, offers academic year or sum·
mer progrOOls to high school students Interested In
visiting various countries around the world. 8465894 or 1-800.677·2773.

5

MeredUIt tnl __ '.

Student FIlm "..tlyal You ought to be In pictures ...
and now you can be! The MaineAliianceofMedlaArts
announces the deadline for the 16th Annual Maine
Student Aim and Video Festival Is 5 / 15/ 93. The
festival Is open to any Maine resident age 19 or
younger. Entry forms are available from Maine Stu·
dent Aim and Video Festival, Box 4320, Station A,
POItland, ME 04101.

Hat"" YOI'! Clinic Yoga teacher Elaine McGillicuddy
and adVanced roller Thomas Myers offer a Hatha
yoga clinic Dec 19 from 8 :3o.l1:30 am at POItland
yoga Studio, 616 Congress St, Portland. Cost: $35.
Registration required. 797·5684 .

i
\J

HoIldllY FeatlYIli. of M ..lc Portland Museum of Art
presents carols and holiday songs featuring bands
and choirs from area schools and churches Dec 1520 & 22·23 starting at 11:30 am at 7 Congress
SCjuare, Portland. Admission: $3.50, $2. 50 seniors
and students with 10, $1 kids. 773·2787.

Silly Saturday. The Portland YMCA presents a series
of workshops for pre-schoolers . 874-1111.

Gilt of H. .1th katEssence, professional massage
therapy services, donates 10% of all proceeds from
each 111ft certificate purchased before Christmas to
the 1992 Santa Fund. Offlce located off 1·95 In
Freeport 865-0431.

j

Frld8y NIghtSpeclt1 Portland Recreation offersorganlzed gym programs for middle school children at
Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave, POIt·
land. Cost: 5O$/vlsll. 874-8793.

Riverton Ubrtry oilers ToCId ler nme for 1· to 2·year
olds, Including games, stories and songs, Wed at
9:30 and 10:30 am & Frl at 9 :30 am; Preschool Story
Hour for ages 3 to 5 , Frl at 10:30 am . The library's
located at 1600 Forest Ave , Portland. 797· 2915.

Frlencla of the W.tem Budclhlot Older Invite all
Interested Individuals to a period of meditation and
study of Buddhist concepts and practice. Meetings
are on Mon fNes, from 7 :15-9:15 pm. 642·2128.

Mon, Tue & Wed 10·5;
Thur & Fri 10·7;
Sat 9·5; Sun 12·5

Children'. HoIlcity Party Tell Santa your Christmas
dreams, hopes and wishes at a special Christmas
party Dec 20 at 3 pm at The Center for the Arts at The
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St, Bath. 442·
8627.

Portland Public Ubra". Invites Children to enjoy its
upcoming programs: Tales forTwos Dec 18 at 10:30
am; Family Story nme Dec 19 at 10 :30 am; Preschool Storynme Dec 21at10:3O am; Finger Fun for
Babies Dec 23at 9 :30am; Preschool Story Time Dec
23atl0:3Oam . The library's locatedat5 Monument
Square, Portland. 871·1700.

CGmmunlty HealthServlcos sponsors welk:hild clinIcs at the followln~ locatlons : Dec 18 from 9 am-12
pm at first Congregational Church, 8lackpolnt Rd,
Scarborough; Dec 22 from 9 am·2 pm at Village
Church , Maine Street, Casco; Dec 30 from 9 am·2
pm at Wes!brook-Warren Congregational Church ,
Main Street, Westbrook . Fee for services. 7757231.

. , . - . , .. EnelllY In M ........ nt A non-prom dance
group meets Mon fNes at 6 pm In the Elm Street
United Methodist Church, 168 Elm St, S. Portland.
Children are welcome . Donation. 799-1902.

,

~t

T'III Chi Ch'uan Is an ancient Chinese martial art
based on mental and physical balance. It's gooCI for
Spiritual growth, physical hea~ and for reducing the
effect of stress and tension. Beginners through
advanced classes ongoing. 772·9039.

FIrat AId COlI .... The American Red Cross offers
first aid courses, Including adu~ CPR Info and certl-.
flCatlon, lifeguard challenge program and babys~lng
skills program throughout December In Portland.
874-1192.

We have gorgeous stained
glass ornaments, sun
catchers, window panels,
jewel boxes, sterling silver
jewelry, lamps, etc., for ...your holiday shopping.

18 Pepperell Square

Suft Medlbltlon join the Portland Sufi Order for
meditation sessions based on the works of Hazrat
Inayat Khan and Plr Vilayat I nayat Khan. Experienced
teachers offer sessions worl<lng with creative vi sua~
Izatlon, breath, sound, light and divine qualities.
Sessions ongoing and open to all; no experience
necessary. Bring a med~atlon pillow or bench II
desired . No fee, but donations accepted. Sessions
at Expressive Therapy Center, 150 St. John SI,
POItland. 657·2605.

Youth Indoor Soccer Program at Portland YMCA for
children 6-11 years of age. Registration is ongoing.
874-1111.

H.. rtllne Cerdl"" Rehabilitation USM lifeline offers
an exercise program for people Who have had a heart
attack, angina, bypass surgery or angloplasty or are
at rlsk for heart disease. Classes are ongoing Mon·
days, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7 :30 am and 6 pm
at POItland Campus Gym, Falmouth St, POItland.
7804849.

Port Bake House

Saco Bay

Tuva Bakery
BlaCk

~

Crow Bakery
• Traditional
Stone Baked
Bread

Order a fresh, home made Gillespie Farms
pie for your holiday table!
fot a list -of delicious flaVOt$.
15% of ALL Book and Calendar Sales through 12-30-92
will be Donated to CARE for Somalian Relief Effort

...

**

*

Organic Gourmet Coffees I • Large selection of "Bulk"
food items and "Bulk" spicesl

Pulmoruory RehebHltatlon USM lifeline offers a program designed for Individuals with various lung dis·
eases Tues and Thurs from 11:15-noon at the USM
Portland Campus Gym, Falmouth St. 7804170.

**

* **

PLUS lots of FUN and Magical gift ideas: Incense, Body

Oils, Mood Rings, Touchstones, Calendars, Unique Jewelry
ANGEL PINS AND TERRIFIC BOOKS
*

5~~7

Shore Road • Cape Elizabeth,
7()7-280a II l\I-F 9-7, S&S 9-6

Adult Coed Volleyball The Portland YMCA Is accept·
Ing registrations for its volleyball league. 874·1111.

~IE

""lObiet Ongoing classes at Reiche Community
Center, 166 Brackett St, Portland . 797'()484 .

St_

family

SI....1lII MedltMlon Meet Tues from 8-9 In Falmouth
to sing rounds, chants and songs. 781-0944.

AeIobIet fOf Kid. Children ages 7·11 can leam funky
new steps and get great exercise each Wed from
5:15-6 pm at the Reiche Community Center, 166
Brackett St, Portland. Cost: $12 first month, $10
each month thereafter. 874-8873.

Yoga MecAtmlon The spirit cannot be pur·
chased or sold. Experlence thoughHess _areness
WednesCIays at 7:30 pm In the Faculty lounge, USM
at Portland. Free. 799-5749.

SpllIIII Ex..... Chiropractors In Partnership with the
Community offer free exams In exchange for canned
gooCls and clothing, which will be donated to the
Portland Preble Street Resource Center. 879-5433
(Portland), 846-1481 (Yarmouth) or 883-5549
(Scarborough) .
St_M.....-mCourseBetterWayChlropractlc
offers free workshops _ry Wed at 7 pm at 2063
Congress SI, POItland. Call 879-5433 to RSVP.
, fl~,.

•

sweat

Notutlll Food. Solution. learn all about the pur·
chase and preparation of whole foods vegetarlan
meals In your horne. 774-8889.
PI""ned P.,enthooCl Free pregnancy testing and
male services now offered at Planned Parenthood 's
500 Forest St clinic In Portland. Other confidential
services Include birth control, pregnancy tests, pap
smears , STD screening and treatment Also Teen
Walk·ln Clinic Frl, 1-4:30 pm and Sal. 9 am·noon .
Fees based on ability to pay. 874-1095.

can

*

My Choic. Preen-ncy R-.rc. ctr offers counse~
lng, referrals and housing for women and teens
experlenclng an untimely pregnancy. Counseling focuses on the options of parenting or adoption. A birth
mother support group Is offered to any woman Who
surrendered a child for adoption or is considering
doing so. 772·7555.

_ketlNln ~m The POItland YWCA Is now
accepting registrations for Its youth basketball program for children In grades one through eight. 8741111.
TlI. Children'. MUMum of Mill,.,. Invites kids to
enjoy ~ special holiday magic presentation Dec 21
from lo.l1 am for pre-schoolers and from 3 :30-4:45
pm for children ages 6 and older. The resident
magician will teach new magic tricks after the show.
The museum 's located at 746 Stevens Ave, POIt·
land . Reservations requested . 797·5483 .

Aquatic At..... end Aque Aerobic. USM lifeline
offers a 1().week session of aquatic fitness and aqua
aerobics starting Jan 4 . Classes are Mon, Wed & Fri
at 6 am at Riverton Pool and at 6 pm at S. Portland
Municipal Pool. 78().4170 for registration.
IItck Countly SkIIng Explore the natural beauty of
southwestern Maine with guided cross-country ski
touring In the White Mountains. Dally guided tours by
appointment or special weekend packages. For more
Info call Back Country Ski Excursions 625-8189.
BMketlNlll for Adults Plck-u p games ewry Mon &
Wed from 5:15-7:15 pm at Reiche Community Cen·
ter, 166 Brackett St; Tues & Thurs from 6-9 pm at
Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave ; and
Tues 6 :3o.8:3O pm at Peaks Island Community
Center, Peaks Island. Cost $2 residents, $3 non·
residents . Call 874-8793.
Blcycl. Club of C.co Bey Join the club for a one- to
two-hour ride every Thurs at 6 pm along the ocean
and marshes of Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth.
Pizza and socializing afterwards, swimming optional
on warm evenings. Meet at Pat's Pizza, Route 1, near
Oak Hili, Scarborough. Cyclers of all abilities we~
corne. 799-1085.

Art & Soul continued on page 29

From. tb:: Legendary Croa Collc:ction of Maine Tounnaline Jewelry,

Christmas Just Wouldn't Be Christmas
without a Gift from Cross Jewelers
Even at the 11th hour, December 17, there's still time to aquire gifts of fine jewelry for your loved ones. Select
from our Maine Tounnaline Collection, in prices ranging from $125 to over $5,000. We have over 700 pieces of
fine jewelry containing the most exquisite gems ever mined from the western mountains of Maine ... delicious
colors with a wide range of shades in pink, blue and green. Or, see our other fine jewelry: rubies, emeralds,
sapphires, diamonds, pearls, colored gems, antique estate jewelry, gold bracelets, earrings, neckchains and pins,
Free gift wrapping on all your Cross purchases. Come share in the joy of this Holiday Season,

Cross Jewelers
Manufacturing Jeweler Since 190B

570 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04101
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sweat

WINNER

of the NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD

Contrlld_ WIth Crooked Stovepipe Band every
third Fri at 8:30 pm at the Presumpscot Grange,
1844 Forest Ave. Portland (across from Tortilla Flat
Restaurant). All dMceS taught. Singles always we~
come. Cost: $4. 774-3392.

A novel about childhood passing,
along with innocence and an
American age, this is a grand
love story and an education in
responsibility and revenge
and survival.

Contrad."ce with Ellen & the Sea Slugs the first Sat
of each month (except January) at Saco River Grange
Hall, Salmon Falls Rd. Bar Mills. Cost: $4, $2 kids.
92!Hl472.

from AlfredA. KnopfPublisber, $21.

Dance CI_.. Leam ballroom, Internatlonal-style
and country & western dancing at Maine Ballroom
Dance, 614a Congress St, Portland. 77~OO2.

Use our bonus bookcard for
Christmas ShoppingOne free book for every 10!

Expr...lve Movement Dance from the Inside out
with fascinating adventures In expressive movement. Maine Ballroom Dance Studio offers 5 ongOing
classes for women only. Day and evening classes
available. The studio 's located at 614a Congress St,
Portland. 772-7549 for Information.

38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port· 774-0626
Mon. - Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-5

CHRISTMAS SPECIALTIES

Take a Chance
on a Raffle

~

HoIldllY SIuIU". The Cumberland County Civic Center Invites yoo to the following publk: skating ses·
slons: Oec 26 from 10 am-12:30 pm & 1 :3()'4 pm ;
Oec 27 from 10 am·12:3O pm & 1:30-4 pm; Oec 28
from 12:3()'3 pm: Dec 29 from 12:30-3 pm: Oec 30
from 12:30-3 pm . Brtng yoor skates to One Civic
Center Square, Portland . Cost: $3. $2 kids under 12.
775-3825.
Ice Skating L........ Portland Recreation offers prj.
vate or group lessons at Portland Ice Arena. 225 Pari<
Ave , Portland . For more info call 774-8553.
Indoor Soccer Plck·up games every Frl from 6-8 pm
at the Reiche Community Center. 166 Brackett St,
Portland. Cost: $2 residents. $3 non-residents . Call
874-8873.

for one of three beautiful

CITY SCAPES
by Harrison Prints
Drawing Dec. 23

Short stories sought for Casco Bay Weekly's

Proceeds to the Bruce Roberts Christmas Fund

!}'o:otep

~\p\.
Maine's /\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

Relevant Fiction -Competition

SPecial Christmas presents
Jor all oJ],s regular patrons
5 Portland Pier· 772-4828 •
Full menu from 11am - midnight

Casco Bay Weekly is accepting original, unpublished short stories
on topics relevant to modern life in the Casco Bay region. A panel of
three judges will choose the most compelling, well-written short
stories for inclusion in Casco Bay Weekly's Relevant Fiction Issue,

This Christmas, give your child
the gift of music.

Feb. 11, 1993.
We seek stories that raise questions about some facet of everyday
life here in the Casco Bay region. We are looking for stories that
demand to be told: fiction that is evocative and finely tuned to the
author's intention. (Please do not submit stories in the "genre"
traditions of erotica, fantasy, mystery, science fiction, the supernatu-

Pine Point Records proudly announces it's newest release:

A

LITTL~ ()~AC~

&:

VUI~T

by Rick Charette

lit:!(,1 :£\'1

ral, reminiscence or romance.)

IIMIl!1N

will be accepted until 5 p.m., Dec 25. (Longer stories
will be disqualified.) The author's name, address

Double-spaced manuscripts of 3,000 words or less

and phone number must appear only on the cover
page of the manuscript. Subsequent pages should be identified by
story titles and page numbers onl y. Do not submit unfinished stories.

Proofread your stories carefully.
Chosen authors will be notified within one month. Only manu-

Also from Rick Charette:

scripts accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped envelope will be

Christmas Tree
Jltterbu, Swire Danee Cut loose to solid '50s rock,

A wonderful collection of original
songs written by Rick Charette
along with several Christmas classics

#ppc-oos
cassette only

# PPC-006 cassette

~

Available at most book stores and children's toy stores, or call or write Pine
Point Records, P.O. Box 901, Windham, Maine 04062 (207) 892-7175 or
FAX (207) 892-6593. Visa or Mastercard accepted. Send $9.98 plus $1.00
postage for each cassette ordered. Maine residents please add 6% sales tax.

';J

PINE POINT
RECORD

COMPANY

rockabllly and classic swing recordings the second
Friday of each month at Casco Bay Movers Dance
Studio. 151 St. John St, Portland. Beginner workshop begins at 8 pm , Dance from 9-mldnight. Smoke
and alcohol free. Cost: $5. 725-8216.
MalneOutdow Adventure Clubbr1ngs together people
who enjoy the outdoors. MOAC offers tr1ps and
events to peop/eof all skill levels, beginner to expert.
Upcoming: Jan 6 , monthly meeting at 7 pm at North
Deering Congregational Church, 1364 Washington
Ave. Portland; Jan 8-10, Acadia winter camping (7731788); Jan 9-10, cross-()()untry skIIng In Millinocket
(777-1767); JM 10. skIIng at SUnday River (8569970); Jan 13, night skIIng at Shawnee Peak (9431993); Jan 16, cross-country skIIng at Miles Notch
Trail In North Lovell (874-0097). Forupdated trip Info,
call the Outdoor Hotline at 774-1118. For club and
membership Information call 772·9831 .
Nordic Ski Report Call8()()'835-0232 to learn nordic
ski conditions throughout Maine.

Art & Soul continued on page 30

returned.
Selected authors will each receive $50, and their stories will be
presented in the Feb. 11 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Around that time,
judges, authors and CBW editors will dine together for the literary
and gustatory benefit of all concerned.
Send your manuscript by Friday, Dec. 25 to:
Casco Bay Weekly

551A Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101

~.
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Art & Soul continued from page 29

Community
Cable Network
week of 12/18/92

Guess who's
cooking Greek?

• USM CLOSEUPS:
Pluralism in the public schools, (112 hr)
• USM CLOSEUPS:
Two views on Christopher Columbus, (112 hr)
o HEALTH VIEWS:
Looking ba:k &looking at'ead, (1J21l)
o POWER AND STEm ON THEATER:
Review 01 local arm thmr prodt.elions,(1J2hr)
• LMNG TAPESTRIES
Using poW)' to explore leelings, Mil)

Specials Thurs.
thru Sun. night
oRoast Lamb 0 Moussaka
oSpanakopit<l 0 Dolmathes
oGyros oPsari Plaki oEtc,

sweat
"TERRIFIC INSIDE HOLLYWOOD FILM!"
~CIWG . IIXTYIECOfiID PAEYlEW

outdoor T~, U.. For the latest bicycling, hiking and

Po~w~~~9 ~(({J)r?r14Jdl((

otheroutsldeactlvltles Info, spoosored by Casco Bay
Bicycle Club and Maine Outdoors AdventlJre Club,
call 774·1118,

rCLOSW 1HURS-

Rollin. . . s..lUIyek R..cue Clinics sponsored by
Saco River OUtfItters, run Sat nights at a cost of $40,
Call Saco River Outfitters at 773-{)910 for more Info,

WED and FRI 7,9
CHRISTMAS EVE)

Progr.ns premier. Frt 7-1Qpm, and are repeated Sat,- Mon,H
& 7-1Opm and Tues" Wed" & ThUlS, 9am-oooo,
Cab~ ChlWlnel 371n Portland, So, Portland, cape EUzab81ll,

Falmouth, & Scarborough, Channel var~s In Gorham,

WU~\'i~~1 ~~

"OR~"

_",UltA'S TOP fEMALE COMICS

SAT-SUN MAT 1, 3
SAT-TUES EVE 7

10 Exchange St., Portland 772-9600

SaturUy Dance Dance the night aW2lf every Satur·
d2lf at Maine Ballroom Dance, 614a Congress St,
Portland. Dancing for beginners from 8-9 pm; aU
others dance from 9-12 pm . Cost $5, $3 for begin·
ners dance , 773{)002,

N_ a Dstefor N_ V_'s Eve? Maine Arts needs
volunteers to usher, sell buttons, distribute posters,
plan parties and handle staging and equipment for
this year's New Years Portland celebration. 8741000,
P_ncI City Meetlnp The following meetings are
scheduled at City Hall: Regional Waste Systems
Board of Director's Meeting Dec 17 at 7 pm In RWS
Board Room,
Public Dinner The Salvation Army sponsors a pub lic
Christmas dinner Dec 25 at 297 Cumberland Ave,
Portland, Meeting starts at 11 :45 am followed by
dinner at 12:15 pm , All are welcome, 774-6304,
Retired Senior VoIunt_ l'roIram seeks people to
worl< at the Center for GrlevlngChlldren. 775-6503 or
1-800-427·7411.
Volunt. .r Center needs office assistants and rece~
tlonlsts; business liaisons for Maine Public
Broadcasting's Great T,V, Auction ; winter walk na·
ture guides; math assistants proficient In sign Ian·
guage; recreation group leaders; meal sponsor volunteers; and people willing to worl< with Individuals
who have traumatic brain injury, 874-1000,

SculNl lMMns Portland Recreation offers ongoing
lessons at Riverton Pool, 1600 Forest Ave, Portland,
799-7990,
Se.lUlyeklng Network Is forming now. 874·2640.

a

Merry Christmas from

give the gift of BEITER HEARING this
holiday season to someone you love, or be
good to yourself and have your hearing
tested FREE at:

Call for an appointment TODAY
HEARING AIDS CENTER Of
MAINE SINCE 1939
30 Atlantic Place - Foden Rd. South Ponland, ME 04106

773·6121 OR 1·800·734·HEAR

CHARLENE R. DUNN Be-HIS
President, Hearing Aid Specialist,
State Licenese #1

Stop saying. "I'll do it tomorrow,"
CALLBELTONETODAYFOR
YOUR FREE VOICE
UNDERSTANDING ASSESSMENT.

SenIor FItn... for Men Women 55+ USM Lifeline
offers classes Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from
10:30-11:15 am at the USM Portland campus gym
on Falmouth Street, Program consists of progressive
exercises. Registration Is ongoing. 7804170,
SERVE/Maine VoIunt. .r Ol_tory lists volunteer
opportunities throughout Maine with state and fed·
eral natural resource agencies. Opportunities In·
clude "adopting" hiking trails and streams, worl<lng
on water quality Issues, coordinating natural resource volunteers, conducting environmental com·
pllance surveys and worl<lng as conservation educators, Projects require volunteers with skills and
abilities ranging from enthusiasm and Interest In
nature to hlgt11y trained professionals. For more
Information, or to obtain a copy of the directory, call
or write to Libbey selgars, SERVE/Maine, Maine
Dep't of Conservation , Station #22, Augusta, ME
04333. 287-4945,

5kl PFOIJ'IIrns Portland Re<:reatlon Is accept!P8 regIstrationS for its programs, This year 's pfograms
offer ski lessons for youth and teens, x-country ski
lessons for teens and adults, recreational skIIng for
youth, snowboard lessons and a Junior Race Pr0gram . 874-8793 or 874-8791.
Sports of All SoIU The Boys & Girls Clubs of Greater
Portland offers a variety of actM~es for adults,
Including swimming, basketball and volleyball at 277
Cumberland Ave, Portland , 874-1070.
Step Aerobics USM Lifeline offers a lo._k se..
slon to shape, tlgt1ten and define your muscles
startlngJan 4 , Classes are Mon, Wed & Frl from 6 : 1~
7 :15am and 5 :30-6:30 pm atUSMCampusGym, 96
Falmouth St 78o.4638 fro registration,
Thirty S_hln' Soccer People 30+ meet to play
soccer Sunday evenings at 6 on Middle School field ,
Scott Dyer Road , Cape Elizabeth, Events Include
plc!<-up games, challenge matches and occasional
tourname nts , 799-86 69.
USM Ulellne offers mem bership t o the general
public in its gym ac~vltl es program. Squash, weight
training facilities, racquetball and basketball courts,
etc" are avail able. Several membership options,
USM campus Gym , 96 Falmouth St. 7s()'4170,
Volleyball Pick-up games every Tues & Thurs from
7 :3o.9:3O pm at the Reiche Community Center, 166
Brackett St; Wed 7-9 pm at Peaks Island Community
Center, Peaks Isiand. Cost $2 residents, $3 nonresidents. Call 874-8793,

MEDICAL ASSISTING
-The Medical Assisting program at Andover College Is fulfilling a
basic need In the medical community In the areas of physician's
offices and walk-In clinics. These areas require a multi-disciplinary
background and our program Is tailored to fulfill these requirements
as reflected In our curriculum.·

Walk/Jog Aerobics USM Lifeline offers a lo.week
session In walk/jog aerobics starting Jan 4 . Classes
are Tues & Thurs at 6 & 7 :30 am at USM Campus
Gym, 96 Falmouth St. 7804170 for registration ,
W.lleylNlllI Casco Bay Bike Club hosts Informal
walle)ball games every Thurs at 6 :30 pm at the
Racket and Fitness Center, Outer Congress Street,
Portland. Cost: $5. 772·8465,
Water Safety Basic water safety and emergency
water safety are offered at S, Portland Municipal Pool
Saturd2lf mornings from Dec ~19 . 767·7655,
W_'s RuabY The Portland women's rugby team
welcomes new and old players, join us for practice
Tues & Thurs from 5 :3o.7:3O pm at Baxter Boulevard
field , Portland, 878-5087.

Lorraine Plouffe, Department Chair

Are you looking for a career in one of these fields?

Medical Billing I Insurance
Medical Secretary
Phlebotomist
Medical Assistant
Andover's Medical ASSisting program will get
you therel
CALL TODAY - 774-6126 OR 1-800-639-3110
Classes start on January 2511
901 Washington Avenue. Portland. ME • 04103 • 207 -774-6126 • 800-639-3110

our

towns
Community Chanukah Celebration The Jewish Com·
munlty Center requests your presence at a commu·
nlty Chanukah celebration on Dec 20 at noon at 57
AshmontSt, Portland, Enjoy latkes and other goodies
and a giant menorah candle lighting ceremony, 7721959,
ComrnIIt.rs Riders are wanted for a self-supporting
commutervanfrom Portland to Augusta. Regular and
occasional riders welcome , Stops In Freeport and
Yarmouth, 287·2271,
"-DellYered Chrtstmas M .. ,s Southern Maine
Area Agency on Aging will once again provide homedelivered Christmas meals for older people In
Cumberland and Yorl< counties. A traditional dinner
will be delivered to the home of any person age 60
and over who will be alone and unable to get out on
Christmas D2If, To make a referral or reservation, or
to volunteer to help, call 283-2472 or 80()-4()()6325.
In _ Uon's Den join the Lion's Breakfast Club to
eat great food and enjoy the Sunday papers Dec 27
from 8-11 am atthe Lion' s Den, Route 114, Gorham.
Cost $2·5 , 839-3933.

etc

GranclpanNIIs Support Qroup meets to provide emotional support and action the last Mon of each month
from 7·9 pm at Keeley's BanquetCenter, 178 Warren
Ave, Portland. 797-9227.
Holidey Festlvltl. . The Portland Museum of Art
celebrates the holiday season with dally performances by area schoolchildren and musical groups
througt1 Dec 23 at 7 Congress Square, Portland.
Caroling occurs daIIyTues-Satll:3O am·l pm; Thurs
evenings 6 :30-8 pm; Sun 12:30-2 pm. 773-ARTS,
Holidey Puppet Sel. The Shoestring Theater holds
Its annual puppet sale Dec 19 from 10 am-5 pm at
155 Brackett St, Portland. Items include hand pu~
pets, masks , stilts & hats, 774-1502.
Le.rn to Read Better Proje<:t Link offers free Information, referrals and support to all Cumberland County
residents , 874-1140 or 1-800-698-4959,

BICYCLE
~~\i~
ACCESSORIES ~\\~~
MAKE
....:~
GREAT
#)# 4\~
GIFTS!
.;1' .
q

(}:]et<lani 59 Federal Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 774·2933

Ughtshlp IU2 Nantucket The largest American
·fioating lIgt1thouse" Is open for visitors Wed-Sat lo.
4 and Sun 12-4 at the U,S, Coast Guard Moorings,
350 Commercial St, Portland, Cost: $7 families, $3
adults, $1.50 ch ildren and seniors, 77~1181.

MA!
:;f.

b"

NECY

..

3:1.

Cutllng & Slyllng
Coloring
• Penning
• Waxing
Ear Plerclng
• Manicures
• Color Analysis

HAl
R.
,

~

Give a

Gift
~
Certificate $
for Christmas!

WaJk~ns Welcome!
13 Royal Avenue, Freeport 865-9214
Hours: Mon·Thurs, 9-6:30
Fri 9-4:30' Sat. 8-3

Maine Animal Sanc:tLl8ry holds regu lar meetings the
second and fourth Tues of every month at Clarl<
Memorial Church, 15 Pleasant Ave, Portland. 7735054.
March on W ..hlngton The Maine group Of the 1993
March on Washington for Lesbian, G2If and BI Equal
Rigt1ts and liberation holds its organizing meeting
Dec 17 from 7-9 pm at the Matlovltch Society, 72
Pine St. Portland. 77~2813,

BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT!

Accent Reduction CI_I Adult classes starting
soon to help people with regional accents and speakers of English as a second language reduce their
accents , Classes taugt1t by a speech/language pathologist 879-1886,
ACT UP/Maine (AIDS C....lltlon To Unlealh Power)
Is a diverse group committed to nonvlolen~ direct
action to end the AIDS crisis, Our goals Include the
establishment of a Maine AIDS Resource Center and
the se lf·empowerment of People Living with AIDS
Community, Meetings open to the public and he ld
every Mon from 7·9 pm at 72 Pine St, Portland
(Andrews Square Building), New members we lcome,
Wheelchair access ible, For more info write ACT UP/
Maine, P,O, Box 5267, Portland 04101. 774-5082
or 828-0401.

BAGEL STOCKING STUFFERS!

@
<:~,,;!

ACT UP/PortIandAre you angry that people are dying
because Individuals In the federal and local govern·
ment are ' Ignoring the fact that we are In a health
crisis - and that because of their Ignorance, preju·
dice and fear nothing seems to be getting done? Join
us, We are a grassroots organization of volunteers
dedicated througt1 nonviolent direct action to end ing
the AIDS crisis by dispelling Ignorance through edu·
cation, Open meetings are Sundays at 7 pm at the
YWCA, 87 Spring Street. Portland . Wheelchair accessible. 828-0566,

and GIFT CERTIFICATES
SPECIAL HOLIDAY SHOPPING HOURS
BEGINNING DECEMBER 21
OPEN 'TIL 7 PM
879·2425 • '5 Temple Street • Portland

t ,o,

Alp"," One throws Its holld2lf party Dec 17 from 1-3
pm at 1700 BroadwayWest, S. Portland. 767-2189,
Apple User Group The Southern Maine Apple Users
Group (SMAUG) meets Jan 8 at 7 pm to discuss do Ing
income taxes with Maclntax. The meeting is held at
the Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave ,
Portland. Newcomers are welcome. 892-9982,
llear the Burden Hospice Volunteers of Saco Valley
and the Vlsitlng Nurse Service of Southern Maine
invite you to purchase an ornament from the hospice
holid2lf tree located at the Vlsltlng Nurse service of
Southem Maine, 15 Industrial Pari< Rd, Saco. Proceeds will allow the hospice program to purchase
Splnoza the Hospice Bear, a therapeutiC tool ·bearIng" messages of encouragement on grief, loss,
relaxation and Imagery. 282·1552,
Community Prtd. Arts Parad. Maine Arts Invites
nelgt1bomoods and community groups from all CNer
the city to team up with local artists and musicians
and participate In the 1992-93 New Year's/ Portland
Community Pride Arts Parade. Groups wishing to
participate In the parade must register with Maine
Arts . 772-9012.
DlYorce Perspectives holds Its annua l Christmas
party with a social hour, useless gift exchange and
carols Dec 23 at 7 :30 pm at Woodfords Congregational Church, Support group for people fac ing problems In divorce meets year·round Weds at 7 :30 pm In
Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 Woodford St,
Portland. Donation of $1,50 requested , 774-fiELP,
Eclectic Folk Music Portland Fol k Club Invites you to
share evenings of music whil e sipping coffee and
munching cookies Dec 19 at 7 : 30 pm at
Swedenborglan Church, 302 Stevens Ave , Portland.
Proceeds benefit the club and the church , nx: $5 In
advance, $6 at door. 773-9549,
Enrtched Golden Age Cent .. invites men and women
60 and CNer to daily luncheons at 297 Cumberland
Ave, Port land. Meal at noon. The fo llowing programs
are offered at 12:30 pm in December: Rotary Christ·
mas dinner for members and guests, Dec 23; New
Year Celebration, Dec 30; 1992 Ms, Sanlor Pageant
video, Jan 6 ; surprise program, Jan 13; January
blrthd2lfs with music by Beau & David, Jan 20; music
program by David Moore, Jan 27. Donation: $2,50,
7746974.
feminists AgaInst Rape (FAR) meets Tues at 7 pm
for discussion and planning. Join us If you are a
feminist determined to help make Portland a city free
of sexual violence , 799-7242 or 772-5941,
FI-"t Dfscrlmlnlltlon The Maine Civil liberties Union
Is Interested In hearing from any Portland resident
who feels that she or he has been Illegally dlscrim~
nated against In housing, employment or credit on
the basis of sexual orientation , 774·5444,
Freeport Historical Society presents • New and Recent Additions to OUr Col lections, • from 10 am-5 pm
at the society's Harrington House, 45 Main St,
Freeport 86~3170 .
Friends of the Maine Vouth Cent.. are Interested In
meeting with others who are concerned about the
effects of budget cuts on the center. 854-9872,
QIft Wrap Event Wrap up your Christmas glft-wra~
ping at the American Cancer Society's Christmas gift
wrap through Dec 24 in front of Jordan Marsh at the
Maine Mall, S. Portland. Booth hours: Mon-Sat 9:30
am·9:30 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. Volunteers are stili
needed. 772-7102,

Music Swaps Portland Folk Club Invites you to share
a song or a story In a supportive atmosphere every
first and third Tues at 7 :30 pm at Swedenborgian
Church, 302 Stevens Ave , 773-9549.
N...... Project/AIDS Memortal Quilt holds a panel·
making worl<shop the first and third Sun of each
month. 774-2198,

N_ Ve.r's/Portland sparl<les with excitement as
some Of the best performing artists from around the
world and Maine come to Portland Dec 31. From
noon to midnlgt1t. there will be 60 shows taking place
at 15 sites in downtown Portland, Including a 5K road
race, the community pride arts parade and mldnigt1t
fireworlls,
Out for Good Lesbian discussion/support group
meets each Thurs from 7·9 pm In Saco, Holiday
hours: Thursdays, Dec 22 & 29 from 7-9 pm, Non·
smoking. $1 donation . 247-3461 ,
People AgaInst Crtme provides classes In persona l
derense strategies at 565 Congress St, Suite 207,
Portland. 799-0607.
Playthings from the Palt See antique toys, games,
books and sports equipment guaranteed to evoke
pangs of happy nostalgia through Jan 9 (Tues-Frl 15, Sat 10-5) at Merrill Memoria l library, Main Street,
Yarmouth , 84&4763,
Portland lithograph Get a blrd 's eye view of Portland
with a 20· x 24" co lor aerlallithograph sold by Junior
Achievement. Copies are 530 plus shipping and
handling and can be ordered througt1 the Junior
AChievement In Westbrook, 773-4225,
S...hore Trolley Museum The museum d ispl2lfs
tro:leys f rom a ll over the world and offers rides on
au then tica lly restored electric trolley cars , Open dai ly
from lo.5 , at Log Cabin Road, Kennebunkport, Cos t:
$6 adults, $5 senior citizens , $4 children 6-16, 967·

2800,
Ski Dream Join Extreme skier Dan Egan for tales and
mCNies of his latest skiing adventures around the
world Jan 7 from 7:30-9 pm at LL Bean casco SI.
Conference Center, Route 1 , Freeport, Free. 8654761.
Small Buslries_ The Small Business Development
Center at USM has two Lotus/ IBM Learning Centers
available to help people In business learn how to use
Lotus 123, One-Write Plus and Lotus Worl<s 'softWale, 780-4420,
Stull a Bus Shop 'n Save Supermarl<ets, Portland
Metro & Ocean 98 are stuffing a bus with your food
donations to benefit the Salvation Army's Needy
Family Program, Make food donatioos to eliminate
hunger for the holidays at Shop 'n Save at the Maine
Mall, S, Portland. 774-6304,
Sweet Adell .... Invite Interested women to weekly
rehearsals Thurs at 7 :30 pm at the Frank Harrison
Middle School, McCartney Street, Yarmouth . 8464726,

en

CREATORS GUILD
Art & Craft Gallery

I

.~

BEAUTIFULLY CRAFTED
HANDMADE GIFTS BY LOCAL
ARTISTS FOR YOUR HOLIDAY
GIVING. CUSTOM ORDERS STILL
POSSIBLE ON SOME ITEMS.

,/ A GIFT FROM THE CREATORS
GUILD IS A UNIQUE
EXPRESSION OF THE SPIRIT OF
CHRISTMAS GIVING.
The Creators Guild is a consignment gallery, Participation
is open to all individuals who have suffered from mental
or emotional illness" We provide members a means of
displaying and marketing items they have created. We
have a wide selection of hand made crafts and fine arts
for sale. Come Browse.
HOLIDAY HOURS TUES-FRI, 10-5
SATURDAY & SUNDAY 12-4

81 Ocean St., So. Portland, 207 799-8575

-
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Bay VV?ek1y Edumtional Resource

S NOTES

...wishes to thank our underwriters for their
continued support: (Part 2 of 2)

Ireland's Crystal
& Crans
Josepb C. Flaberty
Insurance
Kid's Stuff
Maine Arts
Warren Rool
Silly's

The Rose Cottage
Rosebud Tal100 Studio
Steve Ryder
Stringed In$lruments
Sunrise Builders
Videopor1
Jay Yort Affordable Pboto

For more Infonnaffon regarding underwriting on
WMPG elMl Joanne La"erty at 780-4151.

Two and Four

TIMES THE DANGER.
TIMES THE TERROR.
trw ..ITIETH CENTURY-FOX

Eagerly awaited,
the ever popular, actively collected ...

CARLSON TURNER BOOKS
1993 CALENDAR
is here

I!!J

Year Schools

,

Business
Medical

A haunting image by Alan Magee,
hand printed by the Asencius Press
in a limited edition. And its still free.

~VIDEOPORT'"

DECEMBER SALE
Birdseye View of Portland
50% off (only $10 each)
- A Perfect Gift-

UolI'l.-qt1o#--9t'>'Zt-

lower lobby .151 Middle St· Portland ME· Open 10-10· 773-1999

"-
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Ifyou
stutter,
you're not
alone.

21 PLEASANT ST. PORTlAND

774'0016

LUNCH

DINNER

MON-FRI

EVERY NIGHT

11:30 - 2:30

The National SLUllering Project is
a self-help organization for people
with chronic stullering problems.
We publish up-to-date information about stullering, provide a
monthly newsleller and maintain
numerous self-help chapters
across the country.

5-11

The
Good Egg
BREAKFAST
MON- FRI
SAT &.SUN

For information, suppon and
therapy referral s for children and
adults, contact:

The National
Stuttering Project
2t51 IrvlOg Sl., #208
San franCISCo, CA 94122-1609
Tel: (415) 566-5324, fAX: 415-644-3721
A non-profH org;mlz<luon since 1977

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Vocational
Continuing
Religious Schools
Military Schools

Use public

Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment Center! .

Irans~orlalion

ancl lIIalle a ¥lorlcl
of cliHerence •••
Riding METRO buses is an easy way to help the environment_pick
up your copy of METRO's Route & Time Schedule available on
every METRO bus or at one of the following locations and

HOP ON!
In Portland
Andover College
Brighton Medical Center
Cosco Northern Bonk
Casco Boy College
Casco Ferry Terminal
Moine DeP9rtment
of Human Services
Fleet Bonk
Greater Portland
Chamber of Commerce
Husson College
Moine Mallinformotion Desk
Moine Medical Center
Moine Publicity Bureau/
Visitors Information Center
Mercy Hospital
METRO Offices
METRO PULSE/Elm Street Gorage
Olsten Temp. Service
Paul's Food Centers, Inc.
Peaples Heritage Bonk
Portland City Hall InFormation Desk
Portland International Jetport
Portland Public library
Portland Social Services
Solvation Army
Golden Age Center
Show's Supermarkets
Shop ' n Sove Supermarkets
Social Security Office
Moine Senior Citizens
University of Moine
Victor Temp. Service
Westbrook College

• •

0Jg,~tJ
J ()

-
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Law

•

241 Congress Street
Open Daily for the Holidays

~ -

Publication Date:
Thursday, January 7

Space Reservation
and Editorial Deadline:
THURSDAY
.December 3D, 19921

In Westbrook
Call 774-0351 for more information:
The Greater Portland Transit District asks
that you save your new bus schedule for
future use to conserve both the METRO's
and nature's resources. Thank you!

Casco Northern Bonk
Shop' n Save Supermarket
Walker Memorial Librory
Warren Memorial library
Westbrook City Hall
Westbrook Housing Authority

OPEN NEW YEAR'S EVE
FROM NOON
AND NEW YEAR'S DAY
FROM 4PM
HOME OF THE BEAUTIFUL INTERNATIONAL

D~EAM

TEAM

DA~(cER§

OPEN SIX NIGHTS A WEEK
CONTINUOUS TOPLESS ENTERTAINMENT
MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY 4PM TO 1 AM
OPEN EVERY THURSDAY & SATURDAY NOON TO 1 AM
HAPPY HOUR HOT BUFFET SERVED
DAILY 4-7· THURS & SAT 12-7

Offering a huge selection of videos,
magazines and toys for the
discriminating adult ...
""',.' 11t,,-., "Thnf \.t .. '.-., S.'.II-.thing
I·) ..•....\nd Til.'.. sOllu'r'

Newly Rerrwdeled &
Newly Expanded!

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

G~Rl§

WHO DARE TO BARE

WIN $500 CASH FIRST PRIZE

VIDEOS
BEGINNING AT
$7 99

HOl' ~O[)) AMAl'EQJ~ COlNJ1ESl'
CALL HOUSEMOM FOR DETAILS

At These Prices

Why Rent?!

CELEBRATE BIRTHDAYS ON WEDNESDAY NIGHT THE
WEEK OF YOUR BIRTHDAY
FREE ADMISSION FOR THE BIRTHDAY BOY AND FREE
CAKE
DELIVERED TABLESIDE BY A DREAM TEAM DANCER

PLUS
WEEKLY FEATURED
PERFORMERS
200 RIVERSIDE ST - PORTLAND ME
(207) 772-8033 - 1-800-992-0006

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.

Also in KITTERY
• VIDEO EXPO.
Route 236 • 439-6285

Open M-Th. 10-10 • Fri.-Sat
10-11 • Sun. 12-9
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OVER 100,000 READERS
OPENINGS AVAiLABlE IN ON-GOING

body &soul

BACK COVE- large 3 BR, hardwood
floors, fireplace, WID, parking, MIF, NI
S, no pets. $3OO/mo. +. Oil heal, large
yard, centrally localed. 775-1817.

HANG YOUR STOCKING BY THE FIIEPlACE &join us for the holldOPy'S. Private,
fumishedspacein large apt in safe, Western Prom area. $7<VN!t 772-1402.

RARE, UNIOUE HOUSE TO . SHARE,
FAlMOUTH, $3oo/mo. +utils. Garage, 3
acres, sunny. call weekdays, (617)2675715; weekends, (207)781-5124.

BEACHSIOE lIVING!- Seek N/S
housemate to share beautiful, brandnew 3 BR house on Higgins Beach,
Scarborough throughJulyl, 1993. Great
views, great house. 883-5514.

INTOWN- Considerate 'female N/S
wanted to share 2 BR, 3rd floor, modern, sunny apt. w/skylights. No pets.
Avail 1/1/93. $237.501mo. +112 utils.
call Lori, 773-'3657.

SINGLE MOM OF ONE seeking 10 find
roommate, your house orstart out new.
Portland or South Portland area. 7994596.

EAST END- NIS female for 2 BR apt
Oui~ sunny, spacious, near water, prEr
fernopets.$2751mo.,heaVHWincluded.

MAlETOSHAREsmalilBRapt.intown.
$SO/wk. includes all. Deposit reQuesled.
Short-lerm O.K. call 874-9002.

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED for semilarge house: Must be non-professional,
absurdist ITisfiL quasl-intelligen~ rasponsi ble, clean, obtuse brai nes. Call our homey
laffing haus. $1551mo. 772-8529.

EASTERN PROM-Beautiful viewsofC3sco
SPtRm.w.rrv AMlSPEMlINGduringlhe Bay 10 share w/young family in large furholiday season. Jane Gair is facilitating a nished VICtorian. Must see. Seeking sober
noontirrediacussion series Mondays and person w/steady income. Avail. immed.
Wednesdays through Decerrter. Cornejo $3OOImo., security. 774-3013.
oneor all of1hem. S5 persession. Call 7748633 for details and location.

MATURE, RESPONSIBLE, NlS MIF
wanted to share large, comfortable house
in Deering area with 2 others and dog.
Sense of humor helpful. Parking, WID.
$2751mo. +113 utils. 772-7317.

WESTBROOK- Share huge 3 BR house,
plenty off-streel par1<ing and storage. 5
rrins. from USM, on bus roule. $2451
mo. +1/3 utils. 856-7315.

MixedThelairiGroup(Tuesdays,4~).

Lead IlI'StephenAronson,PhD.lnsuranca
reimbursable. For info, m-3176.

"PSYCHIC-ASTROLOGiCAl" Readings,
predictions. ESP, "Crystal Clear" views
into your mia sign and "..wi of economic situation, job change-move, family, marriage", your future! 883-3223,

25 YEARS-OF AEROBIC EXCEllENCEJacki'sAEROBlC DANCING: Vertical firming with optiorJiI weights, aerobic conditioning. All ages and fitness Ie\9s. New
sessions begin January 4 in Brunswick,
Falmouth, North Yarmouth, Old Orchard,
Portland,SouthPortland,Raymond,Scarborough, Westbrook, Yarrrouth. Morning,aftemoon,~ingclasses.Sornewith

babysilli ng. 12 VIIIEIks, $84. Treat you rseIf
and a friend \) some serious fun with our
2-FOR-l ~W.! Pay $42 each. Gift
certificates available. For information, call
774-5403, or~.
ASTROLOGY REPORTS- Natal, Cof11l3libitity, Forucasls. Your birthchart can tell
you more about yourself, your relationships, and yourfuture than you may think.
Accura1o, personal and inexpensive! Asr
trology Services (O.O.B.), 004-4889.
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. call Tyler 774-1183.
CHR ISTIAN SUPPORT GROUP for men
struggling to overcome homosexual
thoughts, feelings or behaviors. Full
confidentiality. Crown of life Ministry.
Established April 1990. Also support
group for spouses and transexuals. Gall
us at 828-1025.
DANCE ClASSES IN Jazz, Tap, Ballet,
Streetfunk, Dancemagic, Mime. Children, teens and adults. casco Bay Movers, 151 St John St., Portland. 8711013 for schedule.
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen,
MA, LM.T., Licensed Massage Therapist. Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, nock and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress, improve flexibility, muscle
tone, Circulation, athletic performance. By
appoi ntmen~ 865-C672.
<

CALL 775-1234 OR FAX 775-1615

RITES TO CElEBRATE- A 'IIU9k8nd for
women of all agee 10 honor their bodie6,
Sllilualityandtransi1ions. Cal Ba~Hara
Noonan or Carrie Peterson. 773-9625.
SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE.
Shialsu is Japanes&-style massage.
Special inlroduclory offer of 20",4 off
regular fee. Keith Hintz MST 828-2023.
Portland license.

YARMOUTH- TheJunipers. SeekingFl0
share 2.5 BA. Smoker okay. Laundry,
tennis courts, close to highway, sludio
space available. S312.5OImo heat included. 781-5251,846-1310.

STEVE FARRELL,licensed Clinical Professional Counselor, starting 12-585sion Therapy Group for people in recovery- Clarification of 12 Steps- a nsw
perspective. Call 642-5094.

apts/rent

TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese
Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance. One learns 10 blend w~h an
opponents force to control it TAt CHI is
a fluid system based on medilation in
movement Excellentforspiri1ual growth,
radiant physical heallh and unequaled in
reducing the effects of stress and IBnsion In ones life. Beginners lhrough
advanced classes, including PushHands. Visilors welcome. For information call Gene Golden, 772-9039.

;

roommates

EUROPEAN PSYCHIC- Jonathan Mar1<s,
MSO-Predicting &analyli ng past happenings, present problems and futura events.
112-hour/hoursessions. Psychic, Tarot & AMLOOKINGFORWS, responsible roommateto shara 2BR tovlnhouseoff At 302,
Counseling. Portland, 775-2213.
Windham. Ofl-street parking. Must like
INSIGHT: AGIFTFORYOURSELForsom&- cats. $32!i1mo. includes all. 892-7225.
one special. ATarot reading isa uniqueand
valuable experience. Call JeannEr Tarot AUBURN- N/S F wanled to share 2 BR
apt with NlS M artist, 32. Be rrid-20s.
Society of New England, 79!H1648.
$225/mo. Includes utils. 783-4317.
MASSAGE THERAPY- Return to a feeling of being in your body. Release pain BACK COVE AREA- 2 professional fEr
and trauma, recenter.l.5hoursessions. males seek 3rd for 4 BR house w/yard,
Bru nswick office. Stu Phillips,LMT. 737- off-slreel parking. Clean, quiel, NlS
house. Prefer F non-drinker. $313/mo.
8576.
+utils.879-0882.
NEW DENTAl PlAN- At little cost 10
you. Providing unlirrited dental access BACK COVE! Responsible, chem-free
for all your needs. All prErexisting con- NlS roommateswan1ed 10 sharebeautiditions accepled. Dental exams and X- lui, spacious, quieL 3 BR, 2 bathroom
raysincludedwilhoutcharge.871-8082 apt. $260+. Available 111m & 211/93.
or 1-800-438-4307.
Call 774-4103.

:'

"

Place your 3 - week classified
ad in the TIIE.

sm

under any
category & receive the fourth
week FREE!

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODYWORK forwomen (malecientsaccepled
on referral only): Recovery issues,
stress, body awareness, heallh maint&nance. Gift Certificates Available. Andrea E. Price, LM.T. BlHl121.
WEIGHT LOSS- Man in Portland lost 14
Ibs. in lwo weeks with one day
diet(formally sold thru GNCstores at the
mall). Listen as the diet IS explained.
Free call, use touch lone 1-800-350677510 purchase locally call 871-8082.

..:;. :

Call 775-1234 NOW to take advantage
i
i
offer.
",
,', '" " " " , .
'. , , " ", ', .. ",' '.'
EASY-GOING AND CONSIDERATE person sought 10 share 2 BR house in
Cumberland. Private yard w/garage. 10
min. to Portland. S30(N'mo. +112 utils.
Call 781-5565.

NORTH DEERING- NlS professional W
Fwantedfor beautiful3 BR house, woodburning stove, WID , DIW, yard, garden,
storage, off-stroot parking. SJOO/mo.
plus. 878-8481 .

FAlMOUTH COUNTRY CAPE- Looking
for 2 housemates, GM or F and NlS
preferred. Prof. male, '36. S2501mo.each,
everylh ing included. Available now
through end ofMaY,l993, maybe longer.
Call 781-3493.

ORRS ISLAND- Share 2 BR apt. with 1
woman, neat & NlS. S220/mo. +112
utils. 833-5839.

FEMALE NlS TO SHARE large, sunny,
quiet, 2nd floor duplex, conveniently
localed with Back Bay views, par1<ing,
storage. $250/mo. +1/3. 774-3014.
FRIENDL YPOOCH, TEACHER,grad-student seeking N/S mature citizen who
doesn'l mind recycling (prefer 25+), 10
share mostly furnished, 2-story, house
near USM. No other pets, please. $2901
mo. +{Iii heat. CaiI871-7212.
GF, PROFESSIONAl, seeking NIS F (or
lesbian couple) 10 share spacious West
End apt. 2 BR, 1st floor, hardwood!
carpel, WID, gas heat, modern facilities,
parking. SJO(Vmo. +112 utils. Avail. 1/11
93. 775-5112.

PLEASANT AVE.- Female NlSwanled to
share spacious 3 BR apt. in nice, residential area. No pets. $210/mo. +1/3
uti Is. Call 773-5190.

~

.

-'

categories
o bulletln board
o lost & found (free)
o r1deshare (free)
o help wanted
o business opportunities
o positions wa nted
o child care
o roommates
o apts/rent
o houses/rent
o seasonaVrent
o offices/rent
o art studios/rent
o business rantal
o real estate
o land for sale
o mobile homes
o auctions
o body & soul

check one
o business services
o financial
o stuff for sale
o yard sale
o give away (free)
o wanted
Darts & crafts

o theatre arts
o fairs & festivals
o music
o wheels
o boats
o recreation
o learning
o publications
o animals
o legal notices
o dating services

BACK COVE- 2 bedroom wilh
waterviews. Oean & quiet Includes heat
& hot waler. $57(N'mo. Call 773-2245.
OANFORTH 169- Sunny 1 BR, newfy
redecorated, quiet building, superinlendent on premises. Heat, utils incl. $4501
mo. 879-2478.
FALMOUTH FORESIOE- Rooms with
views. Pristine condo, 3112 BR, 2 bath,
fplc, alc, all appliances, sunny deck,
privacy, pool,lenniscourts. $1150/mo.
Call 781-4591.
FOREST AVE- Modern 2 BR w/dishwasher, disposal, microwave, eat-In
kitchen. $S69/mo. includesall utils. Call
823-3600.
FOREST AVE. 1999- Nice, spacious 1
BRs, 2nd floor, gas heat, clean, quiet
bUilding. Cat O.K. Available immediately.
S425-450/mo. +utils. 797-8846.

MELLEN ST. #10- 3rd floor, 2 or 3
rooms; also 2nd floor single; 2 room
basemenl available soon. References/
SBCurity.lnquirewithin between2-Spm.

OCEAN VIEWS- Large 1 bdrm, penthouse, deck, priv. pkg., lennis court,
built-in stereo, imported tile, thick carpeting $510. King Real Estate 934-7622.
OLD ORCHARD BEACH- 4 Level, oceanfront 10wnhouse, fireplace, gas hea~ 2
decks, garage, furnished, till June, asking S6OO. King Real Estate 934-7622.
OLD ORCHARD BEACH- Year round,
furnished 1BR apt $210 + heat &utils.
No Pets. NlS. Secu rity deposiland lease.
846-6474.
PARKSIDE-Largelstfloor 3 BR apt. wI
hardwood floors, off-slreet parking,
laundry, fenced yard, storage, lease,
security. No pels. S495/mo. +utils. 1363-5544, leave message.

SACO BY THORNTON- 2 bdrm, bath,
low heat cos~ wId, w/w carpet, quiet
area, lots of pkg. only $425. King Real
Estale 934-7622,

PORTLAND- NlS GM 10 share 2 BR wI
ocean views, yard, parking, quieL spacious, on bus route, close 10 1-295.
S275/mo + uli1s. 871-9940.

FREDERICK ST.- Newly remodeled, 2 SACO ULTRA PlUSH!-Huge2 bdrm,l
BR, LR, OR, kilchen, bath. Sunny, Quiet 112 balh Townhouse, full cellar, deck,
building. S4351mo. +utlls. (gas). Avail- quiet wooded setting, many upgrades,
$565. King Real Estale 934-7622.
able immediately. 799-8895.

PROFESSIONAL, discreet GM, 34, seeking NlS, responsible WF, GIS roommate for large, modern house. 3 acres,
WID, fireplace, own balh. S3251mo. includes heaVcable. 892-1056.

SCARBOROUGH TOWNHOUSE CONDO
w/garage. 2 bedroom, 1112 bath, quiet,
woodsy setting. 5650/mo + uti Is. Sec.
and references. Call Carol Thorne 7991501 Harnden Reality.
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CREATIVE
PARENTING

Gift Certificates Available

151 St. John St.
Portland, Maine

Having difficulty PARENTING
in a creative positive manner?
Tired of IQding parenting
books to resolve conflicts
with your children?
Call for. fudividual or Group
Consultauons, Home Visits
Alternatives to punitive discipline
that world

Dr_ Kathy Karpeles
Ucensed Psychologist

Linden Thigpen

LINDA E. HUSTON

CMT.inoclm

Early Childhood
Behavioral Consultant

Lisa Bussey, M,A" C,E,D,T,
Indivudual & Group Therapy
for Women Focusing on

.. :

..',

/)~':.~<~/~:':; : '=: :';'>::',; :.::;....
i:f:1 ~ 1!~Hll Ii Wi i:f:1 {,\

The Chinese Healing
Arts Center
Dr, Zhao Mel
Trad~ional Chinese
regimen for nourishing
physical and mental
heallh
• 0; Gong Exercise

• Eating
"Body Image

RESOURCE
CENTER

• Sexuality

THEQARDEN

SHIAHU
ACUPRfSSURf

Unlock the spiritual energy
created by you as a couple

Gentle, relaXing, healing.
An exptrience of deep balana

Peter A. Rush, MA., LSAC.
Sandy Hinckley, M.S.W.

772-8214

775-7927

~

Call McKeIUlC)' Counseling
Service Iodayl
Alchoholism · Drug Abuse
Codependency. Smoking
Gary McKenney, LSAC - 772·3889 .

ACUJ'UNCTUR£

WITHOUT NEEDLES

Reasonable Negotiated Rites

• Massage - acupuncture
without needles
• Balanced Diet

.(\ woman's ~roup using dreams,
.mages, stones and the body to
facilitate:
" discovery of the fenUnine
within
• discovery of Ihe creative
energy of the feminine
• devel"(""ent of a positive
",Iauonship with the
feminine
Starting I anuary 1993

RELATI<?NSHIP/LOVE ADDICTION RECOVERY GROUP
16-Week therapy group fonning to assist panicipants in recovering
from harmful relationship dependency panems.
1lle group is designed to help membe.. :
• Identify addictive relationship dynamics
• Understand the origins of relationship dependency
• Learn ways to work through withdrawal symptoms
• Learn to develop and maintain healthy intimacy in primary
relationships and friendships
• Increase self esteem
• Process recovery through journaling and experiential group exercises
For more information contact:
Lucy C, Chudzik, LSAC

PORTLANO- USMIME Med Area. 1 BR
efflc. HdWdfloors, sundeck, yard, freshly
painted. Quie~ non-smoker, no dogs.
$380 incl. heat & HW. 767-2844flBO4642.

FOREST PARK APARTMENTS- Charming 1 & 2 BR heated rental homes overlooking Back Cove & Baxter Blvd jogging palh. From S465/mo. 773-RENT.

deadline

THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
. 11£"'w_ CERTIFICA

PORTlAND, 589 RIVERSIDE ST. -Large,
2 floors, 3 BR, eat-in kitchen,' conVEr
nienl to 95. $7501mo. includes par1<ing,
all utilities. Sec. dep. 797-4969.

PORTLAND- Male roommatewanled to
share 2 BR apt. In quiel neighborhood,
NlS, chem-free, responsible. $3OO/mo.
includesuli1s. &sec.dep.Avail.lmmed.
874-0074, leave message.

1-800-286-6601 (visa/mc)
By FAX: 775-1615
By Mail: The Sure Sell, 551A Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101
By Hand: 73 Oak St., Portland
Off Congress, behind the Magic Muffin

~

NICE APT.- 2 BR, patio, S500/mo. Pets
aliowad.Available 1/1/93. Call 797-8110,
ask for Mike, leave message.

25 words ... $11 per week
additional words, ., 50¢/wordiweek
WHEELS

lileTtJpeulic 10000h,fccial massage
Ii" Shill Do acupressure

;.".
THE
STRESS RELIEVER

MERCY AREA- Large, sunny 2 BR, 2nd
floor, WID hook-up, hardwood floor.;,
par1<ing, storage. $450/mo. plus heat &
uti Is. 200 gallons FREE oil. 773-6076.

BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615

the sure sell

• IWTtunng 1IfQSsage •

MASS AVE- Bright & sunny 1 BR with
basement storage. S450/mo includes
heat, holwater,laundry, par1<ing & snow
removal. call 773-7368.

FOREST AVE., Near Mad Horse Thealer1BR, ls11loor, clean, carpeled, par1<ing.
No pets. S3251mo. +utils. Available now.
797-8846.

FREEPORT CONDO- 2 BR, sunny
townhouse, immediate to highway, WI
W carpe~ DIW, WID hook-up, deck,
storage, parking, extra closet space.
S595/mo., sec. dep. Available 1111/93.

., Kripalu Ctr"Jid Massage
Cra"ioSacral Th,rapy
Polarity

GORHAM VILLAGE- NearUSM campus, 2
BR duplex, oil ~ pets allowed, great
neighborhood. $65OImo. Available 2111
93. Call 839-8041 , leave message.

QUIET WOODED SETTING- Old Orchard
Beach, large 2 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath
Townhouse, wId hookup, microwave,
deck, all appl., near beach, $S25 King
Real Estale 934-7622.

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM
./

51 HIGH ST.-3 clean rooms, heated (control yourown heat), qui~ secure building.
Close to art museum and Mercy Hospital.
No pets. $395 + sec. 799-461KJ.

GOLDEN SHORES-l bdrm, energy efficient, $500, availablelh rough Ju ne. King
Real Eslate 934-7622.

(207) 761-9096

apts/rent
SGARBOROUGWSACO RTE 1.- 2 bdrrn,
MH-l bath, very qui~ oil h~ only $450
·ncl.lot rant King Real Estate 934-7622.
TOPSHAM TOWNHOUSE- End unil, 2
BR, wnh loft, WID, 1-112 baths, conVEr
nient to Portland, UA & Augusta. $5751
mo. 583-2909.

houses/rent
GORHAM- Spacious, 4 BR house, LR,
DR, kitchen, 2 baths, par1<ing, yards,
fireplace, storage, piano, pets O.K. $65&
mo.+. Minimum 5-month lease. Avail.
1/1/93. 772-9615.

~~ Weekly· Wellness·

THERAPIST WANTED to share brighL
sunny office, comfortably furniShed,
handicappec accessi ble. Any/all day until
5 o'clock. $8Ihour. Some referrals. Dr.
Robinson, 773-5573.

art studios/rent
ART AND CRAFT PEOPlE- Rent awor1<ing studio In a building devoted 10 you.
317 Cumberland Ave. lights, heat included. Par1<ing avail. Call 772-6527.
STUDIO SPACE AVAILABLE next toactive sculpture studio. 17'x22', w/sink &
shared bathroom. $1701mo +utils. 70
Merrill St., Portland. call Connie, 85449151879-0324.

seasonal/rent

NOYES ST.- 2 BR, hardwood floors,
fireplace, laundry, 2LR, DR, off-slreet
parking, borders a nice pari<. S6B5Imo.
+utils. 772-6344.

SCARBOROUGH- Higgins Beach 3 BR
home, WID, close1D shore. Avail immed.
Cable & phone incl. $6OO/mo. + uli1s.
(508)667-7478.

onlees/rent

real estate

BRIGHTON AREA- Shareofficewl holistic osteopathic doclor and naturopath.
Looking for counselor, D.O., massage,
or D.C. New office and ample pari<ing.
828-6369, leave message.

40ACRES-0Idfarrn, good building site,
woods, fields, small brook, 200' frontage, $13,900; 60 acre homesite, paved
road, utilities, 415' frontage, $21,000.
(207)455-4433.

CENTRAl. PORTlAN(}' ~ious office b
share5Ol5Owith psychotherapist Hisloric
building, fireplace, nice neighborhood.
ConllK:t David Bigelow, 767-6137.

DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SAlE?
Why nol advertise itthrough THE SURE
SELL? call 775-1234 or 883-4149.
FAlMOUTH FORESIDE- Unusual condo
priced to sell! 3.5 BR, 2 baths, move-in
condition, fireplace, lIc, pool, IBnnis
courts. Trees surround private patio. 1
block from wiler. can owner, 781-4591.

Tl'Y the Sure Sell: 775-1234,

HIGH & CUMBERLAND- 1600 sq. ft.
condo$hell, 3 floors, lots of brick, great
possbilities, $25,000; Office-condo, 000
sq. ft., partially finished, great for nonprofit group, $15,000; 14oosq. ft. condo,
90'.4 ready for occupancy, $50,000. For
appt. call 772-6540.
MUST SELL- SCARBOROUGH, 5 BR, 3
BA home w/attached over.;ized garage
and 2 fireplaces. Located on Pleasant
Pond. Best offer 883-6404..

~2t

~FOUR

Built in 1865
This West End Victorian
Bed and Breakfast has
7 guest rooms,
wonderful owners'
quarters and an
excellent income, A
great business
opportunity
for $365,000,
Do you dream or a
solid ramily home in
the USM area? Do you
want oak floors,
fireplace, 3 BRs,
sunroom, yard,
breakfast nook? At
$137,000 this is a dream
come true,
Call Chrhi Beham
CENTURY 21 Balrour
774·2121

Directory

Attract new clients,
announce upcoming workshops,
Call 7751234, ask for Sheila or Michael.

real estate

LOCATED IN LITTLE FALLS AREA of
Gorham. Small house for renL ok hea~
new appliances. Asking $4oo/mo + utils.
892-1 402, ready now!

IMPECCABlE OFRCE SPACE- Exc8tlent
fortherapistorconsultantSpaceforgroup
of 10. $2(Vday. Call Steve il642-5094.

KEEP YOUR BUSINESS HEALTHY
with Casco Bay Weekly's new

help wanted
SO. PORTlAND- 28 Clifford S1.,
$127,000. Great neighborhood (Sylvan
Sites), 3 bdr cape, 1.5 bath, 1 car garage, excellenl condilion 767-6160.

CHILO CARE NEEDED IN PORTLANO
HOME Mon. & Fri. lor ages 5, 2, & 4
mos. Experience, references, NlS. Call
775-0619 between 6-9pm.

VA OWNED PROPERTIES AVAIlABLE for

CRUISE SHIP JOBS-Up 10 $9OOIweekly.

8',4 (APR- 8.14%). Contact Dan Dawe,
Broker, at 865-4456 for information.

unskilled, men/women. No experience
necessary. 818-960-9144, ext. C909.

help wanted

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at home. Call Toll Free
1-800-873-6365 ext. 1379.

ATTENTION SCARBOROUGH RESIDENTS- PARTTIME JOB- Earn $20-$30
per week for 4-5 hours delivering
PennySavers and Magazines. Walking
and driving roules available. call Advanced Delivery 883-1735.

EXPERIENCED MLMer's- Get paid now!!
No more -Delayed Gratification'. Call 1800-568-1938

as little as 1'.4 downpayment-Current r.rte Free room/board, now hiring skilled!

pass this paper on
to a friend

mobile homes

FORMORE INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE regarding the investigalion of
finanCing, bUSiness opportunilies and
work at home opportunifies, Casco Bay
Weekly urges it's readers to contacllhe
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Division, 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME
04103-2648.
GIRLS WANTED FROM ME, NH & MABetween 7-19, to compete in this year's
4TH Annual 1993 Portland Pageanls.
Over $20,000 in prizes and scholarships. Call today I-BOO-PAGEANT Ext.
1376 (1-800-724-3268).
RESPONSIBLE, DEPENDABLE, ENERGETIC persons for cleaning service, residential and/or commercial. Excellenl
character and work references required.
Experience desirable, bul not necessary. Please call 761-02041761-1681.

Early

LUVISOPEN

Classifieds

IN AUBURN
.NEWLOT.

Early

We closed our Oxford lot.
Come on over and get the
best prices on
Fleetwood, Champion,
Norris or Dutch.
1049 Washington St.
Rte. 202 Auburn, ME
207-786-4016

Deadline
Dec.18
Classifieds

Deadline
Dec.18

For the
issue of
December 23
Classifieds
Get it?
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• BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY •

Residential I Comme.'ciul

P.'o(cssional
:-.'

Jean Philippe LeFevre

WHY PAY

-QualityPklster Repair
Painting

Merry

Christtnas

.• .and other life eupport eervk:e.

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning people...or wo",e,
cleaned up afler them ...
You need me in your life

Katherine Clark
772-8784

CHARLES B. MELCHER

Guitar Studio Workshop

Dale Carnegie Prices?

~

17 years lea::hing exoorience.
also .. .......'"\. (:rJ'" ... ~',.<>;

t-DHowTo:

*Set your
&<>Ill *Excel in SIIcs
*~
l.eadmhipIM.......... Skill.
*RliJeSclf-Oxlide"",
* IIalth mI n- PafOl'lJllllOO

Porlland 773-3444
Guitar for Christmas?
Take Lessons from a pro!

III PRICE HOLIDAY SPECIALI

EXTRAORDINARY PORfRAITS

SOl Cumberland Ave.
Portland 775-6301

Gift Certificates Available

Scot Seltzer

COLOR CAlENDERS- Custom-made
with your (12) full-color photos. Great
gift! Call Generated Image, n4-4455.

1990240S)(-12,OOO miles, stored winters, CD player, sunroof, black $9,500.
76H1614.

COUNTRY WOODCRAFTS- 229 Congress St. Portland, 871-1350. Large
selection of wood products, also basket
weaving supplies, stencils and paints.
Open 10-5 Mon.-Sat. ClassesAvailabie.

1990 CHEVY BlAZER- 1500 Silverado,
auto, IllCC8llent condition, 4x4, V-8, 33k
niles. rUMing boards, tinted windows.
fU1yIoaded, grO')r'siMJr, $1 S.5OO88S-5442.
85 FORD TEMPO- Auto, AlE, P/6, PIS, 4
dr., 81,000 niles, runs good, clean,
need to change steering rack,l have the
parts $850 call after 5pm 985-9829.
BlAZER S10, 1986, 4x4, Tahoe package, air, loaded, excellent condition,
98,000 mi., mostly highway, no rust
$4,500 Call weekdays after 7pm, all day
weekends 283-1115.

J & P CRAFT GALLERY offers quality
hand-<:rafted gifts for holiday shopping.
Rnd all your special gifts made by
Maine's professional craftspeople only BUICK SKYl..ARK, 1970- new brakes,
at J & P Craft Gallery, Southgate, RI. 1, new duel exhaust, new tires, new
Scarborough. Hours: M-F, 9:30~; Sat, waterpump rad~or, some rust, needs
10-5:30; Sun., 12-4; Tues./Wed/Thurs. somework but runs well. Asking $1 ,500
or 80. Great deal! 642-5335 eve. 856nights, 7-9. 883-4556.
6356 days Dwight
OLOE TIME PHOTO of yourfanily. Sepia-toned; costumes; guns, hats, bible, CHEVROLET BlAZER, 1982- For parts
or boolB!Threesizes, mountsorframes or whole. Has bad automatic trans..
good V-8, body fair. 892-2686.
Call for appointment. 799-1300.

Create the perfect mood for
engagements, birthdays,
annivsrsaries... and al/
memorable occasions.
::,

wheels

J & P CRAFT GALLERY has stained
glass supplies! Gift certificates for supplies and glass are available for Christmas stockings. Surprise your stained
glass artist with J & P Craft Gallery's
selection. 883-4556.

~(jr

..........1E.... acemeDI SysteDiS
"Bru., SlICe,.. Wlurrvrr Yow Go wiJh
CASSETTE LEARNING COURSES"

arts 8. cralts

CHEVY CUSTOM DELUXE 4x4, 1984Well-kept too many extras to list FREE
Yamaha XS-85O w/purchase. $4000.
Low nileage, Alpine stereo, explosionproof fuel cell. 443-3650.

wanted
LOPI CLEAN AIR
WOOD STOVES

. Peaks Island Fuel

(EPA Tested)

,':'

ENERGY
REDUCTION
SYSTEMS OF
NEW ENGLAND, Inc.
• Home Energy Audits
• Custom Control Systems
• Environmental Testing
• Remote Controls for Vacation Homes
• Programmable Thermostats
• Electric Heat Controls
207-871-8674
FAX 207-871,9105

\,~r\ F, Bl.~

~~

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INC_

Fred Blake

. ,
Portland, Maine 041 03
~

n

.~1iIl
FIRESIDE STOVE AND FIREPLACE CENTER
1220 Center St., Auburn, ME ' 784-9249 or 1-800-244-9249
.::;

.:.

:;.

',':

~

"...

Pr•• ldenllal
Proteclton Pla n

• Automatic Delivery
• 24 Hour Service
Equipment Sales & Service
Guaranteed Maximum Price

t"" ..
WrudDP

_~

ENERGr F(£lS

Telephone

797-<1508

772-0060/854-8577.
AnENT ION OFFICES: We are offering
select offices afreecandy/snack service
featuring M&M'sHersheysand Nabisco
products. This offer is only made to
firms with over 25 employees, as our
equipment and supplies are lirrited. Call
Immediately 799-5018 or 799-2700.
CAR CARRIER SERVICES- Long distance hauling, 24 hour towing. Auto
Brokers pMax 883-5575.
CARPENTRY- AlL PHASES, no job too
small or large. 20 years experience,
references available, reasonable rates.
Call Bob Thompson, 775~309.

HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE
to do odd jobs and moving, locally or
long distance. Experienced & dependable with references. Call for low rates,
774-2159 anytime.

93 Kenllington Strwt, Portland

HATE TO WALLPAPER? From baths to
ballrooms, we'll tackle it for you. Years
of experience, free estimates & many
references. Call Harbor Hang-ups now.
773-3340.
HO HOHO Wsstarted to snOW. Thewind
and the Drafts continue to Blow. Quality
weatherstrip on your Windows and
Doors will keep you toasty for many a
day more. Merry Christmas! THE DOOR
DOCTOR 839-3204.
HOLIDAY COLOR ANALYSIS-Learn best
clothing and makeup colors by top consultanl Only $35 through Christmas!
Days/eveni ngSiWeekend appointments
'Tis the season! 781-4327.

DIRTY, HARD-TO-CLEAN BATHTUB?
Restore any bathtub. Easy cleaning, no
toxic odor, no mess, no peeling, no
down time.lifefimewarranty. Poly-Tub
Restoration. n4-8184.

NEED ELECTRiCAl WORK DONE? Best
dealsonselVicechanges, "FusestoBreakers". Ceilingfans-you buy, I assemble and
hang. Anything electrical, no job too big or
small. Qualijy work at very reasonable
rates. Free estimates. Master Electrician,
insured. Gerry's Electric, n3-5If!l.

ECONOMY DOWN- will barter for some
services. light trucking, rubbish removal, landscaping, tree work, garage,
barn, attic demolition. Fall cleanup, professional moving. Call 761.0193.

NEED HELP?Certified Paralegal can help
with wills, power of attorney,livinowilis.
living trusts, bankruptcy, divorce, word
processing, taxes. Carolyn Pardi, 7n6620. Reasonable rates.

ElECTRICIAN- CALL "FORREST" at
Town &CountryElectricforlowestprices
in town. Specialty: Fuses to breaker
panels. licensed & insured. Contractors- CALL US! 772-S257.
FAlLIS HERE! So call on us, we do fall
cieaning,lighttrucking, rubbish removal,
yard raking, landscaping,lawn installation, attics, basements & garages
cleaned. Call 775-7972.
GUN RJ KARATE- "A REALITY CHECK',
Guns & insurance sales. Martial arts
instruction. All calls welcome.n2-1512.

PEOPlE'S PAINTING- Interior & exterior, 25 years experience, insured, free
esti mates n 4-7254.
PlutlBING- Complete bath and kitchen
remodeling, forced hot water heating and
conversions to oil orgas BumhamBoilers
offered. Free estimates. Andy Uhas, Master Plumber, S.P. native. 767-5233.
PROFESSiONAl ACCOIMTlNG AND TAX
SERVICES: Individuals, partnerships, corporations. Qualijy, personal service. Reasonable rates. Free initial consultation.
Ermrson & Frazier, CPA's879-1690.

l.l. BEAN LEATHER FLIGHT JACKET
with inside liner- size 44R, mint condition. New: $225, will sell for $150. Call
4YR OLD KENMORE WASHER & 774-9659 days or evenings.
DRYER- Excellent condi~on $400. Large
SNOWPLOWING, SNOW BLOWING & futon and hardwood frameSBO, IBM XT LOOK LIKE A PRO- Officially licensed
SANDING- In Greater Portland area. computer, monitor, printer w/tWo 5 t/4 NFL, NHL, NBA, MLB and college apCommercial & residential. Free esti- drives, excellent condition $500. Pick- parel and novelties. Free catalog. New
England Sports Connection, 55 Lorraine
mates. Low rates. CaliKeYin, 775-3244. up in Yarmouth, 443-8934 (eves).
Terrace, Dept. PS, "'dele/own, Ct06457.
SUNSHINE CLEANERS- Housecleaning, 7x14 FLATBED TRAILER dual axle
7000GVW, 6 months old , $1700; MACINTOSH SE COMPUTER and HP
~orbi-wooldy, byprofessionallytramed
staff. 16 years experience. Affordable rates, Kingsizewaterbed w/drawers and head- DESK-JET printer, 20 MB HO, 4 MB RAM,
System 7, Word 5.0,loads more software.
excellent references, insured' bonded. Free board, $150. Call 772-9894.
$2,200 complete or $Umlor computer,
estimates Greater Portland. 799-5321
AHHH, Sleep wondefully on two queen- $450 for printer. Will consider trades, barTUCKER'S LIGHT TRUCKING- Mainte- size futons complete wit hwood frames, ters, etc. n5-0028 daytime
nance & furniture moving- Painting, $225, or on full matress set w/steel
house cleaning , odd jobs, landscaping, frame, $150. Then slip into nice men's MATIRESS, BOXSPRING or complete
treework, rubbish removal, handYW0rK. mad. suede jacket, only $30. 874-7475. bed. King, Oueen, Full or Twin size.
Cleaning attics and basements, Free wnambswool collar, $95. Suede jacket Delivery available. Call Paul 828.0715.
men's medium, $30. 874-7475.
estimate, low rates. Call 761.ot93.
MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
BOARD
GAMES,S2Ieach,about30; 7800 FRAMES- New and used. Also washers
TUCKER'S TRUCKING-Local or long distance. General trucki ng & professional w/69 games, $45; 8-bit N.E.S. w/24 and dryers and appliances. We also buy
fOOling of all types. Rubbish removal, game packs- opening bid.is $200, 'Tis unwanted ijems.Creditavailablem-5737.
basements, attics & garages cleaned, the SEASON ... SEASON'S GREETINGS, NIKON-F 35mm CAMERA. 28/501
freight hauling. 8 to 24 footers available. P.O. Box 10787, Portland, ME, 04104. 135mm NIKKOR lenses, case, etc .. $400;
Best rates around. Professional service.
BRAND NEW DESIGNER FUTONfrom Darkroom set-up, Bogen enlarger, 8xl 0
Fall clean up, call 761.0193.
Futon Furnishings. Paid $325, asking trays, etc., $100; ACCORDIAN, 37 key,
VCR COMMODORE REPAIRS: Any $225 firm. Still have receipl892-283? 80 bass, 5-voice incl., BandolMusene,
$250. 774-2718, Reggie.
make.. .Any model ...Any problem ... Low
CAST IRON COAlIWOOD BURNING
rates ...Free pick up .. .FreedelivBfY... 934STOVE- Heated 6-room apt .. $90 firm. NSA WATER FILTERS-BELOW WHOLE1271 after Spm.
SALE COST!! Everyoneshould have one!!
772-1402.
Make your own soda with our Sparkler.
VIDEO TAPE CONVERSION- American!
COMMERCIAl DlSHWASHER- Jackson Recommended on NationalTV as aMoney
Foreign or Foreign!Americanvideo transSeries 24 (Bt.i~~n) . Best offer. 797-2525. Saver. Call Now (207)282-5091.
fers. P.O. Box 1479, Scarborough, Me.
Phone/Fax 207-883-5575.
DOLL HOUSES-All wood. Make someone QUEEN SlEEP SOFA, $75; recliner, $50;
happy for X-Mas. Several to choose from sewing machine, in-cabinet, Sl00; din$5Oto$25O.Also Doll Housefurnitureand ing room table, 4 mate chairs, $75;
misc. Doll House stuff. Call 799-6645.
double bed w/frame, $30; and more.
878-8350.
DISGRUNTlED EMPlOYEES, company GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as
Iay-ilffs,controlyourownfuture, own your the company that offers them. Watch SKIS ROSSIGNOLl50'S W/BOOTS,size
own I~e. Business opportunijy of the '9Os out for "money back" offers trom un- 5 (binding and poles) $65 b/o. Rossignol
is knocking. Contact Wendy Reali, 828- known companies.
160's w/boots, size 5112 (w/bindings)
$65 b/o. Cross country track poles $10
1918; Paul Lombardi, 787-2173.
JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS- Stub/o. n3-5384 leave message.
GUARANTEED WOAK AVAILABLE- dio sale, Guitars: Ovation 12-string,
$150;
2
Guilds,
$300,
electric,
S100;
SNOW
TIRES- 4 tires perfect for Volvo
Make $100+ per day for EASY
homebased worK. Phone: (207)828- Yamaha DX-7 keyboard w/extras, $500; Wagon. Less than 10,000 mi les.
1428. H&J Enterprises, P.O. Box 8628, OIari 8-channel studio recorder w/ex- Vredestein 185 SR14. $100. Call Rob
tras, $4000. 828.0279.
after 6pm. 839-2795.
Portland, ME 04104-8628.
PROFESSIONAl WORD PROCESSINGPapers, leners, resumes, documents,
edijing. Reasonable rates. Same day
service. Pick up & delivery. 799-7236.

15" GENERAl MOUNTAIN BIKE- Black,
excellent condition $100. 883-5809.

SINGERS! SONGWRITERS! BANDSRecord your songs at Portland's prerrier demo studio. Digital effects and
nixdown, Sl51hr. Call for details and
free consultation. (207)775-2159

FREE PlANO LESSON in your home-

THE OAKHURST BOYS APPEARING at
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, Wed. Dec.
30th, 8:00pm. Acoustic music from Bill
Monroeto Bela Fleck. For info call 7736886.

GUITAR LESSONS: ALL LEVELS, all
styles. Holiday gift certificates ;wailable.
$35 lor four half-hour lessons. Happy
Holidays! Call Jeff, n2.o208.
.;..

:.:

stull for sale

business services

BANJO-GUITAR-MANDOllN- Private
instruction with experienced teacher.
Openings for beginning to advanced
players. Holiday gift certificates Available. Call 773-4943.

of lessons for Chrislmas, I'll ade ANOTHER week. Jim, 774-1110.

774-4554

Randall & McAllister Oil

USEDMOVlES-SS.95includingadu/tDisnel'
$14.95, posters & standees S.99 and up.
VCR cleaning & repair. Captain Video, Oak
Hill Plaza. Scarborough. ~24.
WOMAN'S BLUE 10-SPEED FWI- In
good condition. $100 firm. If interested
call 767-4374.
YARN- 100'10 WOOL- HIGH QUAlITYCones and skeins. Also: Machine knit
wool hats and headbands. Sundays at
EXPO or call 761-4580. Priced to sell.

YEAR END SALE-3 Toro 21" cornrmrcial
rroNers pi us parts $350, 4Echo trimmers
$250, 1 MacLame edger $50, Honda 521
snowblower $450. 883-5800.

FORD LTD 1985- Needs some basic
maintenance, good condition, 76,000
miles, PIW, AMlFM stereo. Asking
$1,000, book value oyer $2,000. 799403-4 call anytime.

music

See if you like it Give someone a month

• Budget Payment Plan
• CompetHive Cash Price

:.,

·ITTAKESTWO"- Afull catering service
with custom cooking prepared in the
kitchens of Marianne & Maria. Offprenise service for all occassions. Excellent quality for excellent value. Delicious menus designed to please your
palate. Your pleasure is our pleasure.

1982, 98 OLDSMOBILE V8, brand new
inspection sticker, rebuiltengi ne, approx
56k miles, good condition, power; AMI
FM stereo. Also 79 280Z needs body
worK, both for $2.500 799-2736.

DOING BUSINESS FOR OVER 100 YEARS

"Quality WorK Quickly Done"
A family tradition for over a century

sn Aubum Street

S91en days a week, 9-9. 773-6878

8 Hour Maximum Bum TIme
HIGH-TECH (Non-Catalytlc)

:.;

FORDFl50 19884X2-8' styIe-side, 5spd,
00, lID, manual trans, sliding rear window, cruise, toneau cover, dual tanks,
lusillroofed, 24k, $6,795 799-0699.

$$CASHCASHCASH$$-WEHAULAWAY

Healing Capacity

....

Shop, 8~2.

JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any con<ilion,

750-1,400 Square Foot

24 Hour Emergency Service
Senior Citizen Discount
33 Islan" Ave. 766-5700 Peaks Island

CHEVY NOVA, 1978- Good shape, runs
good. $500. Call AI Martin Locksnith

wheels

10,500-63,100 BTU's Per Hour

K-J Kerosene
Now Available
1-800-540-1455
773-1455

WANTED: Pine. Oalt,Rr &SpruceLogs-W~1
pay top doIar! Ask for Candie. 893-1043 .

-

MUSIC RECREATION- Have a really fun
party including hands-on musical instruments. Treat your guests to an opportunityto express their hidden talents
in an informal atmosphere. Call Sandy
772-5636 leave message.

VINTAGESTRINGED MUSiCAl INSTRUMENTS wanted. Highest prices paid for
guitars, banjos, mandolins, violins,
harps. Call 725-4677 or 797-8110.

Try our
Wheels Deal!

Real Eyes Music presents :

DAVID PHILLIPS
ONE MAN BANNED
The singer/songwriter's third release
featuring nine rock songs wriuen and
perfonned by the artist. "DUST," his
previous work, received favorable
reviews from Casco Bay Weekly and
WMPG. Check out the new one!
Available at Bad Habits, Portland.

real uzzle
Spare parts

37

rideshare
GMC 1985S-15 4X4-5 sp., newsticker,
108,000 highway miles, cloth interior,
bVgray, needs clutch? Asking $3,500.
Call81n-0240 or 727-3570.

AUGUSTA TO PORTLAND- Mon-Fri.,
Leave 7am. Return 5:30~: 00pm . Alternate vehicles? Share expenses? Nonsmoking. 1have parKing! Call 437-2813.

HONDA 50 TRAIL BIKE- 3sp automatic,
hardly used, excellent cond., good starter
bike. Paid $1 ,000 new, will take $600-2
years old, 883-9698.

DESPERATELY LOOK ING to share rides
with someone from OOB to Exij 8 area.
797-8240, days. 934-9493, eYes.

HONDA CRX-HF, 1988- White, Arrv'Fm
stereo, tnted windows, new exhaust
and brakes, 5-speed, 81 K, runs great
B.O. Call 865.0941 , Mijch.
NOVA, 1987- Standard, 4 door, AMlFM
cassette, maintained. $2,200 774-1501
VOLKSWAGEN BUS, 1976- Pop-toP.
automatic, original paint. new engine,
excellent condition, new brakes, 2nd
owner. $2,995 or B.O. 828-4991 .

VW FOX, 1989- 41K,lIICC8Ilent condition,
new tires &tUllErup,Am'Fmcassette,very
clean, 1-family owner, souttern car, no
rust $3,800. 885-5424, 6-9pm.
VW JETTA, 1982- Very good condition
and maintanence history. 5-speed
manual for fine mileage. N[cesounds in
clean interior. $2,100 or B.O. 772-3559.

YARMOUTH -> BRUNSWICK- From
townorridesharelotsonRt.l YarmoutW
Freeport Prefer working 7:30-4:00, but
am flexible. Call Josh, 846-1590.

bulletin board
SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN!
Brighten your children's partiesor bri ng
laughter to office parties. For more information, call Santa at 761-4505.
THANKSGIVING NOVENA TO ST. JUDE.
Thank you for favor received. My request has been granted. Publication as
pronised.

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
HELPED save a life? Do it this week by
donating blood at the Red Cross. For
more information call us at 1-800-4280734 or 775-2367.

learning

adult services

A SPECIAl GIFT To Nourish The Creativity Of One You Love Very MuchDrawing: Learning to See. 10 Weeks.
Starting January 18th. $250. Call: K.
Boldt 799-5728. Write: 19Birch Knolls,
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107.

1-900-288-ERICA(3742)...$2/min.Adulls
Only,NewNumber! "A LEGEND!" Romantic Stories. EPS Co. 708-882-7873.

CREATIVE DRAWING LESSONS using
"Drawi ng on the Right Side olthe Brain",
with Bonnie Spiegel at her studio.
Wednesdays, lOam-noon. Beginning
January 6. $125. 774-4160.
DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE- Mon.
rNesJ Weds. eves.. beginni ng Jan. 18th,
2Oth. l0weekslS25O. Brochure- call K.
Boldt, 799-5728.
PHONICS- FIRST CLINIC- Hyour child has
failed to read with theg uessing gameolthe
"Whole language' method, try intensive
phonics ~ worKs! Diagnostic Testing.
Certified, Lenora. 727-3312.

lost 8. found

DANGEROUSlY DELICIOUS DATES, 1900-903-5688, Only$2/rrin, wIhome/'s;
24 hrs; be 18+. All ADULT LIFESTYlESMen, Women, Couples- Your chioce. G.C
Dates Svc. (619)492-8nO.
DATE PERFECT- Promising Relationship- UPSCALE dating opportunity. Call
Now and Meet Tonight!!! 1-900-4484562, $2.49imin. 18+, 24 hrs.
DlAl-A-QATE... Portland singles await!
1-900-227-7136, $2.491min.
DR. SUSAN BLOCK'S Portland Talking
Personals- All lIfestyles- Call 1-900622-8880 (S2.491min., 18+). FREE RECORDING: 1-800-967-1565.Telephone
Sex Therapy: 2t 3-654-0400.

adult services
MODEL SEEKS SHIPMATE- Attractive,
adventurous and available SWF MODEl.,
23, seeki ng gen~eman to share aromantic
one-week Caribbean Cruise I won. Call me
and leave message for PHOTO. Angie, 1900-787.Q2()(), box 127618, S2.49irrin.
18+. AMC. WPC, Fl.

CHALLENGES IN
YOUR LIFE?
FREE brochure teach... an
ancient technique for Spiritual
Inoight. Can ECKANKAR,
Religion of the Light
and Sound of God.

1-800-762-4888, DEPT. 404
ONECAlL BEGINS THE PERFECT DATEMeet the Person of your Dreams. Call
NOW! 1-900-446-2220,$2.49imin.18+.
SEXY, SWEET & AVAILABLE GIRLS in
Portland. Get their home phone numbers now! 1-900-287-7867, ext.ll. 521
rrin. 24 hours, 18+.
SINGLE? SEXY? SMART? Call the PORTLAND dateline, 1-900-884-1585,$1.991
min. live l-on-l, 1-900-884-1595,
$2.951min. Rand, S.D., CA, 18+.
STEAMYlOCALCONNECTIONS, 1-900903-9119, $l .981min. AlL ADULT DESIRES- Call Now- Gay- Straight- Bi. Be
18+.24 hrs. S.S. (SVC (714)647-1992.
VOLUPTUOUS SHEMAlES- XXX RATEl).
1(000)331-3310. Visa/MClAmEx.

LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
YOUR PAST, PRESENT, &
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER
OFTHETAROT
1·900·933-4445

$1.79/min. ' IS. only
1-800·955-5580
into/c.c:slm.mbersh~

Whurlwlnd,lnc.

The Origlnsl

PSYCHIC
NETWORKTM
Talk LIVE to America's
Leading Psychics

WHY BE ALONE FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
Snuggle up with someone special tonight. 1000's of Lonely Singles Await!
FREE! MEET FRIENDS and make dates, 1-900-772-1110, S2.49/min. 18+.

TAROT. I CHING
NUMEROLOGY
ASTROLOGY
REINCARNATION

DROWN IN ECSTASY, SWEET AGONY!
1-800-72-ERICA. S2.991rrin. Visa/Me
CalltheFREEpar1Yline . 1-515-FUN~!

HEAR TAlKING PERSONALS- 1-900884-8500, S21min. (18+) OR: TALK TO
LIVE GlRLS- 1-900-884-1220, $2.991
rrin. (18+). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft.
Laud., Fl.lnfo: 305-525-5433 (x9122).

LOST: Mercy Hospital area- Male tiger
cat graylwhite, w/black marKings. He
has a large head and answers to "Oscar'. 874-4076.

HOT & WILD!! 1-900-420-6006, $15
percall, l8yrs. t . 900 AmerA.V,NV

rldeshare

HOT DATES AWAIT! Call today, meet
tonight! 1-900-288-2575, $1.99imin.
live 1-0N-l TAlK, 1-900-288-2595,
$2.991rrin. Sev.Dem., l.B., N.Y., 18yrs.t

AUGUSTA TO PORTLAND, MON.-FRI.,
leave 7:00 am, return 5:30-6:00 pm.
Alternale vehicles? Share expenses? Nt
S. I have parKing!!! Call 437-2813.

1-800-2116-6601

TUCKER'SUSEDFURNITURE-235Congress St. in Portland. Buying & selling
antiques and used furniture, delivery
service avalible, little bit of everything.
761.0193

VW PASSAT 1991- 5 spd, 46,000 rri.,
loaded, sunrOOf, am-fmcassette, power
everything. Even the seats heat up!
$13,900. 865-4549.

COMPUTER LESSONS. Special holiday
price! Now to New Years: $20 per lesson. Gift certificates ;wailable. Learn
Macintosh the fun, easy way. The Computer Tutor, 773-6132.

Casco Bay Weekly will publish a
12-week guide to Income Tax
Preparation Services beginning
with tbe January 7th, 1993 issue.
To be included in this special
directory at the special rates,
call Sheila at
775-1234
or long distance

r

Your Guide to
Luck, Money
and Romance

. _' ;vcHle
," POWElS

1-900-680-2872
$3.411 p« """1. ' CALL NOW!

YOUR SECRET
DESTINY REVEALED

24 Hours

a Day

LOVE. MONEY. FATE

Anywhere
in the U.S.

Know Your Fulure NOW
LIVE One-Cn-One

Psychic Reading
Accurate, Personal, Serious.

LOCAl WOMEN- With phone numbers!
1-900-884-DATE, ext. 428., $2.90/min.,
18+. (T.V., Fort Myers, Fl., tt.)

Muot be Eighteen
SponlOred by tnt'l

1-900-407-7887
24 Hn.. - S2.99/Min. - MuslBe 18+

Home Video, Inc.
Cuatomer Service:

(212) 642-8438

PHLSERVlCE - (714) 641·5584

BI Don Rubin

tYNDABARRY
100.'. t-n",.nlJ t-SHlRtS
.~

_".w . .1.., ,fOfilt

• HI.," 5/rlll'l9:
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s,-,Itol t..IHn: FreJ'! tl..·

Our crack mechani::, Adam, says the
Alta needs a little work. (A little over
$2,700, to be exact.) Luckily, he has the
parts In stock.
We'd like you to match the inventory at
the right with the list below. (The parts are
not to scale.)

business opps

arts 8. cralts
AWESOME SOUTHWESTERN BROOMSTICK SKIRTS for holiday sharing or
wearing. Locally made with peace and
love. Call Karen at 767-3738 for viewing
or more information. Thanks.

_ connecting rod
exhaust manifold
shock absorber
_ suspension arm
_ steering box and
column
_ ignition coil
_ master cylinder
_ universal joint
_ valve assembly
_ distributor cap
_ voltage regulator

starter
_ water pump
camshaft
crankshaft
oil filter
rotor
_ points

_ condenser
_ alternator
thermostat
_ brake caliper

Can you solvelhe Real Puzzle? There is a $25 gift certificate from Alberta's for the firsl-prize
winner. The second-prize winner receives two free passes to The Movies at Exchange Street. Winners
will receive their prizes in the mail. Drawings are done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a four·week span. Only one entry is allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received by Wednesday, Dec. 23. The solution to this week's
puzzle will appear in the Dec. 31 issue of 0rJaJ BIzy Wttidy. Send your best guess to:
Real Puzzle #154
WCD Bay Wrrkly
This weelc, Shawn Henderson and a friend
551A Congress Street
will dine al Alberta's. Greg Bell will take in a
Portland, Maine 04101
movie al The Movies at Exchange Slreet.

Solution to Real Puzzle # 152
There are two ways to solve
Gridlock, depending on the
lime of day. Both take 23
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Between 7 p.rn. and 8:30 a.m.,
you haw 10 use the parking
space on the top row.
Between 9 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.,
you have to use the parking
space on the third. row.
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You have your choice of spaces
- both are Jegal- between 5:30

p.m. and 7 p.m.
It is impossible to solve the
puzzle between 8:30 and 9 in
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lhemoming.
(Don

Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was reantly publishtd by Harper and Row.)
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men .. women

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

caw

GOING OFF THE DEEP END- SlDWM,
41, hazel eyes, 5'11'. likes: sports, fishing, dancing, karaoke, country music,
oldies, rock& roll. Seeks to meetwoman
with same taste. LOOking for good times
and maybe more. It 1948 (1/1 &'93)

PERSONAL

(Calls cost 1.491min. Must be 18 or over. TOLCh-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekty 207 -775-1234)

women .... men
ACTIVE, INTEULIGENT MEN!!! Fit attractive Mother & Daughter artists seeks
healthy humorous, independent,
outdoorsey men for dinner, dancing+.
2Os-30s-40s-50s. DOUBLE DATES...
NOT! It 1871 (1/4193)
ADVENTUROUS, OUTGOING SWf, 20,
blonde, looking for someone with similar
interests. Seeldng fmlSBM, 20-25, who
likes to have fun with I~e. Friendship or
possible rela1ionsllp. It 1959 (1/18193)
BREW PUB GOOOOESS SEEKS NEWTON- I need some Basic Physics explained! It 1973 (1/18193)
CAPTIVATING BLONDE, long legs,long
hair,lnteiligentSWF, 32, with great passion for life desires attractive,lnteiligent,
fun-loving male to share dreams come
true. I t 1776 (12128)

CHRISTMAS ElF LOOKING FOR SANTA!
He need not be roundordressed in red, but
have plenty of hairon his head. Wrthgiflsto
give and aHo! Ho! Ho!, this elf &friend win
be on the go! It 1968 (1/18193)

INDEPENDENT DWF, 34, blonde hair, SEEKING DANCE PARTNER-SWF, 40+,
brown eyes, 5'2", 1121bs., professional. NlS, educated, professional, time for
Two pr&-school children. Enjoy coun- R&R, dance lessons, companionship,
try-styleliving.LookingforSIDWM,30- fun, SOH, honesty, integrity, dining in/
45, secure In who he is. Romantic, hon- out, classical, country, comedy, mys· dsh'
"t
It 1840 (1/4193)
t man for f nen
es
IP, conversauon, ery.
f &
ad nt
I t 1896 (1/11/93)
un
ve ura.
SICK OF DISHONESTY- Would like an
INTRIGUING, EXCITING lADY would honest man for lasting relationship. I'm
like to meet professional man over 45, not a size four, but loving, caring, att13Cphysically active, to enjoy outdoors,
gardening, with lady who loves cats and
having lots of fun. I t 1974 (1/1&'93)
LONG-LEGGED SPIDER NEEDS MATE
to eat, ski, and sail with. Wanna do the
inland passage! It 1970 (1/18193)

TRYING TO KEEP WARM SO AM looking for a guy who likes to chop wood.
Sex, drugs, rock & roll. I like long hair.
It 1782 (12128)

and expectthesarre. lfyou're honest and
caring,30-45,pleasecall. 1t1816(lm8) TWO OWFs, 40s, ATIRACTIVE, bright
and fun to be with, are having a tough
SPEND THE WINTER SINGING & SKI- time meeUng Interesting men who are
ING- SWF, 31, dark brown hair/eyes, physically fit and like to laugh, dance
physically fit has season pass to Sun- and talk (not necessarily at the same
day River, seeking ski companion & time). If you're out there, let's meet for
karaoke fan. It 1910 (1/11/93)
a discussion of life's big questions, or
some small talk. It 1805 (12128)

men .. women
48 Y.O. MAlE LOOKING for attractive
woman with good mnd and nice legs to
spand Wed nesd ay &Th ursday d~'"
.,ume at
my place, outside of Portland. Smoke &
wine O.K. CWI Box 161. It 1809 (Im8)
6'2', 250#, BLONDIBLUE, WEAL THYI have your attention, don1 stop. Forgelthe headline, the truth reads: 5'tO',
210/, enjoys outdoor activities, movies, T.V., plays, & last but not least,
64y.o. 1t-1869 (1/4/93)

CALL ME! SWM, 5'S', 160#,26, seeks
srF. 1enjoy: sports, art, poetry and good
cOnYersation.Let'sgeltogetherforooffee. It 1855 (1/4193)
C''''ISTIAN DWM, 26, tall, att-"ve, hunn
,... u
morous and loves outdoors. """
~-king a
meaningful, monogamous, long-tenm r&lationship. Sincerity, faith, integrity allvery
much desired. I t 1846 (1/4193)
CLEO FUND PET OF THE WEEK is a
tall, adorable, long-haired rock musician o Very friendly, intelligent, loyal,
fairly mellow, and employed. This
SWM, 22, free to compatible, fit, SF,
18-25. It 1894 (1/11/93)

A MAN, 33, DARK, In:RY HANDSOME,
limited intelligence but affable, well-trav- DEARSANTA,FORX-MASDWMwishes
LOOKING FOR ASKIING PARTNER-SWf,
eled, a little wise, would like to meet a to meet a funny, well-educated, slim,
22, seeksamblious,outgoing,caringSWM
smart, happy woman. It 1815 (Im8)
pretty, happy, financially secure, 35-42,
forfriendship& possible relationship. WS,
SlOWF, for playfull activities and candleWD praf8l'red. I t 1982 (1/18/93)
r---;;;;;;::;;;;;----I---------~=-_=_:-------__:-, light moments. I've only been a little
MERRY CHRISTMAS! Hea~hy, happyand
single again! DWF, 36, tall, thin, BUBL.
seel<sgentiemanfrierxUpartnerforfrlendship,
more.
Vl/D preferred.
Portland area. I t 1981 (1/18193)

possi~

ws.

NEWTHINGSAREFUN!SWF,lookinglor
someoneoutgoing. fm/SBM,2Q.25,caring and fun. Looking for friendship or
possible nelationsllp. I t 1957 (1/18193)

COFFEE, TEA. OR CANOLELIGHT- Attractive OWF, blonde, 45, 5'4', honest, NONSKIER SEEKS SAME- Tall, thin,
loving, romantic, caring, spontaneous, 25, loves danCing, movies, good conflexible, lots of energy, loves to dance, versations and avoiding the slopes.
(from 40s to !Ils), looking for male with . Seeks SM, 25-35, happy & silly, but
similar attributes. It 1940 (1/1&'93)
sane. I t 1839 (1/4/93)
OWF LOOKING FOR OWM that likes big OLD-FASHIONEDGIRL,5'3', 1351,with
women. Must like children. Can be tall, fascinationfornew, deslreseasy-going
skinny, 30-38. It 1945 (1118/93)
companion with home and respect.
Someone to be proud of. lID, NlD, NlS.
DWF, 40s, 5'S', ATTRACTIVE, wishes to 38-SO. I t 1866 (1/4193)
make Christmas more enjoyable for
myself & another. Let's meet and open a PETITE, ATTRACTIVE, SWF, youthful
gift of friendship and possibly more. I 34, no children, seeking intelligent, athave an attractive bow. Many qualities! tractive, secure, athletic, compasslonate SWM, 28-40, for friendsh ip or posIt 1897 (1/11/93)
'bI eI t' h' G t
f h
DWF, 44, WS, PROFESSIONAl- The Dat- Sl era Ions Ip. rea sense 0 umusic and animal lover a prerequiing Game is right forsorre, but 110 alU'm Smor,
ite. It 1841 (1/4192)
interested in datng one good man who is
honest sociable, and emotional~ avail- PROFESSl0NAL.SWF,31,lookingforproable. My interests include theater, dining fessional, SWM 0V9I' 30, WS, who is seIfout quiet times, outdoor activilies. All re- assured, spontaneous and energetic.
plies answered. It 1870 (1/4193)
SomeonewhoappreciatesaFarSidesense
of humor, companionship, as well as S&FIND THAT SPECIAIL SOMEONE Thurs- ren~ and romance. It 1838 (114193)
day night at the Seaman's Club, from 57 pm. It's the Personal Connection!
QUIET, COUNTRY LIFESTYLE with
someone who enjoys asense of humor,
FREE SPIRIT, active, professional F,30s, movies, music, slow-dancing, football.
seeks similar M to share Joie De Vivre. OWF, 40, looking for SlDWM, 35-45,
Let's feast on long walks, all the arts, with same interests. It 1893 (1/11/93)
travel, cycling. It 1960 (1/18/93)
READY FOR A CHAllENGE? DWF,
FRISKY & RIPE WOMAN, 35, SEEKS soul
I'festyl
30s 'thM hyB
,WI
urp
rown I
e,
mate, 40 plus. I voyeurthewild side but am young
nourished by my home, cilid and profes- Lady Oi features, chall8f1ges attractive
sional prowess. likAHrinded Mas1Brs of l.l. Bean-type. Enjoy romance, special
theUniYelseencouraged.1t 1811 (12128) treatment and my cooking. candlelight
encounters await! I t l1Kl7 (12128)

FREE

We. Love to give of myself for happiness

SWF, 27, SLIGHTLY SINFUL with active
imagination, voracious musical appetiteand many wonderful imper1ections,
seeks man who wears guy's shoes to
share Garrison Keillor and dinner atthe
Cafe Beuf. RSVP P.O. Box 5322, Portland, ME 04101, It 1819 (12128)

FOUR-WEEK

How to respond to a personal ad:
Just call 1-900-370-2041 any time,24 hour.l Bday,lromanytouch-\one
phone! Enterthe four-digit .. numberof the ad you wish to raspondto, listen
to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not have
reconled a gnM!ling by the time you call. You may stin leave B message on
thai person's line.) The dale althe end of lhe ad is the last day to reply 10
that ad. You may also choose to "browse' Ihrough all ads in a specifIC
category (companion. and othere not available to "browse"). Calls cost
$1,49/min. You must be 18 or over.
To respond to B CBW Box', address mail to C89co Bay Weekly, 551A
Congress St., Portland, ME 041 01, making sure to printthethree-digit CBW
Box • clearly in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope.
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Thursdays 5-7pm
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The Seamen's Club
375
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Portland
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DWM, 3O, seeks SID female, ageunimportant. Must like blues and rock'n ' roll.
I hate winter, do you? If sO, let's make
s_o_me
_ he_at_._ _ _ _ __ _
DWM, 34, 5'10', EASY-GOING, I enjoy
all sports, the ocean, mountains, camping, long drives, and almost anything
else. Looking forfemaie, financially secure, takes good care of herself, NlS, NI
D. 1t 1880(1/11/93)

ECCENTRIC, CREATIVE, POWERFUL,
but loveable underneath. SWM looking
for attractive, independent SlDWF able
Each wee!<. a Casco Bay Weekly pononal ad io chosen sa CBWo
to answer th'ls ad in 4 words or less.
The Seamen's Club
'Penoon of the Wee!<' and io awSlded a prize package.
'-.;,..,;.=.;,..,;..;,..,;.-------....1.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-1 Must be willing to work hard and never
sleep late! 'II' 1976 (1/18/93)
SPIRITUAILL Y SPONTANEOUS, attrac- VERY ATTRACTIVE, CENTERED SWF, ARE YOU A WOMAN THAT A MAN can
tiveSWF, 29, who enjoys singing, danc- with petite build, looking for handsome, trust with his heart? DWM, 405, seeks. FEEL lIFE'S PASSION-SWM, hikes by
. I' t . to acoust'c mu·'c coffee t II
'bl
I
ed ty
friend. Outer beauty, health, charm, in- day, dinner and a play by night. No
lng, IS emng
I
~ ,
a , responSl e, c ean, rugg
pe, telligence secondary, but not unneces- limits to explore. life ISfull ot simple
shops & great conversation, seeking Nt into country living & outdoors, 25-35, sary. I like '''ch. out"de aC"'ities, and complex pleasures to experience.
S SWM, 2g.38, who is nurturing. hon- NtS VlID It 1801 (12128)
"""
~
u,
,
.
home, qUI' et "" mes, talks, walks, being It
(1/18193)
est sensitive, down-Io-earth and tries
_ _1969
--'-_
_-'-_ __ _-'to live a spirilually balanced way of life. VIVACIOUS, ADVENTUROUS, CURI- close, occassional nights out. NlS, lID, FREE SPIRITED DWM, 40, seeks female
It 1962 (1/18/93)
OUS, very attractive SWF; professional, NlD. 'II' 1908 (1111/93)
playmate/explorer. I'm nice, adventurhonest and true with passion for life, ATIRACTIVE SWM, 26, dOminant, yet ous, naughty, wild. love playing with my
SPONTANEOUS, ATTRACTIVE, WITTY seeking companionship of like-fellow, gentle and caring.lfastrong-willed man children, working, or popping a cork.
SWF,19,Iookingforfriendly, fun-loving 30-40, ' orzest, laughter, dialogue, finer is what you long for, then come take Always looking into life's nooks & crangentleman, 19.26, with great sense of things. It 1978 (1/1&'93)
your place at my side. It 1797 (12128) nies. Sometimes I turn up the amps or
humor, for friendship, possibly more.
blowoutthecandles.It 1948 (1/18/93)
Looking forward to hearing from you. WHOLESOME SWF, 22, looking for ATIRACTIVE, ATHLETIC, SM, 46, wellIt 1884 (1/11193)
preppy, attractive, tun 20-something read and travelled teacher, feminist and GENTlE, PlAYFUL SWM, 32, 6', with
SWM. Athletic, NlS, good shape, sense supporter of the arts seeks a wise, well- specialmai, wants adventuresome, posiSWF LOOKING FOR SWM who Ioveschil- of humor, great smile, and healthy atti- educated woman. It 1849 (1/4193)
tive-minded woman with lots of energy to
dren. Blonde hair, or anything, 2~38, slim lude a must! I'm innocent, well-manjoin meinfinding life'sjoysandchallenges.
ortall,likes big women.It 1987 (1118193) nered outside, yet devilish, insatiable BAR FLIES NEED NOT APPlY- SWM, 36, Hyou'rewarm, open, and shun the oorpoinside. I'm pretty w/attractive figure, father. Athletic,likes sports, worl<ing out ratewortd, let's meet! It 1784 (12128)
SWF, 22, blonde, green eyes, 57, Ioves
dancing, movles,spendingtimewithfamsports. Caring, great attitude, looking for energetic, intelligent humorous, look- i~.SeeksSIDF, N/S, whoisphysical~and GET YOURSELF A MAN FOR X-MAS!
loving, honest man. I t 1980 (1118193)
ing for fun and love! It 1909 (1/11/93) mental~ fit It 1895 (1/11/93)
Here's one- 44, a fit 5'7'. He'll take you
skiing, skating, and send you flowers,
'I"
~hl·s
maybesmgyouasong. Whatd'yasay?
I t 1939 (1/18/93)
•
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25-tbaracter Headline: includes spaces, be creative!
category:
0000000000000000000000000 Owomen ... men
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal CalI(1!I

Omen ... men

o others
o companions

Omen ... women

o women'" women

others

address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

lost souls
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Sure Sell
Works!
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BY l~WD.A:'n'~O\lltK6 G l)ilCfO(ClV~VI!t +Dri"'~i N6i" EUO'oJ !lINE " ISI\l(Q"RJ

c~: ----------------slate: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ zip: _ _ __ __
First 25 words & headline
with Personal CallI!!: _~
FIH
=__
add'i words

lIOII to lSI your Personal call® lIallbol:

Guidelines:
Pononal ado are available for oingla peopleaeeklng relationships. Me _n9 to buy or sell sexual
services will be refused. No full namM, street addr_ or phone numbers will be Pl'blished. Ado
containtng explicit sexual or .,atomicallanguage will not be pubbhed. We reeervethe right to edit.
refuae or recategorize any al. Advertieera must be over 18 years of age.

@

,50 each: _ _ _ __

Without Personal CallI!!
all words @ .50 each: _ _ __ _
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): _ _ _ __
Total: _ __ __

...

men .. men

phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

To place a FREE ad with Perean'" Call~ , fill out the coupon and maH or
FAX tt (775-1615) to us. (II faxing, please photocopy the coupon first and
Then fax H. The newsprint doesn't reproduce wei .) The deadline for placing
personal ads is Friday at noon, FREE personate ads are 25 words or less
Qncluding headline), and runtour weeks. No personal ads will be accepted
overthe phone. Personal Call~ ads with more than 25 words cost 50¢ per
addHional word. We'll send you a four-digit .. number (to appear in your ad)
and a security code for exclusive access to your responses through an 800line at no cost to you. I'ds without Pereonal C"I~ cost .50 perword plus
mail-forwarding or P.O. Box charges.
CBW Box Is and P.O. Box h cost $20 per two-week ad. Ads may be
paid for with Vrsa, MasterCard, local check or cash.
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WANTTO STAY SEXY AND FIT so this
SWM, 39, seeks buxom SWF, 33,'Who
likes walking, dancing, laughter and love.
'II' 1881 (1/11/93)

women .. women

rNe cannot print your ad without it.)

nmne: _____________________

SHY BUT ECCENTRIC SWM, 23. 5'10',
1!Ill. NlS, looking tor a very special
relationship. I like camping . skiing,
swimming. electronics, and women with
long hair (not a requirement). Let's do
whatever is comfortable. Movie, dinner,
letters, phone. It 1963 (1/18/93)

WHITE KNIGHT? WELL, MAYBE- SWM,
LOOKING FOR AFFECTIONATE, intimate,
23, dedicated to finding and giving happiplayful and disti nctiv~ attractive woman
ness & pleasure. Looks nollhatimportant
to share conversation and quality time SINGLE DAD- SWM, active, outgoing, You: SlDWF, 20-30. It 1795 (12/28)
with 23 y.o. waiter. It 1984 (1/18/93) athletic. Looking for the right s/DF to
spend quality time with. Race, religion, WONDER WOMAN WANTED- Athlete,
GOOD-LOOKING, YOUNG, 42, DWM,
ME CHERE PERSONNE- DWM, 43, NlS, ori gin not important. Let's meet over 5'11', 35, seeks WF, 26-38, who does
professional, NlS, with a Harley, seeks
physically fit, loves kids, jazz, dancing lunch, coffee, etc. 'II' 1845 (1/4193)
or could X-C ski, run, bike, canoe,
attractive, adventurous blonde, 25-38,
and theater. Seeking friendsh ip with
swim, cook, clean, and have lots of
for some good times. It 1796
DWF, 40+, someone smart, cerebral, SKI SKI SKI SKI SKI SKI- SSB (Single Ski fun. It 1941 (1 /18193)
GREAT KISSER-Intellectually, emotion- who'll appreciate mycooking. C'estvotre Buff). 29, loves black diamonds, double
al~ and romantical~ available. Love the tour! It 1792 (12128)
black diamonds, and detachable quads. YOUNG MALE, 23, looking for a attractive
beach, danCing and cuddling. DWM, 43
Looki ng fo r female adventu rer fo rdown hill woman, no garres, straight forward, 110
stories, who likes to go on trips. skiing,
and refuse to act it. Hoping to find SI MISSING SOMEONE IVE NEVER MET· fun. Beginners OK It 1888 (1/11193)
boating, partying, etc. I'm a fun person to GWM, 37, DEAF, professional, hand- WM, 27, ATTRACTIVE, MASCULINE,
DWF, 20s or 3Os, who loves life and is Handsome, stable, educated, amorous,
some, straight-acting, easy-going, looking to meet other Bi/GWM, 22-30.
extraordinarily beautiful. We both win! honestSWM, 26, professional, 6'2', ath- SNOWMOBILING? Good400kin' profes- hang with. It 1971 (1/18/92)
letic 1851, darl<lhazel. Prefer adventur- sional DWM, 30, sincere, optimistic, resomawhat shy, wants to meet open· Must be masculine w/good looks. For
It 1778 (12128)
ous, independent, sensual, affectionate, spectful, outdoorsy, good sense of humor
minded person, 25-40, for friendship or friendship and? Must have it together!
HANDSOME BUT LONEL Y- DWM, 40, creative communicator with voracious and secure. likes old houses, antiques,
relationship. Interested? LeI's meet. CBW So let's meel. It 1858 (1/4193)
5'6', BRlBR, 150#, seeks sincere, at- appetite for learning, captivating eyes music, sailing, traveling, walking, cooking
Box 159. 'II' 1798 (12128)
tractive lady, 30-45, for romance and and stunning figure. Should be highly and snowmobiling. Looking for attractive ATTRACTIVE, FlESTY, BiWF, 20, seeks
YOUNG MEN WANTED!! GWM, 49,
friendship. Committment?Lefssoowhat spiritual but not necessarily religious. lady to share romance and fun with. One malure, fun-loving womyn, 18-25, to help GWM, 48, PROFESSIONAL, KIND , 5'11', 1951, adventuresome, loving,
happens! Call me! It 1788 (12128)
Open to casual friendship or serious woman man! Portland area. CBW Box curb the chill of the upcoming weather. It's friendly, NlS, NlD, discreet, str.-acting, sexual, healthy, into travel, outdoors,
likes camping, walks, movies, quiet kink, leather, arts, etc. seek sincere,
relationship with time. P.O. Box 433, 165. It 1986 (1/18193)
already too cold. It 1799 (12128)
HANDSOME, INTElLIGENT, athletic, gentimes, cooking, have many hobbies. Seek discreet guy to explore with! I'm in So.
erous, compassionate, funny SWM, mid- Freeport, ME D40320rltl860(1/4192) SPONTANEOUSAMJ UNCOMMON early ATTRACTIVE, PROFESSIONAL, BiWF, 405 or less. Let's be friends & develop
Maine. 'II' 1890 (1/11/93)
3Os, seeks pretty, healthy, fami~-minded MONOGAMOUS, ATTRACTIVE MAN, 27, 405, 6'3' professional, educated, se- 34, seeks same, 20-40, for friendship relationship. It 1883 (1/11/93)
SWF, brunet1B, weight proportionate, 28- 5'10', honest, sentimental, understandand fun times! Must be mature and
35, to adore and share my life w~h. CBW ing, passionate, sensual, long blonde, cure, keen sense of humor, mischie- open-minded. It 1852 (1/4193)
HELP-LOVE TO PLAY GAMES. 46, 5'9',
vous, seeking SlDWF, 32-42, with simiSox 164. I t 1889 (1111/92)
1851, need passive friend for long relawort<ingouttodancemusic,sleigh rides, lar qualities, to share adventures with.
LOOKIN' FOR A GAL with 14 cavities tionship. Love passion, foreplay, porn,
HAPPY, HEAIlTHY, ACTIIn: DWM, 41,10 dining in tux, carolling, seeks classy It 1886 (1/11/93)
that can groove to The Jackson Five. hugs, kissing . safe sex. Let's talk. Let's ANDROGENY, ANYONE? Androgenous
\
shareoutdoors, music.goodtirres, friends, lady. It 1865 (114193)
meet. Let's get it on. It 1872 (1/4/92) couple looking to subvert the sexuality
ST ILLAVAILABLE- CAREER-OR IENTED Could you be her? It 1793 (12126)
friendship,love & romance with attractive
of all respondents. We promise to fulfill
MY FRIENDS THINK I'M STRANGE BE- DWM, 36, Clean-cut, tall, country resifemale who is emotionally & physical~ fit
NICE IS NOT A BAD WORD- GWF, 3Oish, IS YOUR ZIP CODE !Il210? So is mine. all of your desires of androgenous ecCAUSE:
I
like
both
classical
music
and
dence,
desires
slender
or
petite
D/SF,
happily ever after... It 1975 (1/18193)
stasy. It 1964 (1/18/93)
rock; I enjoy fine food and wine, but also attractive, intelligent person who likes sensitive, passionate, kind, intense, GWM, 20, 5'10',1651, BRlBL, looking
seeks
physically
expressive
GF.
Interfor
Mr.
90210,
18-25,
with
good
looks
HARD-NOSED DREAMER, 37, with pas- like pizza and beer, I read books and enjoy danCing, music, kids and relationship.
ests: music, sports (bowling), crafts, and personality. Friends? or relation- BLACK &WHITE! We're not talking about
~! Hyou are a "Weirdo' too, then calilhis It 1958 (1/18/93)
o sion for life and spontaneity, seeking
T.V.! Attractive, uninhibited, adventurreading (mostly fantasy) and more. Let's ship? It 1800 (12128)
uninhibited woman with similar thirsts. SWM, age 24. I t 1985 (1/18193)
ous MWC. She'sa blonde '10' seeking
meet
over
coffee.
It 1!1l1 (1/11/93)
STOP! YOU HAVE FOUND ME- SWM,
No expectations. Goals: good conversaLET'S HEAT UP THE NIGHT! Who's kid- only BiBlk MIF/Cpls to explore fantasies.
tion, friendship, making each other NEED LADY TO PAMPER- SWM, 30, 30,5'11', 170#, NlS, NlD.l'mthe good- SCORPIO AT lARGE- SBiF seeks SBiF for ding who?Uwantit! Iwanti!! WM, 30s, 'II' 1953 (1/4193)
5'11', 170#, NIS, NID, looking for a looking, considerateguywho isn't marlaugh. I t 1891 (1/11193)
intimate relationship. Me: tall, cute, sen- 6', 185/, Discretion assured, will anspecial lady to pamper. I enjoy cooking, ried or gay. Persoality more important
sual. U:Tall?Long hair? Intelligent under- swerall. Do it! Call me. It 1853(1/4/93) COUPLES, 00 THE WILOTHING-BiWM,
HAROBODYWANTS HARDBODY- OWM, movies, outdoor activites and children. than looks. It 1942 (111&'93)
38, seeks couple to break sexual boundstanding. Long walks, quiet talks, intimate
31, looking for that someone who is health It 1818 (12128)
M LOOKING FOR M to give and receive aries, explore fantaSies, and get wild. If
tirres
together.
18-21.
It 1813 (Im8)
andfitnessconsclous. tfyou're looking for
SWM LOOKING FOR ACTIVE SF-LOOksensual massage in my horre or yours. you want something new, different and
acaring, honest and sensitive man, please NEVER SAY 'I CAN'T" UNLESS YOU ing for LADY that enjoys outdoor fun & TRANS-ATlANTIC DREAMER- Tired of
Must
be safe, clBal, young, discreet. mus- exciting, call me! It 1965 (1/4/92)
TRY. SWM, 33, tall, professional, new sports: fishing, camping, snowmobiling going solo, patiently awaits sultry
respond. It 1904 (1111193)
cular. hwilbewondertul. It 1946 (1/18193)
to area, seeks SWF to explore all Maine or quietT.V. time. Prefer 30-55, healthy playwr~e to sail away for deeper ro manFREE-SPIRITED BiCouple wishes to
HElP THIS WORK FOR ME! SWM, 20, has to offer. If you're 25-35, outgoing & big. It 1!1l3 (1/11/93)
ME- TARZAN, YOU- BOY! Me- Hadrian, meet other couples or Singles for fun
tic
moments.
It 1812 (12128)
good-looking, shy, seeking intelligent and enjoy the outdoors, Old Port, and
you- Antinous; Me- Zeus, you- and fantasy fulfillment. Will consider all
attractive SWF, 18-23, for friendsh ip getting a little crazy once in a while, try SWM STlUNT SEEKS SWF TEACI£R
Gannymede: Me- Socrates, you- possibilities. It 1950 (1/4193)
which mayor may not leal to a relation- it, you'll like ~! It 1791 (12128)
for private lessons in Iove,laugh, life and
Alkibades; Me- Oscar, you- Bosie; Meship. It 1844 (1/4193)
intimate ways to keep warm this winter.
Batman, you- Robin. Got the picture? HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRY!
NEW KID IN TOWN seeksg uideto places
I KNOW YOUR'E OUT THERE- DWM, I'd never find alone. I'm 30, profes- Call to get an A+. It 1906 (1111/93)
AlL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS A Call! It 1944 (1/18/93)
LONG-HAIREO PARTY ANIMAIl- 30ish
44,5'10',1801, BO, Bl, NlS, wideinterGWM, 22-32, not feminine, height!
MWM seeks M/SF for good times, roSWM,
23,
5'S',
brown
hair,
blue
eyes,
sional, thinking, fit, and not rich. You're
NICE-LOOKING
GWM,
20,
looking
for
esls, patient inquisitive, honest, sinloving, caring,lwes kids, looking forSWF weight proportionate who might enjoy my personal 10. Please be goo mance. Enjoy good smoke, few beers,
bright,
attractive,
spirited
w/sense
of
cere, enjoys quiet times. Seeks to dewith brown hair, good attitUde, possible the company of a GWM, 30, 6', 180#, -looking,
direction. It 1851 (1/4193)
straight-acting ,
a shooting pool, Harleys, hot fun. Sex,
velop relationship with communicative,
down to earth and enjoys movies, dindrugs, rock & roll. It 1954 (1/4193)
relationship. It 1979 (1/18193)
18-25
with
good
personality.
Friend
d
monogamous SlDF. It 1955 (1118/93) PEW TO AREA and don1 know Portland
ing out long drives, conversation, snughips
also
important
It
1902
(1/11/93)
LOOKING FOR TULA- Basically straight
SWM, 31 , Interested in meetng a special gling. Obiective: Monogamous, safe reIVE DONE MY PEFISONAl HOMEWORK very well. SWM, 28, good with di rections, lady, 22-32, who is attractive, intelligent lationship. 'II' 1947 (1/18/93)
NIGHT WORKER- Good-looking BiWM, WM, 45, clean, discreet, health profesand 110W I wanllo play! Visionary, magical seeks SWF, 23-39. I'm 5'10', 190#, BR/ compassionate, athletic, and posseses a
28, masculine, athletic build, seeks sional, seeks attractive NITS for friendSWM, ordinary looks, professional ext&- HZ. attractive, professional. Prefer NlS,
sense of humor. I can promise the sarre ATTRACTIVE MALE SEEKING veryfemi- clean-cut, straight-acting, in-shape G/ ship, companionship . High heels and
independent
successful
person
who
enrior, impish interior, seeks intellectual~
nine GWM, TV, TS for trienship, relamini'sa must. 'II' 1!1l0 (12128)
and more in return. 'II' 1885 (1/11193)
curious, emotional~ sensual, spiritually joys movies, music, dining out sports,
tionship. Kissing, cuddling, massage, BiM for dayshift encounters. II's 7am,
call
me.
It
1803
(12128)
adventurous femaleforfrtelliship, frolick- fitness, golf, beach, reading. Anyone for SWM, 33, seeking fun-loving yet intelli- dates and? (safe only). Call, we'll enjoy
PWETTY PWEASE MAKE MY DAYing, (potential) romantic fusion, and waiks happy hour? It 1843 (1/4193)
SWM, 24, student bodybuilder and
gent female. If interested in exercise, each other. 11' 1787 (12128)
R
U
HOME
ALONE
27
Mischievous
22
together through the Enchanted Forest
downright healthy. Seek 2 Bi orstraight
OLDER WOMEN! The pleasure of your outdoors. good food and warm relation- CHARM, TOUCH, SEDUCE classically y.o. seeking playmate, 18-30. I am 6',
holding hands. It 1898 (1/11193)
females to fulfill my ultimate fantasy.
180#,
black
hair/brown
eyes.
Can
you
company is requested ... Professional ship, please call. It 1972 (1/18/92)
handsome,Latin-blooded man. Fairskin,
Assured discretion and safety a must
JANUARY IN PORTlAND IS GREAT! 31}.ish SWM desires more than com- SWM, 37, WANTS TO WHILE AWAY blue eyes, gymnasts build. Advenlur- come out and play? 'II' 1856 (1/4193)
Hurry! It 1887 (12128)
SWM, 39, professional, enjoys outdoors, panionshipfrom awoman over 45. Give some winter nights (and days), dance, ous and very sensual. Can you handle
REAIlL
Y
SWEET
GUY,
BOYISH,
attracideas, movies, arts; like to rmet college and get asyoudeserve. It 1790(12128) ski, romance, and hang out with fun, it? It 1867 (1/4193)
tive,straight-acting,seeksmonogamous RE CREATID NAL NUD 1ST GROUP seeks
grad, 305, with thoughtful, spiritual side
members. Summer outdoors, winter
intelligentwoman,
28-40.
CBWSox
163.
GOOD-LOOKING GWM, 25, 5'9', BRI '0, reiationshipwithsimilar2O-38. l'mwarm inside. Freedom, friendship and fun. Join
and sense of humor who likes the out- ONE WOMAN MAN- If you want comBR,
160#,
NlS,
straight-acting/appearandcanng,enlOY
nat~e,
theocean,
qUiet
panionship, honesty, lasting relation- SWM, 40s,IlIVE BY AlAKE su rrounded
doors. It 1951 (1/1&'93)
us. It 1943 (1/4193)
ship from a N/S, NID M, 48-55, please by mountains. I'm looking for a play- ing, likes mOVies, music, dining out as times, cuddling With someone special.
LEWISTONIPORTlAND AREA- Blue eoI- call. I like drives in the country, candlemuch as indoor activities. Seeks similar Is that you? It 1882 (1/11/93)
TOO MANY PEOPLE are dying of AIDS!
mate to share time with. I like outdoors
lar professional, DWM, 41 , 5'S', average light dinners. It 1783 (12128)
for friendship and possible
Stop the tragedy. Be safe. -FPTA
and
quiet,
romantic
times.
P.S.
I
cook!
REGULAR GUY- Good-looking, mascubuild, WS, VlID, easygoing, looking to
commttment, ~ we are right for each
It 1983 (1/18/93)
line GM, 33, in-shape, seeks same, 26meet intelligent affectionate woman, 30- OUTDOORS-TYPE SINGLE DAD lookother. You'll never know if you don1
35, who enjoys the outdoors/indoors,
42. with optimistic personality for Iong- ing to meet lady, 30-40, who enjoys the SWM, 6'2', OUTDOORS MAN, 45, USM, call! It 1779 (12128)
movies, laughter or quiet times in front
term relationship. It 1892 (1/11193)
outdoors. I'm36, DWMwhowanls hon- second life artist, looking for same with
ofthe
fi replace, for honest, sincere relaGWM,
22,
6'3',
BRlGR,
nice-looking,
esty and communication. Friendship fun & realistic format for my disk with
"CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S PERSONAllS
LIFE'S TOO SHORT... BUT I'M NOT! first It 1956 (1/1&'93)
straight-acting,'alhletic build, seeking tions~ip. I t 1!1l7 (1/11/93)
newest category is for those ships in the
humor/poetry. It 1967 (1/18/93)
Attractive, athletic DWM, 41, w/varied
muscular, gym-type men for safe &
SLIGHTlY fmEET WITH a bit of tart, soft nightthat pass without getting each others
interests seeks slim, 28-42, SlDF ... SEEKING ASIAN CONNECTION- InterTAlL, HANDSOME, educated, liberal, ath- discreet fun. It 1765 (12128)
assilk, strong and smart Hyou'recuteand number. Rates are SO centslword for a
Let's give 'em something totalk about. ested in Eastern ways, exteriors and
letic, lOOking for very attractive, oompattwo-week ad with FREE Personal Call.
It 1966 (1/18193)
interiOrs. SWM, 41 . It 1911 (1/11/93) ible female, 25-35, NlS. NID. Skil!lS wel- GWM, 25, 6', BRlBR,looking for down- warm at heart, call me soon. We've been
to-earth GWM, 25-35, for relationship. too long apart 'II' 1952 (1/18193)
LONELY,PROFESSIDNAlDWM,43,needs SENSmVE, SECURE, SWM, 43, t-VS-I'm come, no cetaceans. It 1785 (12128)
Butch masculine only. Noalcohol, fems,
onewoman 10 share 100. EnilY cards, read- tall, fit and have a positive outlook. I enjoy THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE YOU SEEK or drugs. Enjoy walks, cUddling, oon- SOUTHERN BEE CHARMER SEEKS
northern honey supplies. I am tired of
ir1j, tennis, bowling, long walks. rnMes, B-ball and good humor, walks and ideas.
versation. It 1780 (12128)
refined sweets. Nowlooking foral~natu
good oomersation. No games, serious r&- Part-time parent. Seeks sincere, honest could be waiti ng for yo ualthe Seamen's
Club on Thursday nights from 5-7 pm. GWM, 35,SEEKSFRIENDbetween 18-26 ral treats. UR 21}.35. Me: 28, 5'S', 180/,
sponses only. I t 1961 (1/18193)
partner, Brunswick area. It 1848(114193) It's the Personal Connection!
straight-acting, any race. It 1786 (12128) brown/green. It 1857 (1/4193)

COnfidential InfOrmation:

How to place your personal ad:

After you receive your .. number and private security code, you may
record your personal introduction. Use your introduction to tell more about
you"""f than your ad does. Give your first name, but DON'T give your last
name, phone number or address. Make sure you ask your callers to leave
their names, phone nurnbenl and the best times to call them. All introductions are reviewed byCBWand go on line withirt24 hours.

nasty. 'II' 1899(1/11/93)
OWM,29.HOCKEYSTICKS. MUdhoney.
Tender kisses. AndrewWyeth. Calamari.
J-Class boats. Ayn Rand. Gossling's
rum. Racquetball. Victoria's Secret.
Raoul's. Riding crop. Mountain bike.
LIFE! It 1789(12128)

LOOK NO FURTHER- Recently relocated
DWM. 38, no children, emotional~/fi
nanciallysecured, 5'6', brown hair/eyes,
medium build, seeking S/DF for friendship, maybe more. I t 1842 (114193)

My SISTERS S,W 1\ WAS MY UN CLE JoHN
THE KNOWN FA.; WHO INVENTE.D 51'\A66'(
\3 ABA . TIlEY SAY BEFORE HIS FAGDOff'
FAGISM FAGOS ITY FM FMi6Y FAG NESS
GOT KNOWN AND MOM WOVI.D !:,TILL
LET \-11M TOUGH VS \1 E V S ~D TO SAY
SrlAG6Y BA'OAS NAME TO US. J
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SoRP.Y FoP- SEING SvC H A LAME FE'M
I'M SO\<RY SoRRY S O ~R.Y ' St-lA66Y
BASA Wf\Y DI \) you Go. ['OAT SoME
SoVp MY SISi EIZ SI\YS. SHAG6Y BI\8A
.'.§ JVSr IMAbINATION . JUST SMOKE
FRoM MOM's Sl~fI\MIN6 Cl6ARroE .
My SlsrE'R TOUCHeS MY FoRfHEAD
Yav ·R.E Q.,O W SHE SI\Ys . THE THERMOMETER . SHE LOOKS AT IT AND
Tl1fN At ~f . NoV\! I07~

~ 1 CA ~ l MOM 6I Y-!Qllli ? NY
SISTeR ASks BVT I KNOW St\E'S
MoP-E: &AIZEO OF BIAGGI,<.JG MOM
'THAN MY \07~ IF YOl.l WANT !VI f To

(A~L \-\fR l WILL . - \ Pvs H MY FACE IN HIE }-lARD CovcH TO
MAKE IT DARK . SHAG6 Y BABA (OMeS
TO Mf: IN mE' DARM DARM DARkA.
SHOULD 1 CA LL \-\ERlREDDIt10R (AN
'(Q.y PLEASE JVST llii..P AwHiLE'
!:f(oIr BeHe~ WAit to ca 1/
htrbWWSllf ,ts ~f.I' • ..!:>!.....=s
"la' M she'll c~am Tnt.
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Casco Bay Weekly

HOLIDAY BASKET BOUQUET
A beautiful bamboo braided red and green basket is filled
for christmas with a joyous assortment
of holiday flowers. Garnished with cinnamon sticks and
candy canes, this bouquet will surely lift the holiday spirits.
A Harmons and Bartons exclusive.

25.00 30.00 35.00

CHRISTMAS AROUND THE GLOBE
All the rich beauty and fragrances of the holiday season is
captured in this Christmas centerpiece.
Fresh evergreens, pine cones and festive holiday flowers
are beautifully designed around an elegant glass globe and
red taper candle.
A Harmons and Bartons exclusive.

32.50 37.50 42.50

CANDLELIGHT BOUQUET
A seasonal favorite for the holiday table. A traditional
three-candled long and low centerpiece with your favorite
holiday greens and flowers. Bright loops of velvet and red
glass balls complete this beautiful setting.
A Harmons and Bartons exclusive.

FTD HOLLY BASKET
BOUQUET

37.50 40.00 45.00

This beautiful hand-painted red basket, accented
with a holly leaf design is brimming with a
wonderful assortment of holiday greens and traditional
flowers of the season. Share the spirit with th is special ; .
arrangement.
Send this bouquet anywhere in thE!'country.

.

27.50 30.00 32.50

~

tiJe corate 'Io Ce{e6ratel
THE FTD BRASS HORN
BOUQUET
Brighten the Holidays with this beautiful centerpiece
featuring a brass horn, traditional holiday greens
and flowers . Then cheerfully accented with red glass
balls and gold lame ribbon. A wonderful gift for Christmas.
We would be happy to send this bouquet anywhere
in the country.

40.00 45.00 50.00

SINGLE CANDLE BOUQUET

HOLIDAY BO\VL BOUQUET
A less traditional bouquet for the holidays, yet elegant and
tasteful. A glass ginger vase is designed
with finer, more sophisticated flowers.
Lilies, freesia, gerberas and roses to name a few.
Trimmed with red and green Gucci
ribbon to complete the look.
'Each bouquet may be custom ordered and designed
exclusively for you.

A Harmons and Bartons exclusive.

27.50 30.00 32.50

40.00 45.00 50.00

",~~RTON' S

HARMON'
584 Congress Street
Portland

All major credit cards

I

A great gift for the holidays. A single red taper candle
towers brilliantly over a lovely
centerpiece of your favorite seasonal greens and holiday
flowers. Accented with red glass balls and loops of velvet :
A beautiful way to say Merry Christmas.

11 7 Brow n Sktreet
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